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Abstract
This thesis consists of two parts: a report on the use of a binocular Shack-Hartmann (SH)
sensor to study the dynamic correlation of ocular aberrations; and the application of an
adaptive optics (AO) system to investigate the effect of the manipulation of aberrations
on the accommodation control.

The binocular SH sensor consists of one laser source and one camera to reduce
system cost and complexity. Six participants took part in this study. Coherence function
analysis showed that coherence values were dependent on the subject, aberration and
frequency component. Inter-ocular correlations of the aberration dynamics were fairly
weak for all participants. Binocular and monocular viewing conditions produced similar
wavefront error dynamics.

The AO system has a dual wavefront sensing channel. The extra sensing channel
permits direct measurement of the eye’s aberrations independent of the deformable
mirror. Dynamic correction of aberrations during steady-state fixation did not affect the
accommodation microfluctuations, possibly due to the prior correction of the static
aberration level and/or the limited correction bandwidth. The inversion of certain
aberrations during dynamic accommodation affected the gain and latency of
accommodation response (AR), suggesting that the eye used the aberrations to guide its
initial path of accommodative step response. Corrections of aberrations at various
temporal locations of AR cycle produced subject- and aberration-dependent results. The
gain and phase lag of the AR to a sinusoidally moving target were unaffected by
aberration correction. The predictable nature of the target had been suggested as the
reason for its failure to produce any significant effect on the AR gain and phase lag.
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Chapter 1 Literature review
1.1 General introduction

Retinal image clarity has been shown to be the key feature of normal visual
development and ocular growth. Disruption of retinal image quality by means of
refractive blur, form deprivation and total occlusion in animals leads to axial elongation
and hence the development of myopia, see [1] for a review. These animal studies have
led researchers to believe that retinal blur has a major impact on the development of
myopia in the human eye; a condition known as retinal-image mediated ocular growth
[2]. The human eye can bring the objects of interest over a range of distances to a clear
focus on the retina by varying the power of the crystalline lens, a process known as
accommodation. The central nervous system detects the blur in the retinal image and
alters the lens power using a neurological feedback control mechanism to reduce the
amount of defocus to a minimum [3]. It has been suggested that retinal blur resulting
from under-accommodation to close objects (i.e. lag of accommodation) serves as a
cue to ocular elongation and consequently the development of myopia [4]. This
emphasises the importance of the accuracy of the accommodation control system in the
maintenance of retinal image clarity in order to prevent the development of myopia,
which appears to be increasing in modern industrial societies [5-8].

The clarity of the retinal image is limited to a certain extent by the presence of
aberrations, which are among the imperfections of the human eye that degrade the
retinal image quality. Defocus and astigmatism are the most significant ocular
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aberrations which can be corrected with spectacles, contact lenses and conventional
refractive surgery. It should be noted that the accommodation is not stationary but
fluctuates with time, hence the term microfluctuations of accommodation. This variation
in focus can be determined from the coefficient of the defocus term of the Zernike
expansion, which is the standard that is now usually used to describe the optical
aberrations of the human eye [9]. Defocus has been indicated as the largest source of
short-term instability in the ocular aberrations [10]. Aberrations beyond defocus and
astigmatism are known as the higher-order aberrations, which cannot be corrected by
the conventional approach. These aberrations reduce the visual performance of the
human eye and also limit the resolution of the retinal structures that can be resolved by
in vivo imaging. Apart from the optical properties of the human eye, visual quality is also
limited by the neural factors that extend from the retina to the brain [11].

In the presence of aberrations, different point spread functions (PSFs) will be formed on
either side of the retina depending on the sign of the defocus. The human eye has been
shown to be capable of recognising the difference between the hyperopic and myopic
PSFs [12]. A question arises as to whether the eye can make use of the fluctuations of
aberrations as a cue to guide the accommodation response (AR), see for example [13,
14]. If this hypothesis holds true, it will indicate that the removal of the ocular aberrations
may in fact reduce the precision of the AR. So far, two studies have been conducted to
investigate the role of these aberrations in the dynamic accommodation mechanism.
One study reported a significant increase in the accommodative response time and a
reduction in the peak velocity when the aberrations were corrected [15]. The results of
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the other study were subject-dependent, where one subject could not accommodate in
monochromatic light, one subject failed to accommodate accurately in the absence of
higher-order aberrations, while four other subjects could accommodation in the correct
direction with or without these aberrations [16]. The exact role of the ocular aberrations
remains to be clarified.

The emphasis of the work presented in this thesis was on the manipulation of ocular
aberrations with an AO system and their effects on the accommodation control
mechanism. An AO system is mainly used to measure and correct the ocular
aberrations in real time. It contains three principal components, i.e. a wavefront sensor,
a wavefront corrector and a control computer.
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1.2 Accommodation

Accommodation is a process where the eye alters its focusing power (by varying the
shape of the crystalline lens) in response to the blur of the target image on the retina. It
provides the eye with a clear focus despite variable viewing distances. According to
Helmholtz’s theory of accommodation, when a subject accommodates, the ciliary
muscle contracts leading to the relaxation of the zonular fibres which suspend the
crystalline lens [17]. The elastic lens then becomes more curved in shape, thereby
increasing its focusing power. When a subject relaxes his accommodation to focus on a
distant target, the ciliary muscle relaxes hence causing the zonular fibres to become
taut. This stretches the lens so it becomes thinner, thereby reducing its power. This is
illustrated in Fig. 1.1.

Figure 1.1. The effect of accommodation and relaxation on the shapes of the ciliary
muscles, zonular fibres and lens.

The accommodation system can be divided into four parts, namely reflex, tonic,
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proximal and convergence accommodation [18]. Reflex accommodation defines the
involuntary AR to the vergence of the incident light. Tonic accommodation is the resting
position which is adopted by the eye in the absence of visual stimulation, for example in
total darkness, empty field or viewing through a pinhole. This tonic position varies
considerably among individuals, ranging from 0 to 4 D [19]. Proximal accommodation is
the component of accommodation that is triggered by the awareness of a near object.
Convergence accommodation is associated with the change in the convergence of the
eye. Vergence or rotation of the two eyes in the opposite directions is driven by the
disparity of the target images on the retina [20]. There is an established link between the
accommodation and vergence systems, and they are known to form an interactive
dual-feedback system [21]. For example, when one eye is covered to remove disparity
cues, the variation in the focus of the viewing eye will result in the rotation of the covered
eye. The rotation is in direct proportion to the change in focus, known as the
accommodative convergence to accommodation (AC/A) ratio. Conversely, when blur
cues are removed by viewing through pinhole apertures, convergence results in a
change in focus which is in direct proportion to the amount of convergence. This is
known as the convergence accommodation to convergence (CA/C) ratio. This thesis
focuses on the reflex accommodation.
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1.2.1 Basic properties of accommodation

Static behaviour

The static behaviour of the accommodation system can be represented by an
accommodative stimulus/response (AS/R) curve, which is obtained by recording the
steady-state accommodation to a target over a range of dioptric target distances (Fig.
1.2). A typical AS/R curve can be divided into four main portions [22, 23]:
(i)

The initial non-linear region, which ranges from approximately 0 to 1.5 D of the
accommodation stimulus (AS) where the AR remains relatively constant despite
the changes in the AS. The AR usually leads the AS, mainly under the influence of
the tonic accommodative bias.

(ii)

The linear region over which a change in the AS produces a proportional change
in the AR. The AR is usually less than the AS, giving rise to a lag of
accommodation.

(iii)

The non-linear transitional region (soft saturation) where a further increase in the
AS produce a smaller change in AR in comparison to the linear zone.

(iv)

The non-linear latent region (hard saturation) over which still further increases in
AS fails to produce an additional change in AR. It defines the amplitude of
accommodation.

Frequently, the linear regression line fit to the AS/R curve is used to characterise the
ability of a subject to maintain a steady-state response [24]. However, Chauhan and
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Charman commented that the use of a regression slope was insufficient to correctly
describe the accuracy of the AR. They introduced the concept of a single index for the
AS/R function based on the area between the best-fit curve and the unity ratio (1:1) line
over the stimulus interval between 1.5 and 4.5 D [25]. The accommodative error index is
obtained by dividing the area by the stimulus interval, which is effectively the mean of
the magnitude of the response error divided by the correlation coefficient of the
regression line. However, this index can only be applied to the linear region of the AS/R
curve.

Figure 1.2. Schematic plot of the accommodative stimulus/response curve. 1 = initial
non-linear region, 2 = linear region, 3 = non-linear transitional region (soft saturation), 4
= non-linear latent region (hard saturation).

Dynamic behaviour

The dynamic behaviour of the accommodation system can be characterised by
stimulating the accommodation system with various stimuli while measuring its reaction.
The AR to pulse, step and ramp stimuli are shown in Fig. 1.3. In Fig. 1.3(a), the pulse
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response follows the pulse stimulus after a delay, and the duration of pulse response
closely matches the pulse stimulus. Campbell and Westheimer indicated that as long as
the duration of the pulse was longer than 0.1 s, the AR would follow the stimulus change
even though the stimulus had returned to its starting level before the onset of the AR
[26]. Hence they concluded that the accommodation system was a continuous feedback
control system. In Fig. 1.3(b), the AR follows the step changes in the stimulus distance
after a period of latency, which is reported to be around 360-380 ms [26]. After that,
there is an exponential rise in the AR with a time constant of about 250 ms [26]. The
ramp response fails to follow the stimulus gradient smoothly but displays wavering
movements and fluctuations, as shown in Fig. 1.3(c).

Figure 1.3. Accommodation response to (a) pulse stimulus, (b) step stimulus, and (c)
ramp stimulus. Adapted and reprinted by permission from Blackwell Publishing [26].
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Hung and Ciuffreda conducted a series of experiments to investigate the AR to different
ramp velocity stimuli, varying from 0.5 to 6 D/s with a 2 D amplitude [27]. Results
showed a general shift from mainly ramps in response to slow moving stimulus, to
step-ramp and multiple step responses for intermediate velocity stimuli, to largely steps
in response to rapidly moving stimuli (Fig. 1.4). These findings revealed the presence of
a dual-mode behaviour in the human accommodation system, where rapidly moving
stimuli (≥ 2.5 D/s) would activate the fast component, while slow moving stimuli (< 2.5
D/s) would trigger the slow component. The fast component functioned under open-loop
conditions while the slow component operated under closed-loop conditions (see
Section 1.2.3).

Figure 1.4. Accommodation responses (solid lines) to different ramp stimuli (dashed
lines) with velocities ranging from 0.5 to 5 D/s. Adapted and reprinted by permission
from Blackwell Publishing [27].

For a sinusoidally moving stimulus, one is interested in the gain and the phase lag of the
AR (Fig 1.5). The response gain is defined as the ratio of the peak amplitude of the AR
to the peak amplitude of the AS. The peak in the AR generally lags the corresponding
peak in the AS by about 360 to 500 ms [26], but this can be shorter due to the
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anticipation factor associated with the predictability of this type of stimulus [28]. In fact,
zero phase lag or even slight phase advance has been previously reported [29].

Figure 1.5. Time plots of the amplitude of the accommodation response (blue) and
accommodation stimulus (red).

The amplitude of the AR in response to a sinusoidally moving stimulus has been shown
to decrease while the phase lag has been shown to increase with the frequency of
stimulus oscillations [28, 30-33], as shown in Fig. 1.6.

Figure 1.6. Plots of (a) gain and (b) phase lag as a function of temporal frequency of a
sinusoidally moving stimulus as found in several studies. Reprinted from [33].
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1.2.2 Microfluctuations of accommodation

When a subject fixates steadily on a fixed target, his accommodation is not stationary
but displays small temporal instability about a mean level of accommodation, termed
microfluctuations of accommodation.

Collins was the first to notice the presence of fluctuations in accommodation. By means
of an infra-red electronic refractionometer, he noticed that these fluctuations contained a
magnitude of about 0.5 D and occurred at a rate of more than 1 Hz [34]. However, he
did not carry out any further investigation regarding this observation and they were
treated simply as an accommodative abnormality. It was not until the work of Arnulf and
co-workers in 1951 that these fluctuations in accommodation became a subject of
interest to numerous visual researchers [35]. In a later study, Arnulf’s group used a
double-pass ophthalmoscope to record the variations in retinal images caused by
microfluctuations

in

accommodation

cinematographically

during

steady-state

accommodation [36]. The invention of the infra-red optometer proclaimed the real
progress in the characterisation of accommodation microfluctuations [37, 38]. These
fluctuations have been found to have an amplitude of a few tenths of a dioptre and a
frequency spectrum extending out to a few Hertz [39-41]. There are generally two
prominent regions of activity, i.e. a broad low frequency component (LFC) at
frequencies less than 0.6 Hz and a narrow frequency band known as the high frequency
component (HFC) at about 1-2 Hz [13, 38-40, 42-44].

The LFC contains most of the power changes, and is believed to originate from the
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crystalline lens [45]. It is believed to be under neurological control because its
characteristics vary according to the stimulus conditions [39, 40]. The HFC, which
remains fairly constant with changes in stimulus parameters, are thought to represent
the physiological rhythmic variation or simply accommodative plant noise [46, 47]. It is
mediated by the pulsation in the retina corresponding to pulse frequency [45]. The
arterial pulse has been suggested to modulate the HFC via the changes in the
intraocular pressure (IOP) of the eye. When the magnitude of the IOP was reduced with
beta-blockers, a concurrent reduction in the magnitude of the HFC was observed, which
was consistent with the reduction in the arterial pulse rate [48].

The accommodative microfluctuations are thought to play a couple of roles in the
accommodation control mechanism. They provide a directional cue to the
accommodation controller and help in the maintenance of the steady-state
accommodation [41, 45, 46, 49]. This is to say, for a defocused eye, if the
accommodation travels in the correct direction, a clearer retinal image will be seen.
However, if the accommodation travels in the opposite direction, the retinal image will
be more blurred. Therefore, the eye can make the correct changes in the AR according
to this negative feedback mechanism.

The accommodation microfluctuations, mainly the LFC, are found to vary with pupil size,
target vergence, target form, target luminance, target contrast, monocular or binocular
fixation, refractive errors and the age of the observers, as summarised below:
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Pupil size

Pupil size has been demonstrated to affect the accommodation microfluctuations.
Several studies report a significant increase in the magnitude of the fluctuations with
small artificial pupils [50-55]. Generally, it is found that the LFC varies in magnitude as a
function of pupil size [13, 53, 56, 57]. It is agreed that when the pupil size reduces, the
depth of focus (DOF) increases [50]. DOF is defined as the distance through which an
object can be moved without causing any detectable detriment to the retinal image
quality. When the DOF is small, small microfluctuations are sufficient to provide
detectable changes in the retinal image. However, when the DOF increases, the
magnitude of the microfluctuations has to become larger in order to show a detectable
change in the retinal image so that they can provide the accommodation system with
directional cues. Gray and collaborators showed that for pupil diameters of less than 3
mm, the power of the LFC increased with decreasing pupil sizes [57]. However, for pupil
diameters greater than 3 mm, it remained relatively constant. Campbell et al. indicated
that although the power spectrum of the LFC increased with smaller pupils,
microfluctuations were not exactly correlated with DOF because their amplitudes were
not inversely proportional to pupil size [38]. It should be remembered that the
relationship between DOF and pupil size is not linear, i.e. the increase of DOF is only
significant for pupil size less than 3 mm [52].

Campbell’s group also showed that the peak of the HFC, which was present for a
large pupil (7 mm), disappeared with a small pupil (1 mm) [38]. When a small artificial
pupil was used, also known as the open-loop condition, large low-frequency drifts are
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often produced [38, 58]. However, Gray and co-workers showed that the HFC was not
dependent upon pupil size and its magnitude remained fairly constant for pupil
diameters from 0.5 to 5 mm [59]. Similarly, Stark and Atchison also found that the HFC
was independent of pupil size [53]. This suggests that the HFC may not be
systematically related to the ocular DOF.

Physiological fluctuations in the pupil size may play a role in the increase of
accommodation microfluctuations with reducing pupil diameters, where the maximum
pupil noise has been shown to occur with a near target [53, 60]. Previous studies
showed that each dioptre of accommodation induced an average of 0.18 to 0.45 mm of
pupil constriction [61, 62], i.e. smallest pupil size corresponds to the highest
accommodation level.

Also, the forces generated by the accommodative microfluctuations have been shown
to affect the fluid-solid mechanical interaction between the aqueous humour and the iris
[63]. The fluid-solid system exhibited the same waveform as the stimulus when the
amplitudes of the fluctuations were small (< 0.2 D), but showed a different waveform
when the amplitudes of fluctuations were large (≥ 0.2 D). The later indicated that the
forces generated by the anterior movement of the lens during accommodation
significantly affected the aqueous-iris mechanical interaction.
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Target luminance

The LFC was found to vary in magnitude as a function of target luminance. Alpern was
the first to conduct a study to investigate the effect of target luminance on
accommodation microfluctuations. He found that the amplitudes increased significantly
when retinal illuminance was less than 2.5 cdm-2 [64]. The stability of accommodation
was affected under low luminance conditions where the LFC began to show an erratic
response [65-67]. Gray and co-workers showed that the power spectrum of the LFC
increased when target luminance was reduced from 11.63 to 0.002 cdm-2 but the HFC
was independent of target luminance [59]. In another study by Charman and Heron, an
increase in the power of the LFC was documented when target luminance was reduced
from 70 to 0.07 cdm-2 [39]. Recently, Day et al. reported larger fluctuations for a target
luminance of 0.002 cdm-2, above which the magnitude of the fluctuations remained fairly
constant [55].

Target vergence (i.e. accommodation level)

Microfluctuations in accommodation are known to increase with an increase in object
vergence [39, 45, 53, 68-72]. Denieul presented a Landolt ‘C’ target at various distances
which ranged from +0.25 D to -5 D (closest to the eye) to investigate the effect of
stimulus vergence on the microfluctuations of accommodation [43]. The magnitude of
the fluctuations was found to increase for closer objects. The study by Kotulak and
Schor supported this claim where the amplitude for the HFC increased from a mean of
0.03 D for a target at 1 m, to a mean of 0.08 D for a target at 25 cm [42]. In a recent
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study by Zhu et al., larger fluctuations were shown to occur with a higher
accommodation level (i.e. -2 and -4 D) than at infinity [72].

However, the work of Miege and Denieul showed that with a larger dioptric range (i.e.
from +3 to -9 D), the activities of the HFC actually increased gradually from a minimum
at the far point of focus to a maximum near the centre of the accommodative range
(determined to be -3 D for the two subjects in their study), and then slowly decreased to
a minimum at the near point [73]. Later, Toshida and colleagues confirmed this finding
on the twelve eyes of six subjects over a range of target vergence extending from 0 to
-12 D [65]. They found that the fluctuations of the HFC were the lowest at the far point,
reaching a maximum at around -3 to -5 D, and then decreasing with closer stimuli. They
also found that for an object placed farther than the far point, the HFC was slightly
greater. The was because the eye had a tendency to adjust its focusing power so that
the accommodation was closer to the resting point of accommodation when viewing
distances farther than the far point. Therefore the zonular tension had decreased slightly,
leading to more oscillations in the crystalline lens. Another study, however, showed that
the vergence at which the microfluctuations of accommodation was maximal varies
between -2 to -8 D [61].

Power spectrum analysis (see Chapter 2) provides information regarding the main
contributor of the increase in the accommodation microfluctuations, but results are
variable. Some attributed the increase to the LFC [71, 74] while others showed higher
power in both low and high frequency regions [65, 72].
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Target form

With an infra-red optometer, Bour compared the fluctuations of accommodation for two
different stimuli, i.e. a sinusoidal grating of single frequency and a target of broad spatial
bandwidth [75]. He found that the former showed greater instability than the latter. There
were several possibilities for better response accuracy for the complex target, which
included the presence of broader spectrum of spatial frequencies, asymmetry with
respect to the paraxial focus due to aberrations might have acted as a directional cue,
and prior knowledge about the stimulus could be used to achieve an optimum image.
Niwa and Tokoro observed the effect on accommodation microfluctuations when they
induced blur on stimuli with various spatial frequencies [76]. They discovered that for
higher spatial frequencies, microfluctuations peaked at a lower blur level. They
attributed the observation to the increase in power in the LFC region. Recently, it was
found that the magnitude of the accommodation microfluctuations for both myopes and
emmetropes (EMMs) are the lowest when viewing mid spatial frequency sine wave
gratings (1, 2, 4 and 8 cycles per degree (c/deg)), and increased for lower (0.5 c/deg)
and higher (16 c/deg) spatial frequencies [77]. Interestingly, in the same study, the
magnitude of the accommodation microfluctuations remained fairly constant during the
alteration of the spatial frequency of the square wave gratings. This was probably
because the square wave gratings consisted of different spatial frequencies.
Mathematically, a square wave is equivalent to the sum of a sine wave at the same
frequency, plus an infinite series of odd-multiple frequency sine waves of diminishing
amplitude.
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Target contrast

When the target contrast is low, evidence shows that the microfluctuations of
accommodation increase. Bour found that the steady-state accommodation was most
stable for a target contrast of somewhat less than 100%, where the contrast variations
in the image due to fluctuations in the lens power were more visible [75]. Niwa and
Tokoro also reported that when the target sharpness was reduced, the power of the LFC
increased in an attempt to maintain clear focus [76]. When the target contrast was
further reduced to zero (i.e. empty field), large drifts were found in the low-frequency
region [13].

Target colour

Winn and colleagues studied the effect of target colours (red, blue and yellow) on the
steady-state accommodation of two amblyopic subjects [78]. They found that the overall
power was lower for colours near the edge of the visible spectrum, i.e. red and blue, as
compared to yellow. Low-frequency peaks (i.e. 0.35 to 0.5 Hz) were apparent in the
power spectra of the three different colours, but a peak in the HFC (i.e. 1 Hz) was found
only in the yellow colour. This observation was true for both subjects. The authors
concluded that the change in shape of the power spectra with target colours further
supported the idea that microfluctuations of accommodation were under neurological
control.

Denieul and Corno-Martin studied the effect of chromaticity on accommodation
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microfluctuations on two subjects by using a combination of achromatic (black or white)
targets on coloured backgrounds and vice versa [79]. When a black Snellen letter was
presented on a white or yellow background, a regular frequency was observed; when it
was presented on a blue, red or green background, microfluctuations were irregular with
the appearance of low temporal frequencies. When the presentation of the black letter
on a red background was replaced by a yellow background, the power of the HFC (at
1-2 Hz) increased but the power of the LFC (at 0.2 and 0.6 Hz) reduced. When a white
Snellen letter was presented on a coloured background or vice versa, the fluctuations
were more variable and subject-dependent. Similar results were obtained with a
coloured target on a white background. The authors therefore concluded that the
accommodation microfluctuations, especially the HFC, vary in magnitude with the
colour of the stimulus.

In another study, when the variability in accommodation was compared between targets
with reduced spectral bandwidth (black-on-red and black-on-blue) and black-and-white
targets, no significant differences were found [80]. However, for some individuals, the
fluctuations of

accommodation

showed a

moderate

increase when

viewing

near-isoluminant (red-on-blue and blue-on-red) targets.

Monocular and binocular viewing conditions

Early studies on accommodation microfluctuations were conducted monocularly due to
the difficulty in the experimental set-ups involving convergence under binocular viewing
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conditions [26, 35, 38, 81, 82]. From the clinical aspect, binocular accommodation plays
a more important role in the real world [83]. Therefore, the investigation of the
microfluctuations of accommodation under binocular viewing conditions is clinically
more significant. Campbell commented on the monocular technique when he noticed
that the amplitudes of the fluctuations were smaller under binocular conditions [84],
possibly due to the presence of the convergence reflex. Krueger also obtained similar
results in two out of his four subjects [70]. The association between accommodation and
convergence is well-established, where both eyes rotate inwards to maintain binocular
single vision when viewing a close object [83, 85]. In a study by Santamaría and
collaborators, the retinal PSFs of the eyes were recorded simultaneously with a double
pass ophthalmoscope under monocular and binocular viewing conditions [86]. It was
found that the PSFs were different for the two conditions. Hence, it was apparent that
each eye influenced the fluctuations of the PSF in the contralateral eye. Recently, it was
shown that although larger microfluctuations were found in late-onset myopes (LOMs)
as compared to EMMs and early-onset myopes (EOMs), the difference was diminished
when the experiment was conducted under binocular viewing conditions [87]. This
indicates

that

binocular

viewing

potentially

minimises

the

accommodation

microfluctuations.

Refractive error

In general, myopes exhibit larger accommodation microfluctuations than emmetropes,
possibly because of the increased DOF in the former [88-90]. Some authors have
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suggested that in order for the microfluctuations to provide the accommodation control
mechanism with an error signal, they have to span the DOF [91]. However, the link
between refractive error and the magnitude of fluctuations is not as straightforward as
that. Evidently, the age of onset of myopia will affect the magnitude of accommodation
microfluctuations [71, 87, 92]. Seidel et al. investigated the differences in the
fluctuations in three groups of subjects, i.e. EMMs, EOMs and LOMs at a target
vergence of -4 D [92]. They found that the LOMs displayed significantly larger
fluctuations as compared to the EMMs and EOMs and the increase was postulated to
be related to the LFC. Another study by the same group also showed significantly higher
fluctuations in the LOMs [87]. Interestingly, Day et al. showed that although the LOMs
had larger overall microfluctuations than the EMMs, for a stimulus vergence of 0 D, the
difference between the magnitudes of the fluctuations in these two refractive groups
was not significant [71]. Generally, however, Day et al. agreed that the microfluctuations
in the LOMs were significantly larger than the EMMs and EOMs for distant viewing. In a
recent study, this research group demonstrated that the myopes exhibited larger
fluctuations than the EMMs over a range of target luminance levels and artificial pupil
diameters while subjects fixated on a target placed at their tonic accommodation levels
[55].

A recent study concentrating on the HFC of accommodation microfluctuations showed
that this component was negatively correlated with the refractive errors for +0.50 and 0
D of accommodation level [93]. However, when the accommodation levels increased
from -1.0 to -3.0 D, there was a lack of correlation between HFC and refractive errors.
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The authors associated the findings with the mechanical and elastic properties of the
ciliary muscle.

Age

The onset of presbyopia is caused by a gradual loss of the elasticity of the lens capsule
and zonular fibres, plus an increase in size of the crystalline lens leading to a reduction
in the amplitude and the speed of accommodation with age, see for example [94-97].
The association of accommodation microfluctuations with age was first proposed by
Krueger where he indicated the amplitude of the HFC (i.e. 2 Hz) increased with age [70].
However, latest evidence shows that the reverse is true. Heron and Schor conducted a
study on six young observers (age ranged from 16 to 26) and six older observers (age
ranged from 36 to 48) to compare the effect of ageing on the accommodation
microfluctuations [69]. They demonstrated that the power of the fluctuations was lower
in the older age group. A similar experimental result was reported by Toshida et al. [65].
Specifically, Toshida et al. suggested the attenuation of the HFC to be related to the loss
of lens elasticity with age. This result was further supported by the study of Mordi and
Ciuffreda where the amplitudes of both the LFC and HFC were shown to be attenuated
with advancing age [98]. In addition, both frequency components shifted towards the
lower frequency range.

In a recent study conducted by Candy and Bharadwaj, the powers of the
accommodation fluctuations in the infants (8 to 30 weeks of age) were significantly
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larger than the emmetropic adults for all three stimulus vergences (i.e. 1.25, 2.0 and 3.0
D) [99]. This could be due to several factors: the head and body movements of the
infants during the measurements, the larger predicted DOF in the infants as compared
to the adults, the difference in the mechanical properties of the crystalline lens, and the
presence of hyperopia in the infants (approximately 2 D) which induced a higher
accommodative demand than the emmetropic adults.
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1.2.3 Models of the accommodation system

The accommodation process to an object of interest is accompanied by two other
oculomotor activities, i.e. vergence and changes in the pupil size. These three systems
interact to produce a clear image on the retina. Several models have been developed to
describe the accommodation system, the vergence system, and the interaction of the
two systems. In this review section, only the control theory of the accommodation
system will be considered because the accommodation studies in this thesis were
conducted monocularly, where vergence was not an issue. Control theory was originally
developed to analyse, predict and control the behaviour of an engineering system.
However, it has gained its popularity in the modelling of biological systems over the past
four decades [100].

The

accommodation

system,

like

any

other

biological

system,

relies

on

negative-feedback control, where the output of the system acts to oppose the changes
to the input so that the changes are attenuated. This procedure aids in the precision of
the control system. A basic accommodation feedback control system can be
represented by three components: the controller (central nervous system), the
accommodative plant (ciliary muscles and lens) and a feedback loop [101]. The input for
an accommodation system is the dioptric target distance whereas the output is the AR.
As illustrated in Fig. 1.7, an input is sent via the summing junction, controller and plant
components to produce an output. The output signal is fed back and deducted (hence
negative-feedback) from the input signal, forming an error signal which constitutes the
retinal blur. The nervous system senses the blur and drives the accommodative plant in
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such a way as to minimise the error.

Figure 1.7. Block diagram representing a negative feedback control system.

Early models of accommodation considered the accommodation system as a
continuous feedback control system. Generally, the forward-loop of a negative feedback
control system can be classified as a proportional, integral, differential or a combination
of some of these three controllers [101].

For a proportional controller, the forward-loop terms are grouped to form an overall gain,
K. As shown in Fig. 1.8(a), the output is related to the error signal by a constant factor K,
represented by

Output = K ⋅ error

(1.1)

error = Input - Output

(1.2)

Since

Hence
error =

1
⋅ Input
1+ K

(1.3)

and
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Output =

K
⋅ Input
1+ K

(1.4)

Therefore, only a fraction K/(1+K) of the input will appear at the output, and the error
signal will always be present which equals to 1/(1+K) times the input. The evidence to
support a proportional controller is the presence of lag in the linear region of the AS/R
curve, also known as the steady-state error (Fig. 1.2). The steady-state AR is a fixed
fraction of the AS, agreeing with Equation 1.4; whereas the AR is proportional to error,
agreeing with Equation 1.1 [102]. The proportional model proposed by Toates could
account for the steady-state error between the AS and AR but failed to correctly
describe the dynamic behaviour of the accommodation system [102].

Figure 1.8. Negative-feedback control system. (a) Proportional controller, and (b)
Integral controller.

In the integral control system, the controller output relies on the previous values of the
error signal. The integral controller is illustrated in Fig. 1.8(b). The output of an integral
controller is an integral of the error, which can be represented mathematically by
t

Output = ∫ error ⋅ dt

(1.5)

0

where the integrator in Laplace notation would be equal to 1/s, where s = σ + iω, with
real numbers σ and ω. The Laplace transform converts integral and differential
equations into algebraic equations. It can be interpreted as a transformation from the
time domain to the frequency domain. The transformation to the Laplace space greatly
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simplifies the algebra when dealing with differential and integration operations.

Stark and colleagues attempted to represent the nonlinear behaviour of the
accommodation system with a rather complicated transfer function containing an
integral controller in the forward loop [28]. Since they used limiters at the extremely low
threshold levels of ±0.08 D, the resultant linear gain portion could only operate over a
very small region, making it ineffectual. Although their model produced a good fit to the
experimental data, an unrealistic time delay of 0.1 s was required. This value was much
shorter than the typical AR latency, which was found to be around 0.37 s [26]. O’Neill
used an integral controller in the forward loop with a time delay of 0.3 s, which
successfully accounted for the dynamic behaviour of the accommodation system but
gave a poor representation of the static component [103]. Also, no time delay was
predicted for AS of less than 0.3 D, which contradicted the typical experimental data. At
this point, it is obvious that a pure integral control model would not be able to accurately
simulate the steady-state AR.

Brodkey and Stark introduced a derivative element, a static nonlinear element (i.e.
piecewise linear element), and a dynamic element with a latency of 0.3 s in the forward
loop [29]. Their model was based on the frequency-response data. However, the
simulations showed that the predicted phase lag lead the experimental data by 90
degrees (deg) for the lower frequencies, and lagged the experimental results by 90 deg
for the higher frequencies.
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A purely proportional model would produce instantaneous rather than slowly changing
responses, as observed in typical experimental data (see Fig. 8a-c of [26]). Computer
simulations of Toates’ model by Krishnan and Stark revealed unstable responses to step
stimuli

[104].

Therefore,

Krishnan

and

Stark

attempted

to

resolve

the

proportional/integral controller dilemma by introducing a ‘leaky’ integrator element into
their model, which acted as a compromise between the two types of controllers [104]. A
leaky integrator is an element that takes an input but gradually leaks a small amount of
input over time. The leaky integrator produced a response that changed slowly and a
non-zero steady-state error. It had a transfer function of the form K/(τs+1) where K is the
gain of the integrator, τ is the time constant and s is the Laplace transform complex
variable. Initially the leaky integrator behaved as an integrator but exhibited first-order
lag characteristics over a long period of time. This model could simulate the observed
decay of accommodation, which lasted about 6 s, to the resting state when all stimuli
were removed. However, it failed to describe the dynamic behaviour.

Sun and Stark extended the Krishnan’s study and proposed a switching control model to
represent the AR to ramp stimuli and microfluctuations [105]. The ON state consisted of
a high gain (approximately 30), closed-loop control system which aimed to minimise the
error signal. The OFF state, incorporated with a leaky integrator, removed any residual
dc level and produced a slow drift to a bias level. The accommodation system would
only switch to the ON state if the error signal exceeded the threshold level (ranges about
0.7 D), otherwise it remained in its OFF state. In order to achieve reasonable results,
they had to use a time delay of 100 ms in their simulations.
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The lack of success in the modelling of the dynamic accommodation system as a
continuous feedback control system is probably due to the considerably long latency as
compared to the time constant of the response. As commented by Hung and Ciuffreda,
when the AR was close to completion with a small error signal, the delayed
accommodative drive, representing an earlier larger error, became effective at this time
and overdrove the accommodative plant [27]. Hung and Ciuffreda conducted a series of
accommodative ramp stimuli experiments, and based on their findings they suggested
that the feedback control of the accommodation process could be divided into a fast and
a slow component. This dual-mode behaviour was determined by the stimulus velocity,
as mentioned in Section 1.2.1. The fast component functioned under open-loop
conditions to allow a rapid rise in the step response without producing instability due to
the long latency. It contained a pre-programmed process which used both sampling and
prediction mechanisms. This was followed by the slow component, which operated in a
continuous feedback loop and reduced the residual error to a minimum. The dual-mode
dynamic model proposed by Khosroyani and Hung [106] provided simulations that were
in good agreement with various experimental data [26, 27].

Hung attempted to simulate the steady-state AS/R curve by using a dynamic model,
where a series of gapped-staircase stimuli with increasing amplitudes (each with a
period of 10 s and a dioptric increment of 0.1 D) were generated and the steady-state
values were obtained by sampling once every 10 s [107]. A block diagram representing
the model is shown in Fig. 1.9. The difference between the AS and AR gave the
accommodative error (AE). The AE was input to the deadspace operator, which
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symbolised the DOF with the threshold limits at ± DSP. The output of the deadspace
operator, AE1, was processed by the accommodative controller after a certain time
delay. The controller consisted of a gain and a dynamic transfer function. The
accommodative controller gain (ACG) was equivalent to the central neurological control
of accommodation. The output of the controller was summed with the tonic level, ABIAS,
to drive the accommodative plant. This tonic level represented the accommodation level
when the system was rendered open-loop. A saturation element, Sat, was incorporated
into the accommodative plant to account for the decrease of the amplitude of lens
response with age.

Figure 1.9. Static accommodation model proposed by Hung [107]. (a) Parametric model,
and (b) MATLAB4.2/SIMULINK1.3 simulation model.
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The simulated AS/R curve could be separated into three regions by the limits of the
deadspace (± DSP), indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 1.10. For small levels of AS,
the AR was above the deadspace region, known as the lead of accommodation.
Conversely, when the AS levels were large, the AR was below the deadspace region,
commonly known as the lag of accommodation. There was a transition zone in which
the AR curve remained fairly constant despite the change in the AS levels, and the AR
level was equal to the tonic accommodation bias (ABIAS). The simulated AS/R curve
matched the AS/R curve found in various experiments, see for example [22, 23].

Figure 1.10. An example of the simulated accommodation stimulus/response curve.
Solid line represents the simulated results. Dashed lines represent the limit of the
deadspace. Redrawn from Hung [107].
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1.3 Diffraction

Apart from the variation in focus, there are other optical components which affect the
quality of the retinal image, which include aberrations and diffraction. In the absence of
aberrations, the quality of the retinal image is limited by diffraction, which is described
as the tendency of the light to deviate when it encounters edges. When a wave arrives
at a small aperture, the light that passes through the aperture interferes and blurs a
point image into an Airy disc. The point spread function (PSF) of the Airy disc appears
as a bright central region surrounded by a series of concentric rings. While the impact of
aberrations increases with pupil size, the adverse effect of diffraction increases with
reducing pupil diameter. According to the Rayleigh resolution criterion, for a
diffraction-limited system, two point sources can just be resolved if the peak of one PSF
lies on the first minimum of the other PSF. The minimum angular resolution is given by
Δθ = 1.22

λ
D

rad

(1.6)

where λ is the wavelength of the light source and D is the pupil diameter [108]. The
optimum pupil diameter that produces the best optical performance is determined to be
around 3 mm, a trade-off between the effect of diffraction and aberrations [109, 110].
Apart from increasing the aperture diameter, there is little that one can do to reduce the
effect of diffraction, which represents the upper limit of the optical quality in the eye.
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1.4 Aberrations

Aberrations are defined as any disturbance of the rays of a pencil of light such that they
fail to be brought to a unique point focus or to create a sharp image point at the retina
[111]. They blur the retinal image, thereby reducing visual performance of the individual
and at the same time also limiting the resolution of the retinal structures that can be
resolved by ophthalmoscopy or imaging. There are two main categories of aberrations,
namely monochromatic and chromatic aberrations.

Monochromatic aberrations refer to aberrations that are found in an optical system
when only one wavelength of light is considered. Several potential sources which may
render these aberrations in the eye include [112-115]:
(i)

Asymmetry in the refracting surfaces, e.g. irregular thickness of the tear film,
cornea, lens, anterior chamber or posterior chamber

(ii)

Atypical refractive index of the ocular media due to inflammation, disease or aging

(iii)

Decentration or tilt of optical components

(iv) Misalignment of crystalline lens and cornea
(v)

Displacement of the fovea from the optical axis (typically 5 degrees to the side of
the optical axis)

(vi) Pupil decentration

Some examples of monochromatic aberrations include defocus, astigmatism, spherical
aberration (SA) and coma.
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Chromatic aberrations describe the variation in the ray path due to the change in
refractive index with wavelength [116]. It occurs due to the dispersive nature of the
ocular media, i.e. refractive index varies as a function of wavelength. Shorter
wavelengths (i.e. blue end of the visible spectrum) have higher indices of refraction than
longer wavelengths. As a result, the focus, size and position of the retinal images are
dependent on the wavelength of the incident light [117]. Chromatic aberrations can be
further classified as longitudinal chromatic aberration (LCA) and transverse chromatic
aberration (TCA).

LCA occurs along the optical axis of the eye where the blue end of the visible spectrum
is refracted more than the red end. In a typical eye, the magnitude of LCA amounts to
about 2 D across the visible spectrum between 400-700 nm [114]. The eye can tolerate
this amount of LCA because the peak sensitivity of the eye is in the middle of the visible
spectrum (555 nm) and the sensitivity is reduced at the extremes. Most of the
brightness from a broad spectral target comes from wavelengths near the middle of the
visible spectrum where LCA is within ± 0.25 D [118]. On the other hand, TCA results in
the lateral shift of the image in the retinal plane. It arises because the optical system
fails to centre on an optical axis that coincides with the visual axis [118]. Its value varies
substantially in every individual, and usually approximates to about 1 minute of arc [119].
Although its magnitude is smaller than LCA, it is detrimental to the image quality
because of the spatial phase shifts associated with different wavelengths [120].
Chromatic aberrations will not be dealt with in this study. Hereafter, all the discussion will
concentrate on the monochromatic aberrations.
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1.4.1 Description of ocular aberrations
Wavefront aberrations

Light emerging from a point source is known as a ray. It takes many rays to accurately
describe the light pattern that emerges from the source. A more efficient way of
representing the light is the wavefront, which represents the radiating waves emerging
from a point source that moves away from the source in a circular pattern. A curved line
that joins the emerging light at a single point in time is the wavefront [121]. It is
perpendicular to the direction of travel of the light rays. The relationship between light
rays and wavefront is shown in Fig. 1.11.

Figure 1.11. The relationship between light rays and wavefront.

By strict definition, wavefront aberrations, W ( x, y ) , of the eye are the difference

between the actual wavefront at the entrance pupil and the spherical wavefront
converging to a point P on the retina [122]. P is the paraxial focus point of the plane
wave which enters the eye, as illustrated in Fig. 1.12(a). Due to the difficulty of
accessing the retina in a living human eye, the aberrations of the eye are measured in
the object space instead of the usual image space [9, 122]. As shown in Fig. 1.12(b), the
difference between the deformed wavefront emerging from the eye and a plane wave at
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the pupil plane (i.e. a plane conjugate to the entrance pupil) is the wavefront aberration
(see Section 2.2.1).

Figure 1.12. Wavefront aberrations of the human eye. (a) Definition of the wavefront
aberrations in the image space. Dashed blue arc indicates the reference sphere and red
solid arc represents the actual wavefront. (b) Definition of the wavefront aberrations in
the object space. Dashed line represents the reference plane and red solid arc
illustrates the actual wavefront emerging from the eye.

Usually, a laser diode is used to create an image on the retina. Some of the light that
hits the retina will be reflected. This diffusely reflected light propagates out of the eye in
the direction of positive z-axis. The x and y plane hence serves as the reference plane.
A positive value of W means that the wavefront is phase-advanced (wavefront errors
(WFEs) are in front of the reference wavefront) while a negative value means it is
phase-retarded (WFEs are behind the reference wavefront) with respect to the plane
wave at the pupil centre (Fig. 1.13).
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Figure 1.13. Wavefront aberrations at the pupil plane illustrating the aberrated wavefront
(red) and the reference plane wave (blue).

Zernike polynomials

Currently, most if not all ocular wavefront aberrations are usually expressed in the
Zernike polynomial form because of their orthogonality over a unit circle. There are
several reasons as to why the Zernike expansion has gained considerable popularity
over the past three decades. First, it conveniently represents the wavefront aberrations
in the eye with a simple set of Zernike coefficients. Second, individual Zernike modes
correspond to classical optical aberrations (for example, defocus, astigmatism, coma
and SA). Third, when the normalised Zernike expansion is used, the individual
coefficient is equal to the root-mean-square (rms) WFE (see Section 1.4.5) of that
Zernike term. Lastly, the total rms WFE is equal to the square root of the sum of the
squares of all Zernike coefficients [123]. There are different normalisation and
numbering schemes for the Zernike polynomials. The scheme used in this study follows
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the Optical Society of America (OSA) conventions for the representation of ocular
wavefront aberrations [9].

Double indexing scheme

The wavefront aberration function is given by

W ( ρ ,θ ) =

∞

∑ c Z ( ρ ,θ )
i

i

(1.7)

i =0

where ρ is the radial coordinate ranging from 0 to 1, θ is the azimuthal component
ranging from 0 to 2π, and ci is the coefficient of the Zernike polynomial Zi. Each Zernike
polynomial, Z, consists of three main components: a normalisation factor, N nm , a radial
m

dependent component, Rn ( ρ ) , and an azimuthal-dependent component, cos mθ or

− sin mθ . According to the double indexing scheme, the index n represents the highest
order of the radial polynomial and the index m describes the angular frequency of the
sinusoidal component. For a given n, m can only take on values –n, -n+2, -n+4, …n.
Hence, Zernike polynomials can be defined as below:
Z nm (

⎧⎪N m R m ( ρ ) cos mθ ; for m ≥ 0 ⎫⎪
ρ ,θ ) = ⎨ n n
⎬
m
⎪⎩− N nm R n ( ρ ) sin mθ ; for m < 0 ⎪⎭

(1.8)

The radial-dependent component, Rn ( ρ ) , is given by
m

m

Rn =

(n− m ) / 2

∑
s =0

( −1)s (n − s )!
ρ n −2s
s! [0.5(n + m − s ]! [0.5(n − m ) − s ]!

(1.9)

The normalisation factor, N nm , is given by
N nm =

2(n + 1)
1 + δ mo

(1.10)

where δ mo is the Kronecker delta function. δ mo = 1 for m = 0 and δ mo = 0 for m ≠ 0.
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Normalisation is applied so that each polynomial has unit variance when the coefficient
is equal to 1 and the mean of each term over the whole pupil is zero, except for the first
term (piston). When a mode is normalised, the coefficient represents the relative
contribution of each mode to the total WFE. In other words, the mode with the largest
coefficient contributes the most to the overall wavefront aberrations. Each normalised
Zernike function contains a higher-order term balanced by lower order terms in order to
minimise its variance across the pupil.

The angular frequency of all Zernike coefficients with negative superscripts varies as a
function of sin θ while those with positive superscripts varies as a function of cos θ. See
Appendix A for details. The convention for the angle, θ, is shown in Fig. 1.14. It is
measured anti-clockwise from the positive x-axis, which is often the case in the
ophthalmic convention.

Figure 1.14. Angle conventions for Zernike polynomials. X and Y values represent the
reference plane and Z values specify the WFE at the given reference plane. Positive X
values are to the right, positive Y values are up and positive Z values are out of the eye.

Each Zernike polynomial function can be given by a monomial representation by
converting it from polar form to a Cartesian (x, y) co-ordinate system.
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x = ρ cos θ

(1.11)

y = ρ sin θ

(1.12)

where x and y are the normalised values of the actual pupil co-ordinates [9]. Both polar
and monomial representations are given in Appendix A [124].

Because there are n + 1 modes in each order, Zernike functions can be represented by
a pyramid-shaped periodic table (Fig. 1.15). Order, n, changes vertically and frequency,
m, changes horizontally. The piston mode (n = 0) is not included in the pyramid. Each
contour map represents the magnitude of wavefront aberrations as a function of position
within the pupil [125].

Figure 1.15. Wavefront maps for first, second, third and fourth radial order Zernike
polynomials. Warm colours indicate advanced WFE and cool colours indicate retarded
WFE.

The zero radial order (n =0), piston, is often excluded in the Zernike periodic table
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because it is a constant term and has no effect on the retinal image. It is of limited
significance in the measurements of wavefront aberrations. The first radial order is also
called prisms, one in the y-direction (tip) and one in the x-direction (tilt). When
calculating the total variance, tip and tilt are often ignored because they only shift the
position of the image without degrading its optical quality. In the second radial order,
there are defocus and astigmatism. All the terms mentioned previously are known as
low-order aberrations.

Radial orders three and above are known as higher-order aberrations. In the third radial
order, there are coma and trefoil. The mode at the centre of the fourth radial order is
known as the SA, which is rotationally symmetrical. It is the only Zernike mode that has
a positive mean value in a normal population of approximately +0.14 ± 0.10 μm across a
5.7 mm pupil, although the value varies individually [126]. A positive coefficient of this
mode means that the periphery of the pupil is more myopic than the pupil centre. Then
on either side of SA are the secondary astigmatisms and quadrafoils.

In summary, every aberration map can be represented by a weighted sum of these
different modes.

Single indexing scheme

Occasionally, a single indexing scheme is used for bar plots of expansion coefficients.
This numbering starts from the left to right, then top to bottom of the pyramid (Fig. 1.15).
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The single index, j (also known as mode number) and double indexes n and m can be
converted by the following formulae:
j=

n ( n + 2) + m
2

⎡− 3 + 9 + 8 j
n = roundup ⎢
2
⎢⎣

(1.13)
⎤
⎥
⎥⎦

m = 2 j − n( n + 2)

(1.14)
(1.15)

Relative aberration coefficients

Instead of using the absolute positions of (X, Y) at the entrance pupil, it is more
convenient to revert to the relative dimensions (x, y) where the values of x and y vary
between -1 and 1, independent of the pupil size. The conversion is as follows:
X
r
Y
y=
r

x=

(1.16)
(1.17)

where r is the pupil radius. The advantage of using the relative rather than the absolute
values is that a one-to-one mapping of the entrance pupil onto the exit pupil is readily
available, with the assumption that the optical system is aberration-free for this to be
valid [124]. It should be noted that Zernike expansion is based on the unit circle, i.e. the
maximum radius of the entrance pupil is 1. When data are to be plotted for different
pupil sizes, the ρ values should be multiplied by the actual pupil size before direct
comparison is possible.
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Relation to spectacle refractive error

Spectacle refractive error required to correct the wavefront aberrations can be derived
from the second radial order of the Zernike coefficients [127]. This can be calculated
from the following formulae:

S=−

4 3c 20 − 2 6 (c 22 ) 2 + (c 2−2 ) 2
r2

C=−

4 6 (c 22 ) 2 + (c 2−2 ) 2

α=

r2
⎛ c −2
1
tan −1 ⎜⎜ 22
2
⎝ c2

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(1.18)

(1.19)

(1.20)

where S and C are the spherical and cylindrical components expressed in dioptric power,
and α is the axis of the cylindrical component in degrees. c 2−2 , c 20 and c 22 each represents
the Zernike coefficients for the terms astigmatism axis 45˚, defocus and astigmatism
axis 0˚ or 90˚, respectively, expressed in microns. r is the pupil radius in millimetres. It
should be noted that negative signs are included in Equations 1.18 and 1.19 because of
the discrepancy between the sign convention used in the ophthalmic field and the sign
convention used for the specification of the optical aberrations of the eye. The refractive
error of the eye is normally specified by the sign of the correcting lens used to bring the
retinal image into clear focus. On the other hand, the sign of the optical aberrations is
specified by the WFE emerging from the eye. This is to say, the sign of the spectacle
refractive error is opposite to that of the optical aberrations.

Due to the fact that most ophthalmic practitioners are more familiar with longitudinal
aberrations (or spherical defocus) than wavefront aberrations, a spherical equivalent
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calculation, SE, based on the coefficients of aberration was introduced [128].
SE = −

4 3c nm
r2

(1.21)

where c is the rms WFE of any or a combination of Zernike mode(s). The unit of SE is
dioptres if the rms WFE is specified in microns. In this thesis, the changes in the AR are
obtained from the variations in the coefficient of the Zernike defocus term ( c 20 ) by using
Equation 1.21.

Effects on visual performance

Although individual modes of the Zernike polynomials are mathematically independent,
their effects on visual performance are not. A study carried out by Applegate and
co-workers showed that pairs of Zernike modes could interact with each other to
improve or reduce visual acuity (VA) [129]. They demonstrated that VA was improved
when modes with two radial orders apart with the same sign and angular frequency
were combined, while a combination of modes within the same radial order produced a
deterioration in VA. In a recent study by McLellan et al. [130], it was shown that the
interactions among ocular aberrations were beneficial to the eye because a flatter
wavefront was created at the pupil centre. This positive relation only applied to the total
aberrations of the real eye, and not to corneal aberrations or synthetic eyes. Thus,
decomposition of wavefront aberrations into Zernike modes is not the most ideal way to
evaluate the subjective impact of the aberrations due to the presence of interactions
between Zernike modes.
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Aberrations at the centre of the Zernike pyramid had been shown to have greater impact
on visual performance than those along the edges, mainly because the former had most
of the aberrations concentrated at the pupil centre, whereas aberrations are mainly
found at the edge of the pupil for the later [127, 131]. This result can be explained by the
Stiles-Crawford effect, where light rays from the pupil centre contribute more towards
visual perception compared to those from the edge of the pupil due to the waveguide
nature and the directionality of the photoreceptors [132, 133]. Stiles-Crawford
apodization reduces the detrimental effect of aberrations on vision and rejects scleral
and fundus scatter. Hence, the distribution of wavefront aberrations across the pupil
determines their effects on visual performance.

1.4.2 Statistics in the normal population

Low-order aberrations (i.e. first and second radial orders) have been known for over a
century [134]. The second radial order (i.e. defocus and astigmatism) are the dominant
aberrations in the human eye, which make up 90.8% of the total rms WFE for a 5 mm
pupil [135] or 92.7% of the total rms for a 5.7 mm pupil [126]. In the ophthalmic field,
these low-order Zernike modes are also known as the refractive errors of the eye. It has
been shown that the refractive errors vary substantially among individuals, see for
example [8, 136, 137]. They can be corrected with conventional spherocylindrical
spectacle lenses and contact lenses.

The objective measurement of higher-order aberrations has only been made possible in
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the last two to three decades. These aberrations are not correctable with traditional
spherocylindrical lenses, but they can, in principle, be eliminated with customised
contact lenses, wavefront guided corneal ablation or by a wavefront corrector in a
laboratory setting. Although an individual eye suffers from varying amounts of
aberrations and these aberrations are rarely zero [61, 135, 138-140], cross-sectional
population studies indicate that the coefficients of higher-order aberrations tend to
average to zero, except for SA which is found to be positive [110, 126, 141, 142]. WFE
generally decreases exponentially with increasing radial order [126] and it has been
suggested that Zernike modes higher than the fourth radial order have little effect on the
retinal image quality for a pupil size of 6 mm [143]. The total wavefront variance for
higher-order aberrations (from third to seventh radial orders) is less than the combined
wavefront variance of residual defocus and astigmatism in 82% of the 200 tested eyes,
results being analysed for 6 mm pupil diameter [141]. It is also shown that the
magnitude of higher-order aberrations is in fact smaller than 0.25 D of defocus, which is
within the tolerance of clinical refractive correction [141]. In other studies, the average
rms WFE of the higher-order aberrations in the population is equivalent to
approximately -0.30 D of defocus, or 0.35 μm for a 5.7 mm pupil [144, 145]. The mean
for each Zernike term higher than the second radial order never exceeded 0.03 μm in
the normal eyes [135].
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1.4.3 Compensation mechanism of ocular aberrations

This section will discuss the relative contributions of the anterior corneal surface
(hereafter referred to as corneal aberrations) and internal ocular aberrations to the total
ocular aberrations. Several studies have shown a partial compensation of the corneal
aberrations by the aberrations of the internal optics [146-150]. A negative correlation is
found between the corneal and internal optics aberrations, meaning the coefficients of
most Zernike modes were of opposite signs. SA is positive in the cornea [151]; but
negative in the lens because of the gradient index of refraction, which is determined to
be the highest at the centre and reduces towards the apex [152]. However, He et al.
suggested that this compensation mechanism occurred mainly in eyes with low total
ocular aberrations [148]. They showed that 19 out of 24 eyes with a total rms of less
than 0.7 μm had larger corneal aberrations than that of the whole eye. For eyes with a
larger amount of total rms aberrations (> 1.2 μm), addition rather than compensation of
the two components seems to have taken place, resulting in higher total rms than that of
the corneal and internal optics in 22 out of the 30 tested eyes. Specifically, only corneal
astigmatism and SA were compensated by the internal optics, the rest of the Zernike
terms showed addition effects between the anterior cornea and internal optics. In yet
another study, the combination between the anterior corneal and the internal optics was
found to be either compensatory or additive [153]. It has also been shown that the
degree of compensation of the anterior corneal aberrations by the internal optics is
more pronounced in hyperopic than myopic eyes, particularly for comatic aberrations
[150].
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This compensation mechanism has also been found to be disrupted in older eyes [147]
therefore leading to an increase in the total aberrations with age [113, 154-156]. The
magnitude of the rms WFE increases by a factor of three from 26 to 69 years old [157].
The corneal aberrations vary only slightly with age [158, 159], with a rate of increase
equivalent to one-tenth of the rate of increase in the total ocular aberrations [147].
Therefore, the crystalline lens is responsible for the decline of retinal image quality with
age. Major age-related changes in the lens includes hardening of the nucleus,
thickening of the lens, changes in the refractive index gradient and loss of elasticity
[160-162], leading to a positive shift in SA of the lens, thereby reducing the
compensatory effect. Corneal aberrations are lower than the total aberrations in the
older eyes, suggesting the internal optics actually adds aberrations to the eye instead of
balancing the corneal aberrations.

The natural compensation mechanism between the cornea and internal optics has been
shown to be disrupted after standard laser-assisted in situ keratomileusis (LASIK)
surgery [163]. LASIK is a form of refractive surgery which uses a computer-controlled
excimer laser to change the shape of the cornea to compensate for the refractive error
of the eye. The average rms of the higher-order aberrations increases by a factor of 2.3
after hyperopic LASIK and by a factor of 1.6 after myopic LASIK [163]. Myopic LASIK
induces more positive SA in the cornea, which can be partly compensated by the
negative SA in the lens. Hyperopic LASIK, however, induces more negative corneal SA,
which cannot be compensated by the lens. The authors therefore commented on the
importance of the balance between the corneal and internal aberrations.
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1.4.4 Advantages and disadvantages of aberration correction

The correction of aberrations has been shown to result in improved VA where two
subjects could detect a grating which was invisible under normal viewing conditions,
hence the term supernormal vision [109]. Contrast sensitivity was also improved by a
maximum factor of six [109]. Compensation of the ocular aberrations produces high
contrast images and improves the resolution of ophthalmoscopes, flood-illumination
fundus cameras [164], scanning laser ophthalmoscopes [165] and optical coherence
tomography [166]. This permits the imaging of individual photoreceptors in vivo [109],
the characterisation of the three classes of cone cells (short, middle and long
wavelength sensitive cones) [164], wide-field imaging of the capillary details [167],
estimation of the locus of fixation with an error less than one-fifth the size of a foveal
cone [168], as well as early detection of subtle retinal abnormalities for early
intervention, and aids in the monitoring of ocular pathology [169].

Although the correction of aberrations has various advantages, the benefits of the
permanent removal of these aberrations by means of refractive surgery or contact
lenses may be limited or even detrimental to the visual system as presented in the
following studies. A study showed that hyperopic LASIK procedures reversed the sign of
corneal natural SAs (to negative) resulting in the disruption of the compensation
mechanism between the cornea and lens, which was present in the eye before the
surgery [163]. Even if a perfect correction is available via wavefront-guided refractive
surgery or customised contact lenses, it is inevitably a static correction, and aberrations
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have been shown to vary dynamically and with target vergence, see for example [10,
170]. The correction must also stay at the pupil centre at all times, which indicates that
the centration of the contact lenses is crucial. Any rotation or movement of the lens will
mitigate the benefit of the correction [171]. Also not to be neglected is the biological
fluctuation in the wavefront aberrations over time [172]. A longitudinal study of the
variability of higher-order aberrations have shown that the variance of the rms WFE
increased over the time [74]. It was found that the variance increased gradually from 8.1
x 10-5 μm2 over a period of less than 1 s to 9.73 x 10-4 μm2 over a period of 1 year.
Therefore, the lack of stability of the aberrations means a perfect correction on one day
may not be a perfect correction for another day.

Besides, there is also the issue about the neural adaptation of the eye to its own
aberrations [173, 174]. It was found that sharper vision always occurred with a subject’s
own aberrations as compared to a rotated version of the aberrations, i.e. the neural
system had learned to partially compensate for the blurring effect of the subject’s
aberrations provided sufficient time was allowed for the adaptation to occur. This neural
adaptation has a significant influence on wavefront-guided refractive surgery or
customised contact lenses because the benefits of the correction of higher-order
aberrations (which will undeniably change the retinal PSF) will be negated if the nervous
system remains adapted to the previous aberration pattern. As suggested by Artal et al.
[174], it is the rate of adaptation to the new aberration pattern that counts, which
unfortunately, remains unknown.
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It is worth mentioning again that the correction of aberrations may adversely affect the
accommodation mechanism. When the asymmetric aberrations (namely astigmatism,
coma and trefoil) of two subjects were corrected in real time, their accommodative
response times increased significantly and the peak velocity of their ARs reduced
significantly [15]. The correction of higher-order aberrations in another study showed
large individual differences, where some subjects could accommodate with or without
these aberrations, while others used monochromatic higher-order aberrations or
chromatic aberration to guide their accommodation [16].

In summary, the benefits of the correction of ocular aberrations may vary depending on
the expectation of the subject or the purpose of the correction, i.e. their corrections may
be beneficial under certain circumstances but may be detrimental in other situations.

1.4.5 Optical quality metrics

Numerous metrics have been computed to describe the effects of monochromatic
aberrations on the optical image quality, see for example [123]. This section describes
the rms WFE and the PSF, which are the two metrics that are used in this thesis.

Root-mean-square wavefront error

The rms WFE is a metric that is defined in the pupil plane. For a wavefront aberration
described using Zernike polynomials, rms WFE is the square root of the sum of the
squares of Zernike coefficients [175], given by
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RMS =

∑ (c
n,m

m 2
n )

(1.22)

where c nm is the coefficients for Zernike mode of radial order, n and angular frequency,
m. It has been shown in many studies that pupil sizes have a profound effect on the
values of rms, where the residual rms WFE increases with larger pupil sizes [12, 141,
176, 177]. Therefore, it is vital that pupil size is recorded when reporting rms values.

The rms WFE does not take into account the effect of neural processing, nor does it
account for the Stiles-Crawford effect. Hence a lot of studies disregard rms as a useful
metric for describing the impact of wavefront aberrations on subjective image quality
[123, 129, 178, 179]. Although it is true that higher rms error adversely affects visual
performance, the same amount of rms error in each mode has been shown to have a
different impact on vision [127, 131]. Applegate and co-workers introduced 0.25 μm rms
error of individual aberrations onto a logMAR acuity chart and investigated their impact
on VA of their subjects. They showed that even with the same rms error, each aberration
affects the VA differently, with modes near the centre of the pyramid having greater
impact.

Point spread function

PSF is an image plane metric that is used to quantify the quality of the retinal image.
When a wavefront from a point source enters the eye, the intensity distribution that is
formed on the retina is known as the PSF, i.e. it is the image of a point source formed by
the eye’s optical system. The Strehl ratio can be derived from the PSF, which is the ratio
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of the peak intensity of an aberrated PSF to the peak intensity of an aberration-free PSF.
A system is often considered to be diffraction-limited if the Strehl ratio is greater than 0.8.
This corresponds to the Maréchal criterion, which states that for visual performance to
be considered as diffraction-limited, the rms WFE should not exceed λ/14, where λ is
the wavelength of the monochromatic light in microns [180].
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1.4.6 Parameters affecting ocular aberrations

Accommodation level

The magnitude of wavefront aberrations of the eye has been shown to be dependent on
the level of accommodation because of the changes in the shape and position of the
crystalline lens [181, 182]. It remains ambiguous as to whether these changes are
functionally important or simply an after-effect of the alteration in the lens with
accommodation. A slight tilt or vertical shift of the crystalline lens during accommodation
has been suggested to affect coma and astigmatism terms [142]. Generally, the rms
WFE has been shown to increase with higher accommodation demand, although results
vary substantially among subjects [183, 184].

The rms WFE of aberrations (excluding defocus) for a 6 mm pupil are shown to be
minimum at the resting point of focus (-1 to -3 D) and increase towards the far and near
points [183]. Some authors therefore propose that the best retinal image quality can be
obtained at the resting point of focus at about -1 to -2 D of optical vergence, where
aberrations are the lowest. However, it should be stressed that this statement should be
treated with caution because accommodation-induced pupillary miosis which would
reduce the effect of aberrations was not taken into account [156]. In contrast, a few
studies show that the variation of WFE with accommodation is subject-dependent, with
minimal aberrations occurring at various vergence levels, ranging from the intermediate
resting point of focus to the point with the lowest or highest accommodation level [61,
184, 185]. When Atchison et al. measured the changes in wavefront aberrations at 0,
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-1.5 and -3 D accommodation levels, no clear trend was found [184]. Similar results
were provided by Ninomiya et al. where they found no change in the rms WFE of the
higher-order aberrations at 0 and -3 D accommodation levels [186].

Among all aberrations, SA shows the most systematic change with accommodation.
Typically, SA is positive when the eye fixates a distance target, and shifts towards
negative with increasing accommodation level [61, 142, 183, 184, 186-192]. This shift is
linear and the average rate of change has been shown to be between -0.044 to -0.048
μm/D [61, 142]. Individually, the negative shift in SA can occur with or without a sign
change, i.e. a shift from positive to negative SA (with a sign change), or a shift from
more positive to less positive value or from less negative to more negative value with
accommodation (without a sign change). This trend has been attributed to the change in
the crystalline lens towards a more curved shape and the anterior shift in the lens
position during accommodation [193]. Note that some subjects do not follow this
“classical” shift towards negative SA as accommodation increases [183, 184].

There is no clear trend regarding the changes in the magnitude and the direction of
coma as accommodation increases [142, 183-185, 192]. In one study, the double-pass
image became more symmetrical with increasing accommodation, possibly due to the
reduced coma-like aberrations or the increase of symmetric aberrations [189]. In
another study, vertical and horizontal coma had a tendency to shift towards a more
positive value with accommodation, but the results were highly variable among subjects
[61]. Astigmatism also changes with accommodation but the direction of change can be
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either positive or negative, or it may remain constant [194]. In a large population study
(the spherical refractive error ranged from +1.25 D to –8.25 D and the astigmatism
ranged from –0.25 D to –2.75 D), the horizontal/vertical astigmatism term remained
constant when accommodation was changed from 0 to -4 D [142]. However, its value
shifted towards negative, i.e. a shift towards with-the-rule astigmatism, for higher
accommodation levels (-5 to -6 D). Another study with emmetropes also showed a
similar shift towards with-the-rule astigmatism as accommodation was increased [195].
Cheng et al. have shown that the change in other higher-order aberrations was small
and no clear trend was found for individual aberration terms [142]. Also, the population
average for the 76 subjects in their study showed that when accommodation was varied
from 0 to -6 D, the average change for most aberration terms was around zero, except
for SA.

It remains controversial whether the cornea changes shape and/or curvature during
accommodation. One study shows a steepened corneal curvature with accommodation
[196], others show insignificant change [197] or flattened corneal curvature [198]. Yet
another study reports a small positive shift of corneal SA with increasing
accommodation, although the average corneal aberrations show little change [199].
Table 1.1 summarises the conditions and major findings of the above-mentioned
studies.
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Pupil size

In a normal eye, wavefront aberrations are often quite small within the central 2-3 mm of
the pupil and increase towards the outer zones of the pupil. Therefore, for pupil
diameters smaller than 3 mm, the amount of higher-order aberrations is usually low
enough for an eye to be considered as diffraction-limited [110, 138]. Note that as the
effect of diffraction increases with reducing pupil size, it is the balance between
diffraction and aberrations that produces the best retinal image quality, usually for a
pupil diameter of about 3 mm [179]. Evidently, the rms WFE shows a significant
increase with pupil size [12, 141, 176, 177, 200]. Typically for a young subject between
20 to 40 years old with no ocular pathology, the higher-order rms WFE is about 0.055
μm (dioptric equivalent of 0.17 D) over a 3 mm pupil and increases to about 0.48 μm
(dioptric equivalent of 0.27 D) over a 7 mm pupil after the correction of defocus and
astigmatism [179]. The mean SE for higher-order aberrations in a population doubles
from 0.13 D for a 3 mm pupil to 0.25 D for a 7.5 mm pupil [141]. In a study with 108 eyes
of 59 subjects, the mean of the total rms of aberrations (excluding tip and tilt) for pupil
sizes of 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 mm were 0.53, 0.94, 1.49, 2.2 and 2.9 μm, respectively [135].
Specifically, this study showed that higher-order aberrations increased from 2.7% to
13.8% of the total rms when the pupil size was increased from 3 to 7 mm.

Some authors have suggested that the aberrations higher than the fourth Zernike order
do not adversely affect the retinal image quality when the pupil is small (3.4 mm), i.e.
visual performance can be considered as diffraction-limited [138]. One study showed
that for a larger pupil size (7.3 mm), the rms WFEs for second to eighth radial orders all
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exceeded the Maréchal’s criterion [138].

Hence, this leads to the conclusion that the correction of wavefront aberrations will
result in greater improvement in visual performance for larger pupils, typically found
under mesopic or scotopic conditions, compared to a smaller pupil size under photopic
conditions.

Age

Wavefront aberrations have been reliably demonstrated to increase linearly with age,
causing a reduction in the optical performance with age [113, 154-156, 201-204]. It
should be noted that there is substantial intersubject variability where some young
subjects possessed higher rms error than older subjects and vice versa [113]. The
increase of aberrations with age is more significant when the radial order increases. For
example, the change in third-order aberrations is insignificant but fourth through
seventh-order aberrations were positively correlated with age [113]. It should be borne
in mind that senile miosis will attenuate the effect of age-related increases in aberrations
on retinal image quality [156, 200, 205].

He et al. reported higher rms values (excuding tip, tilt and defocus) in 83 emmetropic
children (age 10 to 17 years) than 54 emmetropic young adults (age 18 to 29 years),
which is contrary to the findings of previous studies [206]. Their results were confirmed
by Brunette et al. where they showed that higher-order rms WFE for a 5 mm pupil
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decreased from childhood to early adulthood, reaching a minimum in the 5th decade and
then slowly increased with age [207]. Their data for the 5 mm pupil were best
represented by a second order polynomial regression quadratic curve rather than the
linear model as reported by other studies [113, 154], possibly due to the large sample
size and wide age range (114 subjects, age 5.7 to 82.3 years). However, this V-pattern
did not hold for a 7 mm pupil in the same study, which is may be due to the greater
variance associated with larger pupil size.

Yet another conflicting result was presented by Levy et al. when they studied the
aberrations in 35 subjects with uncorrected vision of 6/4.5 or better (age range 18 to 51
years), where they failed to find any age dependent changes in any aberration modes
[208]. The authors assumed the lack of correlation to be related to the limited age range
and the small sample size of the study. Iida and colleagues investigated the influence of
age on the aberrations of 30 emmetropic subjects [190]. The subjects were divided into
three age groups: Group 1 consisted of 15 subjects aged between 20 to 29 years,
Group 2 consisted of 9 subjects aged 30 to 39 years, and Group 3 consisted of 6
subjects aged between 40 to 49 years. They found no significant difference between the
higher-order aberrations between the groups.

Recently, Applegate and colleagues studied the three-dimensional relationship between
higher-order rms WFE, pupil size and aging of 146 subjects between 20 to 80 years of
age [200]. In addition to the general increase of the higher-order rms WFE with age and
pupil diameters for a fixed pupil diameter, the higher-order rms WFE was found to
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increase faster with increasing pupil size than with increasing age. When physiological
pupil diameters were taken into account, the higher-order rms WFE was influenced by
the luminance level. For low-luminance levels, the higher-order rms WFE decreased
rapidly with age because the physiological pupil diameters decreased at a considerable
fast rate with age. However, for high-luminance levels, the higher-order rms WFE
increased slightly with age because the senile miosis was insufficient to counteract the
increase in higher-order rms WFE with age.

Refractive error

Studies about the relationship between the refractive error and monochromatic
aberrations of the eye present controversial results. A few studies investigated the
relationship between myopia and aberrations. Some indicated greater higher-order
aberrations in myopes [209-211] while others failed to find any evidence to support that
claim [126, 212]. For example, one study reported a higher mean rms WFE (excluding
tip, tilt and defocus) in the myopes (n = 179, range from -0.75 to -9.00 D) than EMMs (n
= 137, range from -0.50 to +0.50 D), but there was little correlation between the rms
values and the SE refractive error [206]. The main reason, as suggested by Cheng and
co-authors [212], was the large individual variability in the amount of wavefront
aberrations, leading to conflicting results especially as the study involved only a small
sample size. Applegate (n = 23, range from +0.25 to -9.25 D) found that for a 3 mm pupil
size, the mean squared error of the higher-order aberrations remained fairly constant
with increasing myopia, whereas for a 7 mm pupil size, the mean squared error
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increased markedly with myopia [209]. Collins et al. reported lower fourth order
aberrations in the myopic group (n = 21, range from -1.75 to -7.00 D) as compared to
the emmetropic group (n = 16, the mean refractive error was equal to +0.10 D) [210].
Marcos and colleagues (n = 14, range from -0.60 to -13.00 D) found that the
higher-order rms WFE increased by 1.5 μm over the 13 D range [213]. They also
reported significant increase of the third order aberrations in the myopic eyes. However,
the results of a study by McLellan et al. (n = 38, range from +0.50 to -6.00 D) indicated
the lack of a relationship between higher-order aberrations and myopia for myopic eyes
up to -6 D [113]. This finding is supported by Porter et al. (n = 109, range from +6.00 to
-12.00 D) [126]. Charman commented that the evidence to support the claim of higher
levels of aberrations in the myopes as compared to the EMMs was weak [143].

The aforementioned studies concentrated on the relationship between myopic refractive
errors and wavefront aberrations. Whether any relationship existed between the
hyperopic refractive error and wavefront aberrations was not investigated until the work
of Cheng et al. (hyperopes: n = 19, +0.75 to +5.50 D; EMMs: n = 123, range from -0.75
to +0.75 D; myopes: n = 124, range from -0.75 to -10.00 D; and subjects with
astigmatism greater than 1.00 DC, n = 38) [212] and Carkeet et al. (hyperopes: n = 12, >
+1.00 D; EMMs: n = 123, range from -0.50 to +1.00 D; and myopes: n = 138, > -0.50 D)
[214]. Both studies showed that the rms WFEs of the higher-order aberrations were
uncorrelated with refractive error. Another study using a laser ray tracing technique
showed higher total aberrations in hyperopes (n = 22, range from +0.5 to +7.4 D) than
myopes (n = 24, range from -0.8 to -7.6 D) [215]. This finding was supported by
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Martinez et al. where hyperopic children (n = 1211, > +0.50 D) were shown to have
higher levels of positive SA and higher-order aberrations than emmetropic children (n =
203, range from +0.50 to -0.50 D) [216]. In contrast, Kirwan and co-workers reported
lower levels of higher-order aberrations in hyperopic children (n = 137, range from +0.06
to +8.5 D) as compared to myopic children (n = 25, range from -0.7 to -8.9 D) [217].

Charman summarised the results of ten studies in a table [143], which is reprinted here
as Table 1.2. It should be noted that these studies used different definitions for myopes,
EMMs and hyperopes.

Luminance level

Light level affects pupil size, and therefore indirectly affects the amount of ocular
aberrations. For a fixed 6 mm pupil size, when the light level was decreased, the visual
benefit that could be obtained with the correction of higher-order aberrations was
smaller [218]. The neural contrast sensitivity has been shown to decrease when the
retinal illuminance is reduced, see for example [219]. This is due to the reduction in the
spatial resolving power of the retina, which is associated with the reduction in the
signal-to-noise ratio in the photoreceptors, the influence of rod signals and the
increased spatial summation. In other words, at low ambient illumination, the drop in
neural sampling minimises the impact of increased ocular aberrations (due to an
increase in the pupil size) have on vision. This suggests that the optical and neural
components of the eye are well balanced to optimise vision at all light levels.
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Marcos et al. studied the influence of adaptive optics (AO) (see Chapter 3) correction on
VA at different luminances (ranging from 0.8 to 50 cdm-2) and contrast polarities. VA was
measured with a four-alternative-forced-choice procedure with a Snellen E letter with
ascending level of luminance [220]. For the black letters on a white background
condition, the VA increased with background luminance; while for the white letters on
black background condition, the VA increased with foreground luminance but decreased
for the highest luminances. The authors attributed the latter finding to an “irradiation”
effect, i.e. when the brightness of the narrow lines on dark field is increased, the angular
resolution is compromised because the perceived gap was filled in with light. It is worth
mentioning the influence of forward light scatter [11]. It originates from the crystalline
lens and cornea on the inward light path. On reaching the retinal plane, it broadens the
PSF, therebye reducing the contrast of the retinal image. In an optically clear normal eye,
the effect of forward light scatter is minor hence it is commonly ignored in most studies
involving young subjects.
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1.4.7 Dynamics of ocular aberrations and their origin

The ocular aberrations are not stationary but fluctuate over time. However, little was
known about the temporal instability in ocular aberrations beyond defocus until the work
of Hofer et al. [10]. They measured the aberrations in three subjects at two pupil sizes
(4.7 and 5.8 mm) with a Shack-Hartmann (SH) sensor (see Chapter 2) at a sampling
rate of 25.6 Hz. Power spectra of the rms WFEs of all Zernike modes showed a
negative slope with a value of about 1.5 with measurable power up to 5 Hz. A few years
later, with a sampling rate of 240 Hz, Diaz-Santana and co-authors showed that the
dynamics of aberrations contained frequencies up to about 30 Hz in three out of four
subjects [221]. Another research group designed a custom complementary metal-oxide
semiconductor imager with on-chip processing to overcome the speed limitation
commonly encountered by the charge-coupled device (CCD) camera during the capture
of the SH spot images and the software processing time involved [222]. With a sampling
rate of 300 Hz, they showed that the ocular aberrations contained frequencies up to
about 70 Hz. Fig. 1.16 shows a typical power spectrum of the total rms WFE where
most of the power of the aberrations is focused in the low frequency region. In general,
the variance of the aberrations reduces as radial order increases [223]. There are many
speculations about the origin of the microfluctuations of higher-order aberrations. To the
author’s best knowledge, there is no evidence to suggest that the fluctuations of the
higher-order aberrations are under neurological control.
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Figure 1.16. Schematic diagram of the power spectrum of the total rms WFE.

The pulse rate and heart rate variability were found to demonstrate weak correlation
with the aberrations, accounting for roughly 11% and 20% of the total rms WFE of the
aberration dynamics, respectively [224]. Zhu et al. reported a significant correlation
between a frequency component of the aberrations and pulse frequency, as well as with
the instantaneous heart rate frequency [223].

Fluctuations in the aberrations have been shown to be associated with local variations
in tear film thickness, possibly due to blinking, evaporation and eye movements
[225-231]. Also, corneal thickness has been shown to fluctuate due to dehydration at a
rate of 0.19 μm/s [232], which will lead to a variation in the refractive power of the
cornea and hence induce the temporal oscillations in the ocular aberrations. The
influence of corneal thickness is deemed to be minimal.

The pupil of the human eye has been shown to undergo small fluctuations under steady
illumination and the fluctuations are highly correlated in both eyes. This is termed
pupillary unrest [60]. This physiological fluctuation in the pupil size has been
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demonstrated to be related to the cardiac cycle, where one of its components is
correlated in frequency and in phase with the pulse [233]. Also, it is found to be
correlated with spontaneous respirations, where the pupil dilates during inspiration and
constricts during expiration [234]. Since a weak correlation exists between the pulse
and heart rate with the wavefront aberrations [224], this may indicate that the
fluctuations of the pupil may be one of the origins of the microfluctuations of
higher-order aberrations. Besides, the eye is not stationary but shows involuntary
fluctuations at a frequency of 30-80 Hz during steady fixation [235]. It could be this
ocular tremor that leads to the temporal changes in the higher-order aberrations.

The relationship between the pulsatile blood flow and the intraocular pressure is well
established [236]. The intraocular pressure fluctuates over time, where an ocular pulse
pressure with a magnitude of about 1.77 mmHg (peak-to-peak variation) is identified
[237]. If indeed it is the intraocular pressure that results in the displacement of the lens
position as suggested by Winn et al. [46], then the variations in the intraocular pressure
may be a potential cause of the fluctuations in the ocular aberrations. The instability
arising from the mechanical and the elastic properties of the lens, zonules and ciliary
body during and/or after the change in the eye’s focusing power may also be
responsible for the fluctuations in aberrations [10, 39].
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1.4.8 Potential roles of ocular aberrations

Odd-error cue for focus direction

In an eye that is free of aberrations, equal dioptric blur will produce identical PSFs on
either side of the best focal plane, hence defocus is considered as an even-error focus
cue [14, 238]. This means defocus alone can only provide information about the
magnitude of blur, but not the direction of blur. However, in the presence of
monochromatic aberrations, negative and positive defocus will produce dissimilar PSFs
on either side of best focus, which serve as an odd-error cue for the direction of defocus
(Fig. 1.17). An out of focus eye may make use of this visible information to detect the
magnitude as well as the direction of blur before altering its focusing power to bring the
retinal image into focus. For example, Walsh and Charman

showed that coma

produced a lateral shift in the peak of PSF when focus was varied, which might be
providing the accommodation system with a directional cue [239].

Recently, a psychophysical experiment was conducted to explore the ability of the
human eye to recognise the differences between myopic and hyperopic PSFs of the
monochromatic aberrations [12]. In this study, Wilson and associates first measured the
ocular aberrations of their eight subjects. Based on the rms of the aberrations (except
defocus) of each subject, they generated PSFs with custom Matlab programs for a
range of defocus errors and pupil sizes. The subjects were trained to recognise the
myopic and hyperopic PSFs for a period of two minutes. Subsequently, the subjects
were required to discriminate whether a blurred target was defocused in front of or
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behind the retina in a two-alternative-forced-choice experiment. Since the magnitude of
the aberrations have been shown to increase with pupil size [135, 141, 177, 179], the
larger pupil size should theoretically provide the visual system with a stronger
directional cue. In fact, the authors found that the ability to distinguish PSFs for different
focus direction increases proportionally with the increase in the magnitude of the
monochromatic aberrations, particularly the even-order terms.

Figure 1.17. Variation of computed point spread functions for different Zernike terms
with defocus. The simulations were based on a 5 mm pupil with a magnitude of 1 μm for
each aberration. Adapted and reprinted by permission from Elsevier Ltd [240].

López-Gil et al. demonstrated a theoretical derivation of the potential for even-order
and odd-order Zernike aberrations to generate a signed cue for focus direction [240].
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The mathematical demonstration is explained in Appendix B. With the assumptions that
the entrance pupil and pupil transmittance function do not vary under a rotation of 180°,
identical PSFs are produced by the odd-order aberrations in front of and behind the
retina in the presence of the same amount of negative and positive defocus. Hence,
they concluded that the odd-order aberrations do not provide any cue for
accommodation.

In summary, all even-order Zernike terms except defocus provide an odd-error cue for
the direction of defocus, whereas the odd-order Zernike terms provide even-error cue
(i.e. no cue) for focus direction.

Maintenance of steady-state accommodation

These signed error signals with both the magnitude and sign of defocus can also guide
the accommodation control system in the maintenance of the steady-state
accommodation [10, 41]. Like the accommodation microfluctuations, the fluctuations in
ocular aberrations produce temporal changes in the retinal PSFs, which may help the
accommodation system to maintain best focus [61]. Asymmetric aberrations can also
provide useful directional cues for the accommodation system [239].

Tolerance to defocus

An aberration-free eye is more susceptible to defocus [241] and eyes with a larger
amount of aberrations have been shown to demonstrate a higher tolerance to defocus
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[242]. This is because aberrations decrease the rate at which retinal image quality
declines away from the optimal focus, i.e. they increase the DOF [143, 243, 244]. The
correction of aberrations results in the reduction of the DOF, meaning that the focus of
the eye becomes more critical because any focusing error (lead and lag of
accommodation) will become less acceptable. Some authors suggest that some
trade-off in the retinal image quality may actually improve vision by increasing the DOF,
permitting a larger tolerance to the accuracy in refractive correction [125, 179]. Some
authors suggest that the aberrations should be optimised rather than minimised [243].
One of the reasons being, with reduced DOF, the eye will be continuously adjusting its
accommodation to focus on surrounding objects, which can lead to the complaints of
asthenopia.
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1.5 Neural sampling

Apart from the detrimental effect from the optical aspect, visual performance is also
limited by the neural sampling factors, including cone photoreceptor density and the
neural wiring from retina to central nervous system leading to visual perception [11]. If
optical quality is no longer a limiting factor, the ability of the photoreceptors to sample
the details in a retinal image will be the decisive element to obtain supernormal vision. In
general, the Shannon sampling theorem states that the highest frequency that can be
resolved without aliasing from a sampling array is equal to one half of the sampling
frequency of the array. The highest spatial frequency that can be correctly identified is
known as the Nyquist limit [245]. When this theorem is applied to the eye, it means that
a pattern can be correctly resolved in its genuine form provided the highest spatial
frequency contained in the image does not exceed the Nyquist sampling frequency,
which is given by
Nyquist sampling frequency =

1
2c s

(1.23)

where cs is the centre-to-centre spacing of the photoreceptor mosaic, which is about 2
μm in diameter for the foveola cones [246].

Theoretically, if the secondary nodal distance is taken as 16.67 mm in an emmetropic
eye, the coarseness of the foveal cone receptor mosaic limits VA to somewhere
between 6/5 and 6/2.4 [112]. This closely matches the results obtained in a
psychophysical experiment that used interference fringes to bypass the optical
aberrations of the eye, where the limit was found to be between 50-60 c/deg, equivalent
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to a VA of about 6/3 [247]. This defines the highest spatial frequency that can be
resolved accurately by the visual system. Beyond this limit, further improvement in the
optics will not increase the acuity but may increase the contrasts of the lower spatial
frequencies [125]. Although frequencies higher than the Nyquist limit can still be
detected by the visual system, they will not appear in their genuine form due to
undersampling by the photoreceptor mosaic, a condition termed aliasing [248]. For
example, a grating will appear as irregular zebra stripes or finger print-like pattern. In the
real world, aliasing rarely occurs because the eye is not usually optimally focused
because of the presence of aberrations; and fine details with high contrast which is a
prerequisite to produce aliasing are not commonly seen.

In order for a square-wave grating to be resolved correctly, the separation between the
bars must be at least 4 μm at the fovea. In Fig. 1.18, an oblique square wave pattern is
imaged onto a square array of cone photoreceptors. The photoreceptors are excited by
the bright bars and inhibited by the dark bars. In Fig. 1.18a, each cycle (consists of a
bright and a dark bar) repeats every two units of photoreceptors in the vertical direction,
i.e. the spacing between the receptors is one half of a cycle apart. The visual system
can just about resolve the orientation and the spatial frequency of that pattern. When a
finer square-wave grating is presented as in Fig. 1.18b, the cycle repeats every
photoreceptor unit in the vertical meridian. The sampling rate of the photoreceptor is
insufficient to identify the correct pattern and aliasing will occur. The visual system may
misinterpret the pattern as a grating of different spatial frequency and/or orientation. As
suggested by Helmholtz [17], the finest grating that can be resolved by the eye requires
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at least one receptor for each light and dark bar of the grating.

Figure 1.18. Perception with and without aliasing. (a) The oblique square wave pattern
is perceived in its genuine form when the spatial frequency does not exceed the Nyquist
limit. (b) Aliased perception of the oblique square wave pattern when the spatial
frequency of the grating exceeds the Nyquist limit. Adapted from [108].
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1.6 Thesis synopsis

The aim of this PhD project was to build a binocular SH wavefront sensor and an AO
system. To the author’s knowledge, the former was the world’s first binocular SH
wavefront sensor which allowed simultaneous measurement of the higher-order
aberrations and their fluctuations in both eyes. It permits the imitation of the actual
visual process that takes place in real life. The AO system was used as an instrument to
manipulate the ocular aberrations in real time. This system has several novel features
as compared to existing AO systems, which makes it the ideal instrument to investigate
the effects of aberration correction and/or inversion on the AR. About half of the time
was spent on the construction and the optimisation of both optical systems. The rest of
the time was dedicated to the five experiments which have not been previously
conducted, and the associated data analysis. A small amount of time was spent on the
software development.

1.6.1 Chapter 2

Chapter 2 presents the open-view binocular SH wavefront sensor and also describes
the history, principles and optimisation of the sensor in general. A detailed explanation
of the centroiding of SH spots and the analysis of the data is included. This chapter also
discusses the motivation of the work, and also the reason for the use of a rotating
diffuser to reduce the laser speckle. Results are presented for six participants in whom
the ocular aberrations were measured simultaneously in both eyes with natural pupils.
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1.6.2 Chapter 3

Chapter 3 discusses the principles of AO, presenting a review of the various types of
wavefront correctors. The motivation and consideration behind the design of the
Bradford University monocular AO system is described, highlighting its novel features
which include the dual wavefront sensing channel. The performance of the system in
terms of the equivalence of the two channels and the reliability of the deformable mirror
in the generation of Zernike polynomials are included.

1.6.3 Chapter 4

This chapter describes the effect of selective aberration correction on the steady-state
accommodation response. A review of the literature in this area is presented and the
motivation for this work is discussed. Results are presented for five subjects, for ten
aberration correction conditions.

1.6.4 Chapter 5

This experiment investigates the effect of the aberration correction and inversion on the
gain, latency and total response time of the dynamic AR. A review of previous
accommodation studies with AO is presented. Results are shown for four participants
and the significance of these results is discussed. One subject was excluded from this
study because he failed to accommodate in all aberration conditions.
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1.6.5 Chapter 6

This experiment studies the temporal location of the information gathering process of
the accommodation system by inducing selective aberration correction at discrete
points in the AR cycle. Previous accommodation models suggest the information is
either gathered during the AR latency, or continuously throughout the entire response.
Five participants took part in this experiment.

1.6.6 Chapter 7

Chapter 7 investigates the impact of aberration correction on the AR to a sinusoidally
moving stimulus. The advantage of a moving target as compared to a stationary
stimulus is discussed. The gain and phase lag of the sinusoidal AR under a range of
aberration correction states were presented for five subjects.

1.6.7 Chapter 8

This section summarises the findings of the five experimental studies. Suggestions for
the modification of the systems and future experiments are discussed.
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Chapter 2 Binocular correlation of aberration dynamics
2.1 Introduction

During steady-state fixation, a subject’s focus is not static but displays small temporal
instabilities about a mean level of accommodation (see Section 1.2.2). This is known as
the microfluctuations of accommodation. These fluctuations have been shown to have
an amplitude of a few tenths of a dioptre and a frequency spectrum extending out to a
few Hertz, see for example [39, 40]. In addition, aberrations beyond defocus, although
comprised of much smaller magnitudes, have also been shown to exhibit dynamic
behaviour with frequency components as high as 70 Hz [10, 222].

Some of the potential sources of the ocular wavefront aberration dynamics, for example
the physiological fluctuations in pupil size [60] and the ocular microtremor [249], have
been shown to be correlated between the two eyes. Hence, the dynamics of the ocular
wavefront aberrations between the two eyes are expected to be correlated, especially
the low frequency component (LFC < 0.6 Hz) of the accommodation microfluctuations
which is believed to be under neurological control [250]. As the world is seen with both
eyes in natural viewing conditions, it is therefore important for the measurement of
ocular wavefront aberrations to be performed under binocular viewing conditions to
imitate the actual visual process that takes place in real life. The choice of monocular
versus binocular viewing in experimental studies has been an issue of debate over
many years. This is especially of concern since pupil diameter has been shown to
increase from binocular to monocular viewing [251-253]. It is well established that
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root-mean-square (rms) wavefront errors (WFE) of the higher-order aberrations
increase with larger pupil diameters [12, 135, 138, 141, 177, 179, 254].

Campbell first questioned the use of monocular optometers where he suggested that
the amplitudes of accommodation microfluctuations could be smaller under binocular
conditions, possibly due to the presence of the convergence-fixation reflex [84]. Since
then, binocular optometers have been produced to simultaneously measure the focus
changes in the two eyes [84, 255-258]. Several studies which measure the steady-state
accommodation in both eyes using binocular infrared optometers suggest the presence
of significant correlation between the defocus term in the right and left eyes of the same
subject [84, 255]. However, these conclusions are based solely on qualitative analysis
of the time traces of focus variations during steady-state accommodation. Comparison
of the coefficients of higher-order aberrations of the whole eye have also revealed mirror
symmetry between the Zernike modes in both eyes, i.e. modes that are symmetrical
about the vertical axis have similar magnitudes and signs, while modes that are
asymmetrical about the vertical axis have similar magnitudes but are opposite in sign
[126, 135, 138, 141, 259-261]. Aforementioned studies compared the static monocular
measurements of their subjects. Currently, little if anything is known about the dynamic
correlation of focus, as well as higher-order aberrations, in the frequency domain.

Recently, Seidel et al. observed a trend for greater fluctuations in accommodation
among late-onset myopes (LOMs, age of onset after 15 years) as compared to
emmetropes (EMMs) and early-onset myopes (EOMs, age of onset before 15 years)
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under monocular viewing conditions, although this did not reach statistical significance
[87]. When the targets were seen binocularly, however, no difference was found
between the three refractive groups. It is unclear whether the amplitudes of the
higher-order aberrations vary depending on monocular or binocular viewing. This issue
is important during refractive surgery because the pre-operative measurement of the
ocular aberrations conducted monocularly may not reveal the actual imperfections of
the eye under binocular viewing. If there is a significant difference between the
monocular and binocular viewing conditions, subsequent correction of the higher-order
aberrations may not be precise enough to achieve best-corrected vision during daily life.

Studies have shown that aberration fluctuations can help to guide the accuracy of
closed-loop accommodation responses [15, 16]. Since accommodation is controlled
centrally, resulting in a concerted oculomotor response, highly correlated higher-order
aberration dynamics may provide a more robust cue than uncorrelated aberration
dynamics. Measurement of aberration correlations under binocular conditions may be a
useful tool for the clinical evaluation of patients with accommodative dysfunction, e.g.
lag of accommodation seen in progressive myopes [262]. In the present study, a
real-time binocular Shack-Hartmann (SH) sensor was constructed to allow the
simultaneous measurement of ocular aberrations in both eyes. The work presented in
this chapter has been published in peer-reviewed journals [263, 264].
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2.2 Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor

2.2.1 Principles

The first SH wavefront sensor for use in the eye was constructed from a
two-dimensional array of tiny cylindrical lenses moulded together with their axes
perpendicular to each other [122]. The combined cylinders acted exactly like a spherical
lens. Nowadays, square microlenslets are commonly used to maximise efficiency. When
a laser beam is directed into the human eye, it produces a point source on the retina
(Fig. 2.1). Since the retina is an irregular surface, light which hits the retina will be
diffusely reflected. The reflected light from the retina propagates out of the eye.

The wavefront emerging from the eye would be planar in an aberration-free or
diffraction-limited eye, referred to as the reference waveform. In a real eye, a distorted
wavefront will be formed at the pupil plane due to the optical imperfections in the optical
components of the eye. Ideally, one prefers to measure the ocular wavefront aberrations
as soon as it emerges from the eye, i.e. by placing the SH wavefront sensor directly at
the pupil plane. However, it is not feasible as one has no access to the pupil plane in a
real eye. Therefore, relay lenses are often required to image the aberrations onto the
SH sensor placed at a plane conjugate to the entrance pupil as shown in Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1. A schematic diagram to show the application of relay lenses to place the
Shack-Hartmann sensor at a plane conjugate to the pupil of the subject. The curve in
green represents the wavefront.

In Fig. 2.2, a wavefront, W, either in its planar or aberrated form (depending on the
optics of the eye) propagates out of the eye. This wavefront is divided into small
sections when it encounters the lenslet array. Each narrow bundle of rays across each
lenslet is focused as a spot at the focal plane of the corresponding lenslet. A
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (i.e. the detector) is placed at the focal plane of
the lenslet array to capture the positions of the spot images. A plane wave will come to a
focus along the optical axis of each lenslet and produce a regular spot pattern which is
used as the reference wavefront as shown in Fig. 2.2(ci). An aberrated wavefront will hit
the CCD screen at different locations, producing an irregular pattern of spot images as
shown in Fig. 2.2(cii).
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Figure 2.2. Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor. (a) Plane (green) or aberrated (red)
wave propagates out of the eye. (b) Lateral view of lenslet array and CCD plane. (c)
Front view of CCD showing (i) regular array of spots for plane wave (ii) irregular array of
spots for aberrated wave.

The displacement of the focus spot is directly proportional to the average of the local
wavefront slope across each corresponding lenslet. From Fig. 2.3, the average slope of
the wavefront aberrations of the eye, W(x,y), across a lenslet, i, is given by

∂W ( x, y ) ΔW x x − x 0 Δx i
≈
=
=
a
f
f
∂x

(2.1)

∂W ( x, y ) ΔW y y − y 0 Δy i
≈
=
=
a
f
f
∂y

(2.2)

with respect to the x and y directions, where a is the diameter and f is the focal length of
the lenslet, while x0 and y0 represent the reference spot positions for the lenslet.
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Figure 2.3. Relationship between the average wavefront slope (θ), the spot
displacement (Δx), the focal length (f) and the diameter (a) of one lenslet. Green lines
represent the spot position for a plane wave, and dotted red lines represent spot
position for an aberrated wave.

It should be noted that because the principle of the SH sensor depends on the slope
measurements, the zero radial order (piston) of the Zernike mode cannot be determined
because the slope of the piston mode is always zero.

2.2.2 Spot centroiding

The location of the focal spot provides crucial information regarding the portion of the
wavefront sampled by each lenslet [265, 266]. For the SH sensor, the centroid (or centre
of mass) is the method commonly used to estimate the spot position. Centroid position
is the preferred method as compared to the peak intensity because it only varies
according to the tilt of a wavefront [267]. The formulae for the centroid calculations are
given by

x=

∫∫ I ( x, y )xdxdy
∫∫ I ( x, y )dxdy

(2.3)
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y=

∫∫ I ( x, y )ydxdy
∫∫ I ( x, y )dxdy

(2.4)

where I is the intensity in the detector plane.

In a CCD camera, the coordinates of the centroids, (Cx, Cy), are given by
N

∑ xi Ii

C x = i =1
N
∑ Ii

(2.5)

i =1

N

∑ y i Ii

C y = i =1
N
∑ Ii

(2.6)

i =1

where Ii is the intensity of the i th pixel with coordinates (xi, yi). N is the total number of
pixels allocated to the corresponding lenslet, or commonly known as the search block.
An example of centroid calculation is shown in Appendix C.

2.2.3 Optimisation

A good estimation of the actual wavefront depends on the accurate measurement of
spot positions [266], one of the essential criteria is that each focus spot must be located
within a search block. If the focus spot crosses over to the search block of another
lenslet, or there is more than one spot within a search block, the calculation for centroid
location with conventional algorithm will fail. In vision science, it is deemed necessary
for a wavefront sensor to be equipped with a large dynamic range to allow for the
measurement of large refractive errors and higher-order aberrations. At the same time,
the sensor has to be sensitive to the subtle aberrations to guarantee the best visual
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outcome from refractive surgery or other visual correction methods. This section
discusses a few design parameters that need to be considered when choosing an
appropriate wavefront sensor.

The spatial resolution of a sensor depends on the number of lenslets that sample the
pupil. It has been proposed that the number of lenslets should be equal to the number of
Zernike coefficients that are to be constructed [268]. In order to achieve diffraction limit
for a 7.3 mm dilated pupil, Liang et al. have suggested the correction of Zernike
coefficients up to and including at least eighth radial order [138]. Excluding piston, tip
and tilt, this corresponds to 42 Zernike coefficients and therefore requires a minimum of
42 lenslets to accurately measure the aberration. It is always advisable to sample the
wavefront with more lenslets than necessary to take into account various situations
such as the partial occlusion of the peripheral lenslets by the pupil margin and the
temporal fluctuations in tear film.

The dynamic range of the sensor is defined as the maximum wavefront slope, θmax, that
can be measured by a lenslet before it is confronted by a failure in the centroid
calculation. Since a wavefront slope can have opposite signs with the same magnitude,
the maximum distance that a spot can move, Δxmax, is equal to the radius of the lenslet.
This is given by

θ max =

Δx max
a
=
f
2f

(2.7)

where a is the lenslet diameter and f is the focal length of the corresponding lenslet (Fig.
2.3). The dynamic range is therefore directly proportional to the diameter of the lenslet
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and inversely proportional to the focal length of the lenslet.

Sensitivity or resolution of the sensor, on the other hand, is the minimum wavefront
slope, θmin, that the sensor can detect. The minimum spot displacement, Δxmin, is
restricted by the pixel resolution of the CCD, the accuracy of the centroid algorithm and
the signal-to-noise ratio of the wavefront sensor. It is given by

θ min =

Δx min
f

(2.8)

where f is the focal length of the corresponding lenslet. Combining Equations 2.7 and
2.8 gives

θ min =

2 ⋅ Δx min ⋅ θ max
Δx min
Δx min
=
=
f
a / 2θ max
a

(2.9)

This indicates that when the measurement sensitivity is increased (smaller θmin), the
dynamic range is reduced (smaller θmax) [269]. Clearly, this shows an inverse
relationship between the dynamic range and the sensitivity of the SH sensor for a
constant lenslet diameter, a. Usually, a trade-off between these two parameters has to
be chosen depending on the priority of the applications of the SH sensor, i.e. whether it
will be used to measure large refractive errors in clinics or to detect a small WFE in a
laboratory.

The temporal resolution of the sensor depends on the sampling frequency of the
wavefront detector readout, for example, the exposure of the CCD camera [270]. Even
though a range of high speed cameras is available in the market, a large amount of light
loss through a system will limit the minimum exposure time, which will in turn restrict the
speed of the camera.
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2.2.4 Advantages and disadvantages

The popularity of the SH sensor among visual scientists has grown over the past
decade. Currently, there are many commercial devices that utilise the SH wavefront
sensing technique. To name but a few, Complete Ophthalmic Analysis System (COAS)
by Wavefront Sciences, Wavescan System by VISX, Zywave system by Baush & Lomb
etc. Several advantages can be attributed to this device, which include rapid, precise
and objective measurement of ocular wavefront aberrations. The high accuracy and
repeatability of this type of sensor in the measurements of the ocular aberrations have
been demonstrated in a number of studies [138, 227, 271], making it the device of
choice for this study. It simultaneously measures the wavefront aberrations of the entire
pupil. It also allows the measurement of the phase and irradiance profile of a wavefront
at the same time. The size of the sensor is small and it is very lightweight so it can fit
into any optical setup fairly easily. Today, high density lenslet arrays are readily available,
further improving the resolution of the sensor. Focal lengths are available from around a
few millimetres to 30 mm, and lenslet diameters typically range from 100 to 600 mm.

The SH sensor, however, cannot measure the amount of scatter due to the limitation
imposed by lens sampling [272]. Hence it may overestimate the image quality in an eye
with mild to severe intraocular scatter. Also, it suffers from a drawback where spurious
corneal reflections, if not removed, may affect the reliability of wavefront slope
measurement.
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2.3 Method

2.3.1 Instrumentation

A binocular SH wavefront sensor was constructed for the measurement of ocular
aberrations and their dynamic fluctuations. A schematic diagram of the experimental
set-up is shown in Fig. 2.4. All components are mounted on a 600 x 600 mm breadboard
(Newport Corporation, UK). All lenses (Newport Corporation, UK) used in this system
are achromatic doublets, which are made up of two singlet lens elements cemented
together. The combination usually includes a positive low-index crown glass lens
element and a negative high-index flint glass lens element. Achromatic lenses reduce
longitudinal chromatic aberration [273], spherical aberration (SA) and coma, yielding a
smaller focused spot. The off-axis performance is far better than singlet lenses. The
focal length is fairly constant across the visible spectrum. The lenses are mounted on a
rail with the flat surface facing the focus to reduce the effect of SA. All mirrors (Newport
Corporation, UK) have protected silver coatings with excellent reflectivity in the infrared
(IR) region (> 96%), and the surface flatness of these mirrors is λ/20.

An infrared (IR) laser diode (Laser Diode Light Source Modules, Newport Corporation)
with central wavelength of 785 nm is used to create a point source on each retina. The
near IR laser source is the preferred option as compared to visible light because it is
more comfortable for the human eye due to the weaker retinal sensitivity to the
wavelengths in this region [274, 275]. The use of a visible light source is difficult if not
impossible due to the speed of the pupillary light reflex. Typically it takes no more than
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0.2 seconds for pupillary contraction to occur when it is illuminated with visible light [34].
Since near IR light is less visible to the subject, its influence on the pupil response is
less, hence pupil dilation can be avoided. Previous studies showed that pupil dilation
with mydriatics such as 2.5% phenylephrine hydrochloride will reduce the amplitude of
accommodation [276, 277]. This is significant in the accommodation study which is the
subject of interest in the later chapters. Besides, fundus reflectance with IR radiation
has been found to be higher than for shorter-wavelength visible radiation thus permitting
lower light intensity [108, 278-280]. Also, backscatter by the anterior optics is found to
be less with an IR light [281]. The output power of the laser source and the beam width
are controlled by aperture A1.

Figure 2.4. Bradford University binocular Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor. A:
aperture, L: lens (superscript represents focal length of the lens in mm), CBS: cube
beamsplitter, PBS: pellicle beamsplitter, PM: plane mirror, HM: hot mirror.
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One drawback with the use of highly coherent laser light is the deleterious effect of the
speckle pattern when it falls on the retina of the human eye, which is a non-specular
reflecting surface [282]. The reflectance of the light after hitting the retinal surface is
non-uniform due to the grain of the photoreceptor mosaic, differences in the reflectance
of individual photoreceptors, and dissimilarity in the reflectance of the retinal layers in
front of and behind the photoreceptors [10]. When the in-phase laser beams hit this
diffusely reflecting rough surface, the beams scatter and become out-of-phase, leading
to interference when they collide. Constructive interference results in bright speckles
and destructive interference produces dark speckles. As a result, granular spots are
produced on the image, known as laser speckle. Tremor and saccadic movement of the
eye changes the speckle pattern. This random noise can be misinterpreted as changes
in the wavefront aberrations of the eye because it affects the locations of the SH spot
centroids. It has been shown that speckle can result in multiplicative noise in the
aberration measurements [10]. A rotating diffuser is therefore introduced at the focal
point of lens L1, i.e. at a plane conjugate to the retina, to introduce random phase
variations. The diffuser consists of a diffusion filter (Super Gel filter 132, Rosco
Laboratories, UK) and a motor rotating at 5000 rpm. Fig. 2.5 shows the rotating diffuser
and an example of SH spots with and without the diffuser. The diffuser is mounted off
the breadboard with a magic arm to minimise the effect of vibration on the SH spots.
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Figure 2.5. Picture of rotating diffuser and its effects on Shack-Hartmann spots.

The laser beam is then re-collimated by L2. In order to create a laser beacon on each
retina of the two eyes with a single laser source, the laser beam is split into two by a
pellicle beamsplitter PBS. Initially, a cube beamsplitter CBS was used but its surface
and internal reflections were too difficult to remove, which masked the signal from the
retina. This CBS is replaced with a PBS because it does not create any disturbing
reflections. These two laser beams then hit the CBS. Since there are two ingoing beams,
two

undesirable

outgoing

beams

will

be

produced

from

the

simultaneous

reflection-transmission property of the beamsplitter. Initially, black cards were used to
block these unwanted beams. However, back reflections from these cards induce noise
in the centroid measurement. Therefore, black plastic tubes are found to the better
option to absorb and dissipate these unwanted beams (Fig. 2.6).
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Figure 2.6. Elimination of the unwanted beams at CBS with black plastic tubes.

The ingoing beams enter the corneae slightly off-axis so that corneal reflex can be
blocked by careful positioning of aperture A2 at a plane conjugate to the retinae. This
aperture prevents the out-of-focus corneal reflection from entering the SH sensor, while
passing the in-focus retinal reflection. This is known as the off-axis illumination
technique [10]. The incident beams are 1 mm in diameter at the corneae. Small beam
diameter is advantageous because it produces long depth of focus which maintain a
fairly constant spot size on the retina even in the presence of refractive error, and it also
avoids most if not all ocular aberrations to produce a nearly round spot on the retina
[283]. The average power of the laser at the corneae is 40 μW which is several orders of
magnitude less than the maximum permissible exposure for up to 8 hours of continuous
viewing at this wavelength [284]. The laser safety protocol is enclosed in Appendix D.

Laser beacons hit the retinae, reflect and propagate out of the eyes where they become
aberrated due to optical imperfections. Plane mirrors, PM2 to PM6, are used to balance
the two optical paths so that the path length from both eyes to L3 is equivalent to 500
mm. The system is designed so that the separation of both outgoing beams at CBS is 6
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mm, enabling capture by a single camera, thus reducing cost and system complexity.
This also avoids the problem of having to synchronise two cameras to capture the SH
spots at the same time.

Lenses L3 and L4 are used to relay the emerging wavefront at the pupils to the SH
wavefront sensor placed in a plane conjugate to the pupils. These conjugate planes are
separated by twice the sum of the focal lengths of the relay lenses as shown in Fig. 2.7.
The ratio of the focal lengths between L3 and L4 determine the magnification factor of
the pupil on the SH sensor, which is equivalent to 0.4 for this system. Thus, a 6 mm
pupil at the cornea is equivalent to a pupil size of 2.4 mm at the sensor. The sensor has
a regular array of square lenslets, each with a focal length of 7 mm and a width of 0.2
mm. The pupil is therefore sampled at an interval of 0.5 mm by the lenslet array.
Typically, for a 6 mm pupil, there are 112 useable SH spots. The SH spots produced by
the lenslets are captured by a CCD camera (Retiga Exi Fast 1394, QImaging, Canada)
placed at the focal length of the lenslet array. This camera has low read noise and high
sensitivity in the infrared region so it is ideal for imaging in low-light condition, thus
permitting lower exposure and higher sampling speed. The resolution of the CCD chip is
1392 x 1040 pixels and each pixel is equal to 6.45 μm x 6.45 μm (i.e. the chip size is
8.98 mm x 6.71 mm). The camera runs in 2 x 2 binning mode, i.e. a block of four
adjacent pixels is interpreted as one pixel, to reduce read noise and to increase the
sampling speed. With this binning mode, the sampling frequency of the camera is
determined to be 20.5 Hz.
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Figure 2.7. Lenses used to relay the emerging wavefront from the eye to a conjugate
pupil plane.

Mirrors PM7 to PM8 are used to redirect the light paths so that all optical components
can be fitted onto a 600 mm x 600 mm breadboard. A picture of the binocular SH
wavefront sensor is shown in Fig. 2.8.

Figure 2.8. Picture of the Bradford University binocular Shack-Hartmann wavefront
sensor.

2.3.2 Target presentation

To permit open-view observation that resembles natural viewing conditions, two hot
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mirrors HM1 and HM2 are placed in front of the eyes. These mirrors reflect IR radiation
but transmit visible light, thereby separating the IR measuring rays from the visible light
originating from the target. The distance between the hot mirrors is adjusted to match
the interpupillary distance of the observer. For an interpupillary distance of 60 mm, the
distance from the eyes to the hot mirrors is equal to 75 mm. The target is a Maltese
cross presented on a LCD monitor (Sony Trinitron Multiscan 200 GS) placed at 2.7 m
from the eyes, subtending 11.32 minutes of arc at the corneae. An interference filter
centred at 550 nm is placed in front of the target to render it monochromatic. The
accommodation level is 0.37 D. The luminance of the target is 255 cd/m2.

2.3.3 Validation of both channels

Since this study focuses on the dynamic changes of the ocular aberrations of the two
eyes, a known aberration should induce the same changes in both channels. Two
model eyes were built, each consisting of a lens with a focal length of 20 mm simulating
the cornea and crystalline lens, and a white card representing the retina of a human eye.
To demonstrate the equivalence of both channels, spherical trial lenses of equal power
were placed in front of the two model eyes to study the resultant change in the
measurements registered by both channels. Results obtained are shown in Fig. 2.9(a).
These measurements are significantly correlated with the actual power of trial lenses,
where the correlation coefficient, r is 0.999 (p < 0.0001) and 0.997 (p < 0.0001) for the
right and left channels, respectively. A better way to study the agreement between the
two channels is by displaying the data in a Bland and Altman plot. The Bland and
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Altman plot is commonly adopted in clinical studies to compare two different methods of
measurement, and whether they can be used interchangeably [285, 286]. In this plot,
the difference between the measurements obtained with two methods is plotted against
their mean to reveal any possible relationship between the discrepancies and the true
value. In many studies, the true values of the quantity being measured are not known so
a mean of the two methods is taken as the best estimate. The customary choice is to
assume the differences between the two methods to be normally distributed, and 95%
of these differences are expected to lie within mean ± 1.96 SD. This is known as the
95% limits of agreement and differences which lie within these extreme values will not
be clinically important. The same principle can be used to compare the two channels,
where the difference in the defocus term obtained with the two channels is plotted
against their mean, as shown in Fig. 2.9(b). The mean of their differences is found to be
-0.005 D indicating negligible systematic bias, and the differences are within the 95%
limits of agreement.

Figure 2.9. Validation of both channels with spherical trial lenses. (a) Measurements
obtained in the right (blue) and left (red) channels against the actual power of trial
lenses, (b) Bland and Altman plot showing the difference between the measurements of
the two channels against their mean.
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Cylindrical lenses of various powers (range +0.75 to -0.75 D) and axes (10° to 170°)
were also added to the artificial eyes. The resultant sphero-cylindrical changes were
compared with the ideal values calculated with power vector analysis [287], which
allows the combination of two refractive components (the eye and the trial lens) that
have different axis orientations. The r value was found to be 0.997 (p < 0.0001) and
0.998 (p < 0.0001) for M (i.e. the sum of a spherical power), 0.991 (p < 0.0001) and
0.997 (p < 0.0001) for J0 (i.e. the power of a cylinder at axis 0º) and 0.996 (p < 0.0001)
and 0.939 (p < 0.002) for J45 (i.e. the power of a cylinder at axis 45º), for the right and
left channels respectively. Comparison of the induced and obtained cylindrical powers,
and the relevant Bland and Altman plots for M, J0 and J45 are shown in Fig. 2.10. These
results show that both channels can be used interchangeably, indicating the
equivalence of both channels.

Figure 2.10. Validation of both channels with cylindrical trial lenses. Measurements
obtained in the right (blue) and left (red) channels against the actual power of trial
lenses (top row), and Bland and Altman plot showing the difference between the
measurements of the two channels against their mean (bottom row).
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2.3.4 Experimental procedure
2.3.4.1 Participant demographics

Six healthy participants with no ocular pathology from the student and staff cohort of the
Bradford School of Optometry and Vision Science participated in this study. All
participants gave informed consent and all procedures were conducted in accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki. The experimental procedure was granted approval by
the Institutional Ethical Committee. The age and refractive error of the participants are
shown in Table 2.1. Subjective refraction was obtained under non-cycloplegic conditions.
Measurements were performed over the natural pupil size of each participant, with a
mean across participants of 5.1 ± 0.7 mm. Since all participants had natural pupil
diameters greater than 4 mm, dilation with mydriatics could be avoided. This is
advantageous because previous studies have reported different wavefront aberration
measurements when pupil dilations were achieved naturally and pharmacologically [288,
289]. Participants wore their spectacles during the experiment.

Table 2.1. Participant demographics.

Refraction

Participant

Age

Pupil
(mm)

CS

25

4.5

R: -6.00/-0.50 x 60

L: -3.75 DS

CV

28

4.0

R: -4.25/-1.25 x 5

L: -5.25/-1.50 x 175

EM

34

5.5

R: -6.00/-0.50 x 90

L: -6.00/-0.50 x 90

JC

32

6.0

R: plano

L: plano

KH

29

5.5

R: -1.75/-0.50 x 90

L: -1.25/-1.00 x 90

YP

24

5.0

R: plano

L: plano
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2.3.4.2 Subject alignment

A bite bar, which was made up of rigid dental impression joined to a metal plate, was
used to stabilise the head of the participant. The bite bar was mounted on an XYZ stage
to allow fine adjustment of pupil alignment. Initially, a chin rest was used but it was found
to be insufficient for the head stability. The participants positioned their foreheads in
between the hot mirrors at a correct distance away from the instrument. They then
adjusted their position horizontally and vertically until both laser beams appeared
equally bright in both eyes whilst fixating on the target.

Customised software written in Microsoft Visual C++ (Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0,
Microsoft Pty. Limited) was used to run the experiment. On the computer screen, the SH
spots from the two eyes could be seen. A schematic diagram of the visual display unit
screen is shown in Fig. 2.11. To increase the speed of data processing, the search for
the SH spots and the calculation of the centroids were performed within the
corresponding search blocks. To establish the suitable measurement grids for each
participant, pupil diameters were required. These were obtained by counting the
maximum number of visible SH spots in a row (e.g. four spots in Fig. 2.11(a)), and
entering this number into the software which calculated the pupil diameters based on
the lenslet spacing and pupil magnification factor as specified by the relay lenses. Two
measurement grids would be shown at the centre of each half of the screen as shown in
Fig. 2.11(b). Final alignment was achieved by overlapping the grid patterns with the SH
spots from the participant’s eyes while the participant maintained fixation on the target
(Fig. 2.11(c)). The centroid of each SH spot was then determined using a subpixel
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pyramidal search algorithm (see Section 2.4.1).

Figure 2.11. Schematic of the positioning of the search blocks. (a) Initial display of the
visual display unit screen, (b) Corresponding geometry of search blocks, (c) Final
positions of search blocks.

2.3.4.3 Data acquisition

Before the start of each data acquisition process, a dark frame was taken which acted
as a background count for back reflections, if present. This value was then subtracted
from each frame before the centroid calculation. During the experiment, participants
were instructed to remain stationary while maintaining focus on the target. They were
allowed to blink naturally. The experiment was first conducted binocularly and then with
each eye occluded in turn. For the monocular condition, only the uncovered eye was
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measured to exclude any possibility of eye drift in the covered eye. Each measurement
run lasted 24 s. Five repeated measurements were taken for each condition. Following
each measurement, participants removed themselves from the bite bar and were
re-aligned before the subsequent measurement.

2.4 Data analysis

2.4.1 Subpixel pyramidal search algorithm

In addition to the limitations involved with the design of the SH sensor, other background
noise or spatial inhomogeneity of the spot images would also result in inaccurate
estimate of the spot centroid location, and hence incorrect wavefront reconstruction.
Therefore in this study, the centroid location was determined by the subpixel pyramidal
search algorithm technique to avoid the influence of the aforementioned conditions from
affecting the detection of spot centroids. This algorithm has been proven to be highly
accurate and repeatable [10]. Initially, search margin began by finding the centre of
mass within a window of the size of a lenslet (Fig. 2.12(a)). Once this was found, the
search box then refined the centre of mass with frames of decreasing sizes, each
centred on the previous estimate (Fig. 2.12(b)). This process was repeated until the
width of the window was roughly equal to the width of the diffraction pattern from a
single subaperture (Fig. 2.12(c)). When the final window size was reached, spot
centroid was obtained by averaging subpixels within that window.
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Figure 2.12. Subpixel pyramidal search algorithm. (a) The first estimation of centroid
location using the centre of mass, (b) The process of refining the spot centroid with
window of decreasing size, (c) The spot centroid is accurately defined.

2.4.2 Wavefront reconstruction

All Zernike coefficients (excluding tip and tilt) up to and including the eighth radial order
were calculated and reported based on the standard single indexing scheme
recommended by the OSA/VSIA Taskforce [9]. To obtain the Zernike mode number, j,
Equation 2.10 is used:
j=

n( n + 2 ) + m
2

(2.10)

where n is the radial order and m is the angular frequency of the standard double
indexing scheme. Once all the slopes are obtained, the wavefront can be reconstructed
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by an inverse matrix method. Modal wavefront reconstruction with Zernike polynomials
is selected in this study as it is the standard recommended for ocular wavefront
aberration analysis [9].

The aberrated wavefront, W(x,y), is expressed as
W ( x, y ) =

∞

∑ c Z ( x, y )
j

(2.11)

j

j =1

where ci are the coefficients of the Zernike modes and Zi (x,y) are the Zernike
polynomials. From Equations 2.1 and 2.2, the partial derivatives of W(x,y) can be
expressed as

∂W ( x, y )
=
∂x

∫

s

∂W ( x, y )
ds
∂x
=
ds

∫

s

∂W ( x, y )
=
∂y

∂W ( x, y )
ds
s
∂y
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s

=

∞
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∂Z ( x, y )
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∫
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s

≡

∞

∑c

j

j =1
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∂x

∂Z j i ( x i , y i )

∞

∑c

∂Z j i ( x i , y i )

j

∂y

(2.12)

(2.13)

where (xi,yi) are the coordinates of i th lenslet and s is the area of a lenslet aperture.

∂ Z j i ( x i , y i ) / ∂x and ∂ Z ( x i , y i ) / ∂y are the average x and y slopes of the j th
Zernike polynomial.

The application of Zernike polynomials assumes fitting over a continuous circle but in
common practice, an optical system is always sampled discretely. Although the
polynomials are orthogonal, their derivatives are not. Hence, using least-square fitting to
the derivatives may lead to some changes in the underlying terms. This problem can be
minimised by having more sampled points than the terms to be fitted and making sure
that there is regular sampling across the pupil, i.e. no spatial inhomogeneity [124, 290].
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In matrix form,

W = Zc

(2.14)

where

⎡ Δx1 / f ⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢ Δx 2 / f ⎥
⎢ M ⎥
⎢
⎥
Δx n / f ⎥
⎢
W=
⎢ Δy 1 / f ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ Δy 2 / f ⎥
⎢ M ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣⎢Δy n / f ⎦⎥

⎡ ∂ Z 1 ( x 1, y 1 )
⎢
∂x
⎢
∂
Z
(
⎢ 1 x2, y 2 )
⎢
∂x
⎢
M
⎢
⎢ ∂Z 1( x i , y i )
⎢
∂x
Z=⎢
∂
Z
1 ( x 1, y 1 )
⎢
⎢
∂y
⎢ ∂Z 1( x , y )
2
2
⎢
∂y
⎢
⎢
M
⎢ ∂Z 1( x , y )
i
i
⎢
∂y
⎣⎢

∂ Z 2 ( x1, y 1 )
∂ Z n ( x1, y 1 ) ⎤
L
⎥
∂x
∂x
⎥
∂Z 2 ( x 2 , y 2 )
∂Z n ( x 2 , y 2 ) ⎥
L
⎥
∂x
∂x
⎥
M
O
M
⎥
∂Z ( x i , y )
∂Z n ( x i , y i ) ⎥
L
⎥
∂x
∂x
∂ Z 2 ( x 1, y 1 )
∂ Z n ( x1, y 1 ) ⎥⎥
L
⎥
∂y
∂y
∂Z 2 ( x 2 , y 2 )
∂Z n ( x 2 , y 2 ) ⎥
⎥
L
∂y
∂y
⎥
⎥
M
O
M
∂Z 2 ( x i , y i )
∂Z n ( x i , y i ) ⎥
⎥
L
∂y
∂y
⎥⎦

⎡ c1 ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢c 2 ⎥
⎢c 3 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
M
c=⎢ ⎥
⎢M⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢M⎥
⎢M⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣⎢c n ⎦⎥

W is the slope vector, Z is known as the Zernike reconstruction matrix (also known as
transformation matrix) and c is the Zernike coefficient vector. This matrix has 2i
equations with n unknowns.

To calculate the coefficients, c1 to cn, multiply both sides of Equation 2.14 by the
transpose of Z, ZT. This gives

ZT Zc = ZT W

(2.15)

Rearranging Equation 2.15 gives

c = ( Z T Z ) −1 Z T W
= Z+W

(2.16)

where Z+ is the least-squares or pseudo-inverse of Z. One way to obtain Z+ is by using
singular value decomposition (SVD) (see Section 3.3.1). By using Equation 2.16, the
Zernike coefficients of the wavefront aberrations can be calculated from the slope
measurements. Since tip and tilt (coefficients c1 and c2, respectively) only result in a shift
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of the spot image but do not affect its quality, these terms are ignored from the
calculations hereafter.

2.4.3 Removal of blink artifacts

Blinks lead to abrupt changes in the calculation of Zernike coefficients and hence result
in higher magnitude of certain frequencies in the power spectrum analysis [47, 291].
The occurrence of blinks was identified from the sharp spikes in the time course of the
Zernike prismatic term (i.e. tip) [292]. The time span of a typical blink is roughly 250 ms
[293]. According to the sampling frequency of 20.5 Hz, a total of 6 data points were
deleted from the beginning of each blink. After that, a cubic spline function was used to
interpolate the data points before and after the blink. This procedure was repeated for
the same points in each Zernike coefficient of the two eyes.

2.4.4 Power spectrum

The fluctuations of ocular aberrations can be quantified by using power spectrum
analysis. The power spectrum is a plot of the square of the amplitude of the sinewave as
a function of frequency of the sinewave component [291]. It represents the fundamental
frequencies that are contained in the aberrations. By strict definition, it is the square
modulus of the Fourier transform (FT) of the signal.

FT is a mathematical process which is applied to map a signal from the time domain into
the frequency domain. The role of the FT is to highlight the frequency components that
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exist in an input signal and work out the relative magnitude (or amplitude) of each
frequency component. Fig. 2.13(a) shows a simple input signal which is made up of 2
basic sinewave components: one with amplitude of 2h and a period of 1 s; and the other
with amplitude of h and a period of 0.33 s. By simply looking at the combined signal
itself, one has difficulty extracting useful information regarding the frequency content or
the magnitude of each frequency. When the FT is applied, the dominant frequencies in
the signal can be obtained together with their magnitudes, as illustrated in Fig. 2.13(b).

Figure 2.13. Fourier transform (FT). (a) Two single-frequency sinusoids and their
summation, (b) The FT of each of the three time-domain recordings.
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The power spectrum is given by

S(ω ) = F (ω )F * (ω ) = F (ω )

2

(2.17)

where S(ω) is the power spectrum, F(ω) is the FT, * signifies the complex conjugate and

ω=2πk/N. Quite commonly in the calculation of the power spectrum, the power of
individual frequency bins is normalised by dividing it by the frequency bin width. This is
known as the power spectral density (PSD) function. The unit of the ordinate of spectral
density function is thus power per Hertz.

If a signal x (or y) is sampled at a frequency fs over a time interval T, giving N data points,
the estimated PSD is given by
G xx =

2
2
X (f ,T )
NFs

or

G yy =

2
2
Y (f ,T )
NFs

(2.18)

where X(f,T) and Y(f,T) are the discrete FT (DFT) of x(t) and y(t) sampled at a frequency
Fs over the time interval T, respectively, and

X (f ,T ) =

1
Fs

N −1

∑x

n

n =0

⎛ − i 2πkn ⎞
exp⎜
⎟ or
⎝ N ⎠

Y (f ,T ) =

1
Fs

N −1

∑y
n =0

n

⎛ − i 2πkn ⎞
exp⎜
⎟
⎝ N ⎠

(2.19)

where k = 0,1,…., N-1

The Shannon sampling theorem states that a signal can be completely characterised by
sampling at a rate of at least twice the highest frequency present within the signal. Said
differently, for a sampling rate, fs, the maximum measurable frequency is half the
sampling rate, i.e. fs /2. This is known as the Nyquist limit [245]. When this condition is
not fulfilled, aliasing will occur in the power spectrum.
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2.4.5 Data windowing

In the computation of FT, it is assumed that the signal is periodic within each time
window. However, during discrete data acquisition, one usually has no prior knowledge
of the frequency content of a signal, making it virtually impossible for the data to be
sampled at the same phase as the signal. The sampling of a signal may start and end
abruptly, causing the signal to stop at a different phase in the sine wave as compared to
the starting point. These non-periodic signals lead to leakage of frequencies from the
original bin into adjacent ones, creating side-lobes beside the main frequency
components. As a result, the amplitude is less than that found in the original signal, and
the signal energy is more dispersed due to the smearing effect over a wider frequency
range. This means that the power spectrum calculated on the basis of a DFT is a biased
estimate of the true power spectrum due to the convolution of the true spectrum with a
rectangular window (whose value is unity during the sampling period and zero at all
other times) used to separate the recording data [294, 295].

Spectral leakage can be reduced by careful choice of data-extraction windows for better
representation of the frequency content in a signal. The shape of the window is chosen
to be exactly zero at the start and end of a time window so that when it is multiplied to
the signal, it forces the signal to be periodic. In this study, Hanning window is chosen to
minimise the aliasing artifacts for better representation of the frequency content of the
signal. Hanning window is a function that looks like an inverted cosine function where it
starts at zero, increases slowly to 1 at the centre and then slowly decays to zero at the
end of the time window. It is given by
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w (n ) =

1⎡
2πn ⎤
1 − cos(
)
⎢
2⎣
N ⎥⎦

for n = 0, 1, 2 …, (N–1)

(2.20)

where N is the window length and w is the window value. This time-domain window
emphasises on the information in the central part of a signal and de-emphasises
information near both ends. A weighting factor of

8 / 3 has to be multiplied after

windowing to obtain the correct amplitude. The disadvantage is that some information
near the end points of the signal in the original data will be missing. An example is
shown in Fig. 2.14.

Figure 2.14. Data windowing. (a) Original sine wave and the corresponding Fourier
transform with leakage, (b) Hanning-windowed sine wave and the corresponding
Fourier transform showing less leakage.

2.4.6 Coherence function analysis

The coherence function is a valuable tool for the investigation of the synergy between
two concurrent time series [223, 296, 297]. The main advantage of the coherence
function is its ability to reveal the degree of correlation for each individual frequency
2
, of two signals x(t) and y(t)
component of the two signals. The coherence function, γ xy

is the ratio of the square of the absolute value of the cross-spectral density (CSD)
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function to the product of the PSDs of the two signals [298]. CSD is the FT of the
cross-correlation function, which highlights the common power in the two signals. If the
data sets have N values of the variable x and variable y, the estimated CSD is given by
G xy =

2
X (f ,T )Y * (f ,T )
NFs

(2.21)

where Y*(f,T) is the complex conjugate of Y(f,T).

Once the CSD is determined, the values are normalised by division by the individual
spectral density functions to produce the coherence function of the two signals, which is
given by

γ

2
xy (f )

G xy (f )

=

2

(2.22)

G xx (f )Gyy (f )

where Gxy is the CSD and Gxx and Gyy are the PSDs [298]. The coherence function
value varies between 0 and 1, where 0 indicates complete lack of correlation, and
values close to 1 mean the two signals are highly correlated at a particular frequency.

In practice, it can be calculated using

2
(f ) =
γ xy

∑
∑

ns
i =1

ns

X (f )Yi * (f )
i =1 i

X i (f )

2

∑

ns
i =1

2

Yi ( f )

2

(2.23)

where Xi(f) and Yi(f) are the DFT of the i th data segment of x and y respectively,
calculated using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). ns is the number of data segments
and * represents the complex conjugate. For example, consider two data segments,
where the FFT of x for each segment is given by

X 1 = X 1 exp( −iφ x1 ) , X 2 = X 2 exp( −iφ x 2 )

(2.24)
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where ⏐X⏐ is the magnitude and φ

is the phase. The same applies for y. The

coherence function is given by

γ

2
xy (f

)=

=

X 1 Y1 exp[i (φ y 1 − φ x1 )] + X 2 Y2 exp[i (φ y 2 − φ x 2 )]
2

2

2

( X 1 + X 2 )( Y1 + Y2 )
X 1 Y1 (cos(φ y 1 − φ x1 ) + i sin(φ y 1 − φ x1 )) + X 2 Y2 (cos(φ y 2 − φ x 2 ) + i sin(φ y 2 − φ x 2 ))
2

2

2

2

2

( X 1 + X 2 )( Y1 + Y2 )
2

=

2

2

2

2

X 1 Y1 + X 2 Y2
2

2

+ 2 X 1 Y1 X 2 Y2 cos((φ y 1 − φ x1 ) − (φ y 2 − φ x 2 ))

2

2

X 1 Y1 + X 1 Y2

2

2

2

2

+ X 2 Y1 + X 2 Y2

2

(2.25)
If the magnitude is consistent across segments i.e. ⏐X1⏐=⏐X2⏐ and ⏐Y1⏐=⏐Y2⏐,
Equation 2.25 reduces to
2

γ (f ) =
2
xy

2

2 X Y (1 + cos((φ y 1 − φ x1 ) − (φ y 2 − φ x 2 )))
2

4X Y

(2.26)

2

From equation 2.26, it is evident that in order for there to be a high degree of correlation
2
( γ xy
(f ) = 1), the phase difference between the two signals for each pair of segments

must remain the same. If the phase differences are consistent, Equation 2.25 becomes
2

2
γ xy
(f ) =

2

2

X 1 Y1 + X 2 Y2
2

2

2

X 1 Y1 + X 1 Y2

2

2

+ 2 X 1 Y1 X 2 Y2
2

2

2

+ X 2 Y1 + X 2 Y2

2

(2.27)

So the spectral content in terms of the magnitude of the frequency components must
also remain consistent for the coherence values to be high. Inconsistencies in phase
and spectral content are an indication of dissimilarity between the two signals.

Each of the five 24 s measurement signals were divided into two 12 s signals, resulting
in 10 data segments in total, hence 20 degrees of freedom. The frequencies that could
be reliably resolved ranged from 0.08 to 10.25 Hz. Detrending was applied to each data
segment to factor out the influence of sampling time on the PSDs by removing the
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contributions of signals with periods longer than the segment length [298]. Each data
segment was zero padded to 8 times its original length to produce a 8-fold increase in
the resolution of the frequency spectrum. Hanning window was then applied to minimise
spectral leakage. In this study, the Welch’s method was adopted to reduce the variance
of individual power measurements: the time-domain signal was divided into segments,
each data segment was windowed and its power spectrum calculated, and finally an
average of these power spectra was obtained [299]. The correlation between the
signals from the two eyes was calculated by using the coherence function analysis. The
method proposed by Wang and Tang was used to obtain the 95% confidence intervals
for the coherence function [300].

2.5 Results

This instrument was designed to measure the dynamics of the ocular aberrations,
hence repeatability was assessed in the frequency domain. For each measurement run
the PSD was calculated. Then, the mean and standard deviation (SD) were calculated
for each resolvable frequency. Fig. 2.15 shows the mean PSD and the SDs of the rms
WFE for the left eye of participant KH and the left artificial eye. As shown, the SDs are
small, demonstrating that the repeatability of the sensor for the measurement of
aberration dynamics is good. Similar results were obtained for other participants. For the
majority of the measurable frequency range, the noise level as measured on an artificial
eye was at least one order of magnitude below that of the real eye. Hence noise in the
CCD camera makes a minimal contribution to the measured aberration dynamics of the
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real eyes.

Figure 2.15. Mean PSD ± SD of the rms WFE for the left eye of participant KH and the
left artificial eye.

The wavefront map for the right and left eyes of participants YP (5 mm pupils) and JC (6
mm pupils) obtained by averaging all data segments are shown in Fig. 2.16. The
wavefront maps are different for each participant. The rms WFEs were found to be
similar in the two eyes of the same participant, comparable to the values found in the
study by Marcos and Burns [259].
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Figure 2.16. Wavefront maps for both eyes of participants YP (top) and JC (bottom).

Fig. 2.17 plots the correlation between the Zernike coefficients of the right and left eyes
for four participants. To avoid the confounding effect of dissimilar refractive errors on the
absolute aberration measured, participants CS and CV were omitted from this part of
the analysis (however, this does not affect the coherence values due to the
normalization of the CSD by the PSDs). The sign of Zernike modes with odd symmetry
about the y-axis in the right eye have been inverted to allow for the comparison of mirror
symmetry [9]. Correlation coefficients for each participant vary from -0.22 to 0.94. Two
participants (YP and EM) show high degree of mirror symmetry, where the correlation of
the Zernike coefficients between both eyes is statistically significant (p < 0.001). The
solid black line represents a linear fit to all the data for the four participants (r = 0.39).
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Figure 2.17. Zernike coefficients for the left and right eye for four participants. Different
colours represent different participants. The value r represents the correlation coefficient
between the two eyes of each participant. The solid black line represents a linear fit to
all the data, where r is equal to 0.39. The dashed line indicates the unity plot.

Fig. 2.18 shows the typical time-course records of the accommodation microfluctuations
(specified by Zernike defocus term, Z4) for both eyes of participant KH. Other
participants also showed similar plots for the fluctuations in the accommodation
between the two eyes.

Figure 2.18. Time-course records of the fluctuations in (a) accommodation, and (b) rms
WFE for the right (blue) and left (red) eyes of participant KH under binocular viewing
conditions.
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PSDs of the rms WFE of the right and left eyes are very similar within the same
participant. The mean slope for the right and left eyes of the six participants is 1.14 ±
0.21 (mean ± 1 SD). Fig. 2.19 shows the typical PSDs for participants KH and EM.

Figure 2.19. PSD of the rms WFE for the right (blue) and left (red) eyes of participants
KH and EM. Confidence intervals are omitted for clarity.

Fig. 2.20 plots the coherence of the rms WFE for all participants. Generally, the
coherence values are fairly low, with the mean across frequency and participant equal to
0.11 ± 0.02 (mean ± 1 SD).

Fig. 2.21 shows the coherence between each individual aberration of the two eyes of
participant EM. Across frequency, all Zernike modes display low coherence values
(typically < 0.1), except for the LFC region of defocus, where the mean coherence value
is equal to 0.43. These plots vary for each individual, as shown in Fig. E.1 to E.5 of
Appendix E.
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Figure 2.20. Coherence function of the rms WFEs for all participants. Dotted lines
represent the 95% confidence intervals.
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The mean coherence values across participants for each Zernike mode in the LFC
region and across the resolvable frequency range are plotted in Fig. 2.22. The plot for
the high-frequency component (HFC, 1-2 Hz) region is very similar to the one for the
resolvable frequency range, hence it is omitted for clarity. In general, for most Zernike
coefficients, the mean coherence values are slightly higher in the LFC region (mean
0.13) than the HFC region (mean 0.11) and the measurable frequency range (mean
0.11). Defocus (Z4) shows the highest coherence between both eyes (coherence value
0.30 for LFC region, 0.15 for HFC region and 0.13 across the resolvable frequency
range).

Figure 2.22. The mean coherence values of the six participants for the low frequency
region (blue) and across the resolvable frequency range (red). The plot for the high
frequency region is omitted for clarity.

PSDs of the accommodation fluctuations for participant KH under monocular and
binocular viewing conditions are shown in Fig. 2.23(a) and 2.23(c). PSDs of the
higher-order aberrations (radial order third and above) are plotted in Fig. 2.23(b) and
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2.23(d). There was no significant difference between the two viewing conditions for all
six participants in terms of accommodation microfluctuations and the higher-order
aberration fluctuations, both at the LFC region and across the measurable frequency
range (paired t-test, p > 0.05).

Figure 2.23. PSDs of the accommodation microfluctuations (a) and (c), and the rms
WFEs of the higher-order aberrations (b) and (d), for the right (top) and left (bottom)
eyes of participant KH, with both eyes open (blue) and one eye blocked (red).

2.6 Further investigation

2.6.1 Effect of pupil translation

Despite the use of a bite bar, small instabilities in the head position are still present. This
can lead to lateral pupil translation relative to the instrument with an amplitude of about
0.1 mm [10]. These movements are likely to be correlated in the two eyes and hence
could artificially raise the coherence values. Any residual error in the estimation of the
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true pupil centre may have affected the coherence function. Therefore, the pupil centre
for each measurement has to be calculated before the determination of Zernike
coefficients. The first estimate of the pupil centre was the centre of the measurement
grid overlaid by the operator, as shown in Fig. 2.24(a). As this grid was positioned
manually, the location of pupil centre had to be refined throughout the measurement
period to overcome the effect of pupil translation. Each centroid was given a weight of
one. The centroid of these positions was taken as the new pupil centre relative to the
grid as illustrated in Fig. 2.24(b). Then, the Zernike slope matrix was recalculated using
the new pupil centre. This process was repeated for each frame.

Figure 2.24. Schematic diagram of the determination of pupil centre. (a) Initial estimate
of pupil centre is the centre of the grid overlaying the Shack-Hartmann spots, (b)
Estimate of new pupil centre based on the centroids of all Shack-Hartmann spots.

Pupil movements were found to be typically less than 0.05 mm within each
measurement run for all participants. To estimate the possible impact of synchronised
pupil translation on the coherence function, the average rms WFE of the left eye of
participant KH was calculated. Assuming the pupil centre was incorrectly estimated by a
maximum of 0.1 mm (hence twice the amount of movement found in this study), the
resulting change in the rms WFE was found to be less than 2%. A signal containing a
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sine wave component at each frequency component of the measurable frequency range
was constructed. The magnitude of each sine component was equal to the resulting
change in the rms WFE. This signal was added to the time records of the rms WFE for
both eyes of participant KH. The coherence function was then recalculated. Fig. 2.25
shows the difference in the coherence values, with an average error across frequency of
0.009. Therefore, the coherence values observed are unlikely to be significantly affected
by the residual errors in the determination of true pupil centre and synchronous pupil
translation.

Figure 2.25. Estimated error in coherence values for participant KH due to synchronous
pupil translation.

2.6.2 Effect of tear film

In order to eliminate the effect of tear film break-up on aberration coherency, the
experiment was repeated under the binocular viewing conditions with participant EM
wearing a pair of scleral contact lenses with dried front surfaces. Since these lenses
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preserved a layer of tear film in between the lens and the cornea, the blink reflex could
be avoided. The front surface of each lens was dried before each measurement run,
and the participant was told not to blink during the measurement period. Results,
however, showed insignificant differences between the coherence values obtained with
the scleral contact lenses and with the spectacles (t-test, p > 0.05). Therefore, uneven
changes in the tear film dynamics of the two eyes that occur following a blink do not
account for the low coherence values.

2.7 Discussion

Ocular wavefront aberrations display mirror symmetry between the Zernike coefficients
of both eyes in two out of four participants. This is consistent with previous studies
where mirror symmetry has been found in some but not all participants [126, 259].

As shown in Fig. 2.18(b) and Fig. 2.19, the time-course record and the magnitude of the
PSDs of the rms WFEs were very similar between the two eyes of each participant. The
mean slope value is in agreement with the results of previous studies [10, 221]. Based
on this similarity, one might expect the aberration dynamics to be highly coherent in both
eyes. However, coherence function analysis showed that the coherence of the rms WFE
was generally quite weak for all participants, with the mean across frequency and
participant equivalent to 0.11 (Fig. 2.20). In order to achieve high coherence values, the
signals from the two eyes need to have constant phase difference and also fixed
amplitude ratio between the data segments. If either the phase difference or amplitude
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ratio or both factors change over time, the resultant coherence value will be low. In
contrast, the PSDs are based on the average powers of the ten data segments, which is
less sensitive to the variation in phase and/or amplitude ratio. Hence the use of PSDs to
interpret the coherence of the aberrations between the two eyes can be misleading.
This demonstrates that coherence function analysis is a more robust quantitative tool for
the study of the correlation between two concomitant signals.

Phase consistency is important because a high phase correlation may be indicative of a
central origin for aberration dynamics. In order to investigate the contribution of phase
variations to the coherence values, we calculated the phase consistency [301]. The
spectrum S(f,t) of a signal s(t) is given by
S(f , t ) = S(f , t ) ⋅ e iϕ ( f ,t )

(2.28)

where |S(f,t)| is the amplitude and φ(f,t) is the phase value. The coherence function from
Equation 2.23 can be rewritten as

∑
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2
(f , t ) =
γ XY
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n =1 X ,n
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2

(2.29)

where N is the number of segments. The numerator of the coherence function consists
of amplitude and phase information. In order to study the impact of phase alone on the
coherence values, the contribution of the amplitudes are removed by setting it to a
constant. Coherence from Equation 2.29 becomes

∑

N

γ ϕ2, XY (f , t ) =
=

iϕ X ,n ( f ,t )
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(2.30)
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2
i (ϕ X ,n ( f ,t )−ϕY ,n ( f ,t ))

n =1
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where φX,n(f,t) and φY,n(f,t) represent the phases of signal X and Y, respectively. This is
known as phase consistency [301]. Fig. 2.26 shows the coherence values for the rms
WFEs between the two eyes for two participants based on the coherence function and
phase consistency calculations.

Figure 2.26. Coherence values for coherence function (blue) and phase consistency
(red) for participant KH and EM.
Paired t-test shows that for each observer, there is no significant difference between the
coherence function and phase consistency (p > 0.05), indicating the coherence values
are dominated by phase.

The rms WFE represents the effect of a combination of all the aberration modes. This
method of data representation might mask an individual aberration which could have
shown a high coherence value. To avoid the masking effect, coherence values for each
individual Zernike mode between the two eyes of participant EM are plotted in Fig. 2.21.
The overall coherence is fairly weak for all aberrations and none of these Zernike
modes displays high coherence, apart from defocus in the low frequency region.
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The time-course records of the accommodation microfluctuations were qualitatively
similar in the two eyes of all the participants. A typical example is shown in Fig. 2.18(a)
for participant KH. This agrees with the findings of previous studies [84, 255, 302]. This
study further extended the work by looking at the dynamic correlation of defocus as well
as higher-order aberrations. Averaging the coherence values across frequency and
participant for Zernike modes up to and including the eighth radial order shows that
defocus (Z4) displays the highest coherence among all the aberrations, which is greater
in the LFC region than across the measurable frequency range (Fig. 2.22). A paired
t-test applied to the average coherence value across the measurable frequency range
shows that out of the 42 Zernike modes (up to and including the eighth radial order,
excluding tip and tilt), there is no significant difference between the coherence function
and phase consistency for 36 modes. For the other five modes (namely Z4, Z5, Z7, Z16
and Z24), phase consistency is significantly lower than the coherence function (p <
0.05). From this, it is deduced that phase consistency dominates the coherence values.

Using a SH sensor, it has been shown that the LFC and HFC of the microfluctuations in
higher-order aberrations as well as defocus show some correlation with components of
the cardiopulmonary system [223, 224]. The LFC is related to heart rate variability and
the HFC is related to the average heart rate. Hence one may expect the coherence
values for the aberrations between the two eyes to be similar to those obtained in the
aforementioned studies. The values obtained in this study for the LFC and HFC regions
are consistent with the correlations found in the study by Hampson and colleagues [224].
Zhu et al., however, found that by averaging across participants, the average coherence
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values between Zernike modes (from second to fourth radial orders) and pulse rate was
0.51, and 0.55 for instantaneous heart rate which was represented by LFC [223]. The
discrepancies between the two studies warrant further discussion.

In the Zhu et al. study, they noted that their coherence function analysis had low
reliability given that for each aberration they only used a data record of 128
measurements. In contrast, over 1500 data points were used by Hampson et al., and
2400 data points in this study for data analysis. It was found that by calculating the
coherence function based on fewer data segments, and hence fewer data points,
considerably raises the coherence values. An example is shown in Fig. 2.27 where the
coherence values for participant EM increases as fewer data points are used for the
analysis. However, it should be stressed that it is necessary to use more data segments
to reduce the variance of the estimate. A further difference between the two studies is
that the coherence function values in the Zhu et al. study were an average of normal
and controlled breathing conditions, whereas Hampson et al. and this study used
normal breathing.

Figure 2.27. Variation of coherence values with data segments for participant EM.
Confidence intervals are omitted for clarity.
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The absence of peaks in the HFC in the PSDs of accommodation microfluctuations as
shown in Fig. 2.23(a) and 2.23(c), can potentially be explained by several factors. It
should be noted that most of the earlier studies used an IR optometer to measure
accommodation changes, which has a different measurement principle to the SH sensor.
Unlike the SH sensor, it cannot distinguish the difference between Zernike modes and
may have misinterpreted the fluctuations in other aberrations as the microfluctuations in
the defocus term. Also, the magnitudes of the HFC have been shown to increase with
target vergence, for example it has been found to increase by 22 times when the
stimulus is moved from infinity to 25 cm from the participant [72]. Since the participants
in this study fixated at a target vergence of 0.37 D, these powers might be low, hence
the absence of an obvious peak at the HFC. The absence of a significant HFC in the
power spectra has been reported by Candy and Bharadwaj [99]. Hofer et al. also
claimed that the peak at the HFC was only detected occasionally in their participants
[10]. Careful inspection of the PSDs of accommodation microfluctuations of the
participants involved in this study showed the presence of a HFC peak in some but not
all of the data segments. These HFC peaks were not consistent enough for them to
appear in the mean PSD curve. The PSDs of the rms WFE of each data segment for the
right eye of participant KH and EM are shown in Fig. F.1 and F.2 of Appendix F.
Therefore, averaging across segments would probably have averaged this peak out.

There is no significant difference between the PSDs of the rms WFEs under monocular
and binocular viewing conditions for all participants (Fig. 2.23). This is in contrast to the
prediction made by Campbell [84] where he suggested smaller fluctuations may be
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observed when the participant viewed with both eyes due to the presence of the
convergence-fixation reflex. In a study carried out by Seidel et al., LOMs demonstrated
reduced fluctuations in accommodation under binocular observations, but the results
were not significant [87]. This study supports their findings since no difference was
found in the magnitude of the PSDs of the accommodation microfluctuations and
higher-order aberrations for all six participants. Since the publication of this work,
Mira-Agudelo and colleagues have found significant difference in the aberration
dynamics of their six participants under monocular and binocular viewing conditions
[303], which was more salient for the near (at 25 cm) than far (at 5 m) target. The
distance of the fixation target from the participant could be the reason for the
discrepancy between this study and the work of Mira-Agudelo et al., because the mean
rms WFE has been shown to increase with increasing accommodation level [183, 184,
189], raising the chance of the detection of any significant finding.

Modelling with twice the amount of the actual pupil movements shows that synchronised
pupil translation due to instabilities in head position has minimal effect on the coherence
values (Fig. 2.25). In the future, it would be advantageous to track the actual image of
the pupil and synchronise it to the SH spot measurements.

It is known that the fluctuation of the tear film thickness affects the aberration dynamics
especially after a blink [228, 304-306]. Although no study has investigated the variation
in the tear break-up of the two eyes, it is highly unlikely for the tear film to break up with
the same pattern in both eyes of the same participant. Therefore, it is probable that this
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inter-ocular dissimilarity might lower the dynamic coherence between the eyes. Results
of a pilot study on participant EM, however, showed insignificant differences between
the coherence values obtained with scleral contact lenses and with spectacles.
Therefore it is likely that uneven changes in the tear film dynamics of the two eyes that
occur after a blink does not account for the low coherence values. However, more
participants need to be recruited to confirm this finding.

It is uncertain how much of the aberration dynamics that are observed are the results of
residual laser speckle. As mentioned earlier, speckle causes multiplicative noise in the
measurements of aberrations [10]. It should be noted that it is unlikely for this noise to
be correlated in both eyes. Therefore, the coherence value of the aberration dynamics
could even be possibly reduced as a result of residual speckle.

2.8 Conclusion

This study investigated the dynamic correlation between the ocular wavefront
aberrations of the two eyes with a binocular SH wavefront sensor. Coherence function
analysis showed that the coherence values vary according to the subject, aberration
mode and frequency component. In general, inter-ocular correlations of the aberrations
are fairly weak for all participants. Phase consistency between each data segment
dominates most of the coherence values as compared to the effect of amplitude ratio.
Monocular and binocular observations result in similar rms WFE dynamics. Uneven tear
film does not account for the generally low coherence values.
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Chapter 3 Principles of adaptive optics
Adaptive optics (AO) systems allow the measurement and manipulation of ocular
wavefront aberrations in real time. A simple AO system consists of three principal
components: wavefront sensor, wavefront corrector and control computer. A schematic
diagram of an AO system is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. A laser diode is used to generate a
point source on the retina of a human eye. This light reflects and propagates out of the
eye, reflects off the wavefront corrector before being sampled at the wavefront sensor.
The controller (i.e. computer) then calculates the correction voltages required, and
initiates the corrector to re-shape its surface in order to compensate for the wavefront
aberrations. Both the wavefront sensor and corrector are placed in a plane conjugate to
the eye’s pupil. Generally, the wavefront sensing and correction processes in almost all
AO system are repeated iteratively.

Figure 3.1. A simple schematic of an adaptive optics system for the human eye. The
curve in green represents the wavefront.
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3.1 Wavefront sensor

Wavefront sensing is a key technique in AO. The wavefront sensor measures the ocular
wavefront aberrations of the whole eye, including aberrations generated by the cornea
and the crystalline lens. Several parameters have to be considered when selecting a
wavefront sensor. The sampling rate of the sensor is vital if one wishes to measure and
correct for these aberrations in real time. It has been suggested that the sampling rate
of an AO system has to be at least ten times the correction bandwidth [10]. Therefore,
the speed of the sensor has to be in the region of 20-30 Hz if one intends to correct for
accommodation fluctuating at frequencies of up to 2 Hz, see for example [39, 40]. The
power of fluctuations beyond these frequencies has less impact on both image and
visual quality [10]. At this sampling rate, the sensor has to be objective as subjective
techniques are far too slow and time consuming [139]. Spatial resolution of the sensor is
very important because its ability to accurately measure a wavefront determines the
subsequent wavefront correction process. The wavefront corrector cannot compensate
for aberrations that have not been sampled by the sensor. Also, the dynamic range and
sensitivity of the sensor have to be taken into account. Usually, there is a trade-off
between these two parameters. This issue has been discussed in Section 2.2.3.

Currently, there are two types of wavefront sensors available for the ophthalmic AO
systems. The Shack-Hartmann (SH) wavefront sensor is by far the most popular sensor
used in the eye, and it has been described in Section 2.2. Recently, a relatively new
sensor known as the pyramid wavefront sensor has been implemented in the human
eye. This sensor was first introduced by Ragazzoni for use in astronomy [307]. The
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design of this sensor is based on the principle of Foucault knife-edge test, as illustrated
in Fig. 3.2. Light coming from infinity will converge at the focal point of a positive lens. If
the optical system is aberration-free, when a knife edge is moved perpendicularly to the
optical axis at the focus, the eye will see an image that darkens almost instantaneously
as shown in Fig. 3.2(a). However, if the system suffers from aberrations, the position of
best focus is changed and the light rays will converge in front or behind the focal point.
Hence, when the knife edge passes through the focal point, an uneven shadow will be
seen depending on the position of the knife edge (Fig. 3.2(b)). The pyramid sensor
consists of a four-faceted glass pyramid which forms four images of the pupil, each
representing a knife-edge in a quarter of the pupil plane. The beam circulates around
the tip of the pyramid, which is achieved by moving the pyramid back and forth along the
optical axis. This method permits a control of the sensing sensitivity, which is
determined by the rotation amplitude. The wavefront slopes along two orthogonal
directions can be calculated from the intensity differences of the four pupil images. The
pyramid sensor has been shown to have higher sensitivity and greater flexibility than the
SH sensor. It was first applied in the human eye in 2002 by Iglesias and colleagues
using an extended incoherent source [308]. This method avoided the trouble of having
to rotate the beam around the tip of the pyramid. Chamot et al. incorporated this sensor
into an AO system in 2006 [309]. They used a steering mirror to rotate the laser beam.
According to the authors, this option permitted greater flexibility because the sensitivity
of the sensor can be altered via the amplitude of the steering modulation. Although this
sensor is still in the early stages of development, it shows great promise for the future.
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Figure 3.2. Foucault knife-edge test. (a) An aberration free system will produce an
image that darkens almost instantaneously when the knife edge passes through the
focal point. (b) An imperfect system will produce uneven illumination when the knife
edge is moved through the focus.

There are other wavefront sensors available for wavefront sensing, for example the
curvature sensor [310], but they are yet to be implemented into an AO system. The SH
sensor is the device of choice for the AO system in this study.

3.2 Wavefront corrector

The wavefront corrector compensates for the measured wavefront aberrations by
generating a surface to counteract the incoming wavefront. It has been suggested as
the limiting factor and also the most expensive component of an AO system. The
corrector works by the principle of phase conjugation, or wavefront reversal [267].
Mathematically, an optical beam can be represented by its electric field

U = Ae − iφ

(3.1)

where A is the amplitude and φ is the phase. The corrector induces a reversed phase
onto the optical beam to correct for the phase distortion. This is equivalent to reversing
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the sign of the exponential part (also known as the complex conjugate) of U, which is
given by Aeiφ. This gives rise to the term phase conjugation. The phase is expressed as

φ=

2πOPL

λ

(3.2)

where OPL is the optical path length and λ is the wavelength. OPL is given by
OPL = nz

(3.3)

where n is the refractive index and z is the physical distance travelled. From Equation
3.3, one can deduce that phase conjugation can be achieved by two basic principles:
first by altering the physical length over which the wavefront propagates, e.g. by using a
deformable mirror (DM); and secondly by manipulating the refractive index of the
medium through which the wavefront propagates, e.g. using a liquid crystal spatial light
modulator (LC-SLM).

Similar to the wavefront sensor, several design parameters have to be considered when
choosing a wavefront corrector. The spatial resolution of the corrector is determined by
the number of actuators in the case of the DM, or the number of pixels in the case of the
LC-SLM. The greater the number of actuators or pixels, the more effectively a wavefront
can be compensated for, and consequently a larger number of Zernike modes can be
corrected. However, the dynamic range or the stroke of the actuators is also a limiting
factor. For the DM, the dynamic range is represented by the maximum physical
deflection of the reflective surface, usually specified in the unit of microns. This is also
termed the stroke of the DM. If the dynamic range of the actuators is limited, the
correction of lower Zernike orders will use up most of the stroke leading to mirror
saturation, even though a huge number of actuators is present. Preferably, the corrector
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has to be comparable to the pupil size so that the pupil does not need to be hugely
magnified (which is determined by the ratio of relay lenses as explained in Chapter 2),
resulting in a more compact AO system.

Wavefront correctors can be categorised into two broad categories, which will be
described in the following section. A detailed description of the these correctors can be
found in a number of studies, see for example [267, 311-313].

3.2.1 Deformable mirrors

The DM is a common corrective device in visual science. To compensate for an
aberrated wavefront, the shape of any deflective DM should be equal to the wavefront to
be corrected, but with only half the amplitude. This is shown with an example in Fig. 3.3.
In Fig. 3.3(a), the incoming wavefront travelling towards the DM is phase-retarded in the
centre by an amplitude of a. In order for this retarded waveform to achieve the same
phase as the periphery, the waveform in the periphery needs to travel an extra distance
of a. Therefore, the DM needs to have a central mesa with amplitude of a/2, because
the extra distance involves not only the incident path but also the reflected path. When
the wavefront reflects from the mirror, it will become a plane wave (Fig. 3.3(b)). The
speed of the DM, often known as the refresh rate, is generally not an issue because it is
usually several orders of magnitude higher than the fluctuations of aberrations and the
sampling rate of the sensor. For example, the 37 actuators OKO DM (Flexible Optical
B.V., The Netherlands) has a typical refresh rate of 1 kHz.
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Figure 3.3. Correction of an aberrated wavefront by deformable mirror. (a) The ingoing
aberrated wavefront is phase retarded by an amount of a at its centre. (b) The outgoing
wavefront has become aberration-free upon reflection from the deformable mirror.

There are four main groups of DMs. Each corrector type will be discussed briefly.

Continuous faceplate mirror

A continuous faceplate DM has a glass facesheet whose shape is controlled by the
underlying discrete push-pull actuators, as shown in Fig. 3.4. When a unit voltage is
applied to a certain actuator, it deflects the mirror surface into a Gaussian-like shape.
This is known as the influence function of that actuator. This displacement of the mirror
surface affects the surface height of adjacent actuators, termed coupling effect. The
coupling coefficient describes the degree of dependence among the actuators and is
typically equal to 10-15% of the maximum deflection. The influence functions depend on
the thickness (a thinner faceplate has less surface coupling) and material of the
reflective surface, the properties of the actuators such as their modulus of elasticity, and
the type of surface/actuator junction [267, 314]. This mirror is famous for its speed and
surface smoothness. However, it is fairly expensive, physically large in size (typically
greater than 30 mm) and the stroke of the actuator is limited. This type of mirror was
implemented in the first ophthalmic AO system [109] and the first AO confocal laser
scanning ophthalmoscope [165].
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Figure 3.4. Continuous faceplate deformable mirror.

Segmented mirror

A segmented DM contains individual reflective surfaces that are independently
controlled by separate actuators, as illustrated in Fig. 3.5. There are two types of
segmented mirrors: piston-only and piston/tip/tilt mirrors. For the piston-only segmented
mirrors, each segment can only be moved vertically; while the piston/tip/tilt segmented
mirrors have three degree of freedoms, i.e. vertical piston mode, tip and tilt. Since the
actuators of this mirror type act independently, the coupling coefficient is zero. This
corrector is an excellent choice for the correction of modes with higher spatial
frequencies because each segment can be individually manipulated. The correction of
lower-order Zernike modes is not so ideal because a smooth approximation to the
wavefront (hence smooth surface transitions between actuators) is difficult to achieve,
although this is less of a concern for the piston/tip/tilt mirrors. One of the disadvantages
is light loss due to the presence of gaps in between the mirror segments. The effect of
light scatter and diffraction are also of concern. These gaps are described by their fill
factor, which is the percentage of the corrector surface area covered by the mirrors. The
fill factors can vary from below 50% to approximately 100% between different devices.
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Figure 3.5. Segmented mirror. (a) Piston-only segmented mirror. (b) Piston/tip/tilt
segmented mirror.

Most of the actuators of the continuous faceplate and segmented DMs work on the
principle of piezoelectric effect. Piezoelectric materials expand or contract in response
to a voltage. A high voltage leads to only a tiny change in the length of the piezo crystals,
meaning great precision can be achieved in the positioning of objects, and hence its
suitability for use as actuators. However, all piezoelectric actuators exhibit hysteresis,
which is the effect of a residual positional error due to the previous movement of the
actuator. In other words, when a force is applied to an actuator, its response is not linear;
or when the force is removed, it does not return to its original shape immediately and/or
entirely.

Membrane mirror

Membrane DMs are made up of a thin layer of metallic membrane sandwiched between
a transparent top electrode and an underlying array of actuators, as shown in Fig. 3.6(a).
The edge actuators of the membrane are clamped so effectively only the central
two-thirds of the membrane surface should be used for wavefront correction [315]. The
37-actuator micromachined membrane DM manufactured by Flexible Optical B.V. is an
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example of the commercially available membrane mirrors. It should be noted that not all
membrane mirrors are edge-clamped. The membrane is deformed by applying a
voltage to the electrode actuators, hence relying on electrostatic attraction. Since the
membrane works using attractive force, it can only be pulled towards the base. In order
to produce deformation in both directions, this mirror has to be biased to a mid-voltage
position, see for example [15]. This type of mirror is hysteresis-free. Recently, a
52-actuator magnetic DM (Mirao 52, Imagine Eyes) has been successfully integrated
into an ophthalmic AO system [316]. Instead of working on the principle of electrostatics,
a magnetic force is used to deform the flexible membrane. When voltages are applied to
the set of coils, a magnetic field is created. This magnetic force attracts or repels the
actuators attached to the membrane, depending on the sign of the voltage. The physical
movement of these magnetic actuators will alter the surface profile of the mirror. Fig.
3.6(b) shows a schematic diagram of the magnetic DM. This mirror has several
advantages, including its compact size (as small as 10 mm), large dynamic range (±50
μm peak-to-valley) and low cost. Similar to other correctors with a continuous reflective
surface, mode coupling is an undesirable effect.

Figure 3.6 Membrane mirror. (a) Membrane deformable mirror. (b) Magnetic deformable
mirror.
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Bimorph mirror

A bimorph mirror consists of two or more layers of material (at least one of them being
piezoelectric) bonded together with an array of electrodes between them. These layers
are sandwiched between a top layer of continuous electrode, and a bottom layer made
up of individual electrodes (Fig. 3.7). A mirror coating is added to the top continuous
electrode. When a voltage is applied to the top and bottom electrodes, one material
expands while the other contracts, leading to a change in the mirror curvature. The
electric field and the properties of the material are among the factors that determine the
magnitude of the deformation. Bimorph mirrors have been shown to have a large
dynamic range (> 10 μm), hence are well suited to the correction of lower-order modes,
especially defocus and astigmatism which dominate the ocular aberrations. The stroke
of the mirror decreases with the square of the Zernike order and there is a limit to which
the materials can be shaped to the desired aberration modes, making it less suitable for
the correction of higher-order terms [267]. The properties of this type of mirror (namely
35 actuator bimorph mirror, AOptix Inc) have been investigated by Dalimier and Dainty
[311].

Figure 3.7. Bimorph mirror.
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3.2.2 Liquid crystal spatial light modulators

The LC-SLM is a form of the piston-only segmented DM (Fig. 3.8). When a voltage is
applied to the LC-SLM, instead of moving individual mirror segments, the refractive
index of the medium is altered, and the ingoing light is phase-shifted. The amount of the
phase shift is determined by three factors: the refractive index of the liquid crystal
material, the thickness of the liquid crystal layer, and the wavelength of the incoming
light. So far, all LC-SLMs used in vision science are made up of nematic liquid crystals.
The change of refractive index can be achieved by two methods: electronically via the
use of electrodes [317], or optically which involves imaging an intensity pattern onto the
liquid crystal device [318]. The spatial resolution and fidelity of this type of corrector is
very high (e.g. 25 line pairs per millimetre for X10468 series, Hamamatsu Corporation),
hence it is ideal for the correction of higher-order aberrations. Its low cost and small size
are additional advantages. The stroke of the LC-SLMs is around one optical wavelength
although the effective stroke can be increased by using modulo-2π phase wrapping
[319]. However, LC-SLMs suffer from a number of disadvantages. Since liquid crystal
molecules can only phase modulate light that is polarised along their axis, a linearly
polarised light source is required. This limitation has been the main disadvantage of the
LC-SLMs because large amounts of light reflected from the retina are depolarised. Low
temporal response (around 0.25 s) is yet another issue of concern, although refresh
rates as high as 60 Hz have been reported for a newer device (e.g. X10468 series,
Hamamatsu Corporation). For devices operating on the principle of phase wrapping, the
use of polychromatic light will be an issue because different wavelengths cannot be
modulated at the same time. Several studies have been carried out to investigate the
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performance of this corrector, see [320, 321] for examples.

Figure 3.8. Liquid crystal spatial light modulator. Liquid crystal molecules change their
alignment when a voltage is applied to the electrodes, leading to a change in refractive
index.

Most of the aforementioned wavefront correctors have limited strokes, which should be
reserved for the correction of higher-order aberrations. The inclusion of lower Zernike
terms can easily lead to mirror saturation, which is an undesirable effect. To achieve
real-time correction of both lower and higher-order aberrations, one approach is to
cascade two wavefront correctors [322, 323]. Researchers have used a large-stroke,
low resolution corrector (e.g. bimorph mirror) to compensate for the lower-order modes,
saving the limited stroke of the high-resolution mirror (for example, the Boston
Micromachines micro-electro-mechanical-system (MEMS) mirror) for the correction of
the residual higher-order terms. MEMS mirrors are fabricated with modified technology
mainly used in the integrated circuit industry, hence fairly low cost and compact in size.
Alternatively, one can correct the low order aberrations statically by means of spectacles,
trial case lenses, contact lenses, or a Badal optometer (see Appendix G).
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3.3 Controller

The controller (or control computer) works as the interface between the wavefront
sensor and the wavefront corrector. It converts the signals from the wavefront sensor
(i.e. the wavefront aberration measurements) into corrective voltages and initiates the
actuators on the DM to minimise the wavefront error (WFE), or to present the eye with
certain wavefronts. In any AO system, the control algorithm for the wavefront corrector
can be divided into two main aspects: spatial and temporal control commands.

3.3.1 Spatial control

Spatial control involves the relationship between the lenslets of the wavefront sensor
and the actuators of the wavefront corrector. As mentioned earlier, when a unit voltage
is applied to an actuator on the DM, the resultant surface deformation measured by the
wavefront sensor is known as the influence function of that actuator. The influence
function can be represented by the raw slopes as measured by the sensor, or it can be
computed by using the Zernike reconstruction method [270]. The choice between these
two options is determined by the application of the AO system.

Direct slope algorithm

The direct slope algorithm is the preferred option if the main objective of the AO system
is to provide a full correction of the WFE. It prevents the issues relating to
cross-coupling and fitting errors, which is quite commonly associated with the wavefront
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reconstruction method [270]. Hence, it offers more flexibility and greater accuracy in the
wavefront correction process.

The surface of the DM is a combination of the influence functions, which can be
determined from the calibration process. The calibration process involves the
measurement of the displacements of the SH spots caused by consecutive actuation of
the actuators of the DM. For a wavefront sensor with K lenslets and a wavefront
corrector with M actuators, the slope vector, Wm , (or influence function) is
Wm = [W1mx ,W1my ,W 2mx ,W 2my ,K,W kmx ,W kmy ,K,W Kmx ,W Kmy ]T

(3.4)

where ( W kmx ,W kmy ) is the local average slope at the kth lenslet, i.e. the displacement of
the SH spot along the x- and y-axes of lenslet k, respectively.

This measurement is repeated on each actuator sequentially to obtain the slope
influence matrix, A, where each column represents the slope influence function of one
actuator. It is assumed that the deformation of the mirror is represented by a linear
superposition of the influence functions. The slope influence matrix given by

A = [ W1,K, Wm ,K WM ]

(3.5)

The influence matrix describes the sensitivity of the wavefront sensor to the DM’s
actuators. In matrix form, this is given by:
W = Av

(3.6)

where W contains the slope information which is measured by the wavefront sensor and
v is the voltages applied to the actuators.
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Once the calibration process is completed, the AO system can be used to generate a
given wavefront. Based on the slope vector, W, of the aberrated wavefront measured by
the same sensor, the actuator control vector, v, can be computed by using
v = A+W

(3.7)

where A+ is the pseudo-inverse matrix of A. A+ is also known as the control matrix,
which converts the slope measurements from the sensor into a set of actuator
commands to conjugate an aberrated wavefront. This is in fact the main purpose of an
AO control system. A+ can be derived from A by using a technique known as the
singular value decomposition (SVD).

SVD is a powerful tool that is used to invert a matrix. It builds a pseudo-inverse matrix to
solve the problem in a least-squares method [324]. A can be written as the product of
three matrices.
A = U ⋅ G ⋅ VT
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(3.8)

where U is the m x n column-orthogonal matrix, G is the n x n diagonal matrix with
positive or zero elements and VT is the transpose of an n x n orthogonal matrix V. Thus,
A+ is given by
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(3.9)

When this is applied to an AO control system, U is effectively the sensor signal modes,

V is the actuator control modes and G is the singular values that link the mirror control
mode to the sensor signal mode. M is the total number of actuators. The number of
system modes is equal to the number of actuators. The inverse matrix of G is formed by
replacing all non-zero diagonal elements by their reciprocals. gm is the sensitivity of the
modes, i.e. the response of the sensor when a control signal is applied to the mirror
mode. The diagonals, g m−1 , are the gains of the modes in the control matrix. A small
singular value implies that a large actuator signal is required to produce a given sensor
mode, hence leading to actuator clipping (i.e. the required voltage exceeds the limit)
[315]. This is to say, a small change in gm will result in large system gain, g m−1 , in the
control matrix. Modes with small singular values are less stable and more sensitive to
wavefront sensor noise. The condition number of a matrix is given by the ratio of the
smallest to the largest singular values. In practice, the condition factor is usually
restricted by discarding the modes with small gm and setting the corresponding singular
values to zero in the pseudo-inverse before the matrix is inverted. This approach
improves the stability of the controller.
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In summary, the control matrix, A+, is calculated as a least-squares pseudo-inverse of
the influence matrix, A, by discarding system modes with small singular values so that
the mirror control is more robust.

Modal wavefront control algorithm via Zernike reconstruction

In the vision science community, sometimes it is desirable to manipulate only selected
Zernike modes, for example during visual psychophysical studies. In this case, the
wavefront influence function of each actuator can be obtained from its slope influence
function using Zernike wavefront reconstruction. This approach has been described in
Section 2.4.2. The wavefront reconstructed from the slope vector, W, is given by

c = Z+W

(3.10)

where Z+ is the pseudo-inverse of the Zernike reconstruction matrix, Z and c is the
reconstructed Zernike coefficients vector. From Equation 3.7, the actuator control vector
is thus given by

v = A + Zc

(3.11)

where A+ is the pseudo-inverse of wavefront influence function matrix. This provides the
freedom to manipulate each Zernike coefficient. However, the ideal number of Zernike
terms required to describe an ocular surface remains unresolved, and appears to be
dependent on subject, irregularity of the ocular surface and corneal diameter [325].
Some authors also criticise the accuracy of Zernike polynomial fitting in representing
WFE that has a major impact on visual acuity [326].
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3.3.2 Temporal control
Open-loop control system

In an open-loop AO system, the wavefront sensor measures the aberrations which
directly determine the amount of correction that is going to be applied by the wavefront
corrector. As shown in Fig. 3.9, the sensor is placed in the optical path before the
corrector. The correction can be based on a single snap shot of sensor measurement
(also called static measurement) or an average of a few measurements. Then the
correction required is calculated and applied at a later time. The performance is hence
limited by the delay or latency of the system. It is a stable system but the calibration in
such a system is critical because no feedback is available. There is also the concern
associated with the non-linear response of the actuators with the applied voltages.
Since the wavefront does not go via the DM in an open-loop system, it is impossible to
reduce the effect of this issue, which will further reduce the benefit of the AO correction.
Any discrepancy in the measurement of the wavefront slope will also result in an
inaccurate wavefront correction. The fact that the ocular aberrations fluctuate over time
should not be neglected.

Figure 3.9. Open-loop control system.
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Closed-loop control system

Contrary to an open-loop system, the incident wavefront, Wi, first hits the wavefront
corrector in a closed-loop system. The wavefront sensor only measures the wave
aberrations after the correction has been applied. Any residual error is fed-back into the
system to be corrected in the next iteration. Normally, the wavefront corrector remains
stationary during the first cycle because the wavefront reaches the corrector before it is
measured at the sensor, so the corrector has no information regarding the magnitude of
the aberrations to be corrected. After the wavefront is measured by the sensor in the
first cycle, a partial correction is applied in the second cycle and then the residual WFE
is again measured by the sensor. This is the property of an integral controller. From Fig.
3.10, the residual wavefront aberration, Wr, after a correction has been applied by the
corrector, Wc, is given by

W r ( x, y , t ) = W i ( x, y , t ) − W c ( x, y , t )

(3.12)

where x and y represent the spatial locations of the wavefront at time t.

Figure 3.10. Closed-loop control system.

Working with partial correction of WFE (i.e. small voltage increments) prevents
overshooting of the system due to error in wavefront measurement such as blinking
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[316]. To obtain a set of control voltage increments, the residual WFE is multiplied by a
gain factor (a positive number between 0 and 1) and the control matrix. These
increments are then added to the previous driving voltage. This process is repeated in
closed-loop until the residual WFE converges to a reasonable threshold. In matrix form,
the vector of control voltages, v, at a time ti+1 is given by
v(t i +1 ) = −g ∗ A + ∗ ( Wmeasured − Wrequired ) + v(t i )

(3.13)

where g is the gain, A+ is the control matrix, Wmeasured and Wrequired are the vectors of
Zernike coefficients measured and required, respectively. When the aim of the AO
system is to achieve a full correction of the WFE, Wrequired is zero so the control voltages
are equal to

v(t i +1 ) = −g ∗ A + ∗ Wmeasured + v(t i )

(3.14)

The benefits of a closed-loop system include a more accurate correction, reduced
sensitivity to noise in the system and the correction of non-linearity in the actuator
response. It should be noted that the DM, the most common wavefront corrector,
generally has low fidelity meaning perfect correction is not possible. It requires repeated
iterations of wavefront sensing and correction until the residual WFE reaches the
minimum value, hence a closed-loop system is necessary in this case. The closed-loop
AO system also tracks the fluctuations in aberrations over time (also termed dynamic
correction). Inevitably, such a system is more expensive and complicated than an
open-loop system. Currently, all AO systems in the vision science community are
closed-loop control systems.
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System gain and closed-loop bandwidth

A high gain system reaches the desired position very quickly, but fails to pause fast
enough due to the high speed. Thus, it overshoots the final position and has to
backtrack, i.e. the convergence is poor. On the other hand, a low gain system increases
the number of iterations required to reach the final position but improves the accuracy
and the stability of the system. The closed-loop bandwidth of an AO system determines
the frequency range over which the aberrations can be effectively attenuated. This can
be obtained by plotting the ratio of the corrected to the uncorrected power spectrum of
the rms WFE of the ocular aberrations, known as the power rejection curve [327]. The
closed-loop bandwidth is the frequency at which the ratio of the power rejection curve is
equal to 1. A schematic of the power rejection curve of a typical AO system is shown in
Fig. 3.11. From this figure, one can deduce that a system with higher gain also has a
higher closed-loop bandwidth, but tends to produce a larger overshoot. The magnitude
of any frequencies lower than the bandwidth will be attenuated, while frequencies higher
than the bandwidth will be amplified. Since the ocular aberrations fluctuate over time,
continuous overshooting and backtracking are undesirable because this simply means
that the closed-loop bandwidth is going to be low and the bandwidth error exists for too
long [267]. Bandwidth error is defined as the WFE which exists due to the temporal lag
between the onset of the aberrations and the time at which a full correction is achieved.
Therefore, the aim of an ophthalmic AO control system design is to optimise the gain so
that the system can keep up with the fluctuations in aberrations with as little
overshooting as possible.
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Figure 3.11. Schematic of the power rejection curves of a closed-loop adaptive optics
system.

Alternatively, the closed-loop bandwidth can also be estimated by finding the cross-over
between the power spectra of the rms WFE with and without AO correction [221].
Basically this involves performing a least squares fit to each curve and finding the
intersection point.
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3.4 Bradford University adaptive optics system

Fig. 3.12 shows a schematic diagram of the closed-loop AO system constructed for the
study of the effect of ocular aberrations on the human accommodation control system.
All components are mounted on a 600 x 900 mm research grade breadboard (Newport
Corporation, UK). Since this is a complicated AO system with a few novel features, it will
be described in detail. All lenses used in this system are achromatic doublets, and their
advantages have been explained in Chapter 2. The protected silver coating of the plane
mirror (Newport Corporation, UK) gives excellent reflectivity (> 96%) in the infrared (IR)
and visible regions, with a surface flatness of λ/20. Fig. 3.13 shows the picture of the
Bradford University AO system.

Figure 3.12. Bradford University adaptive optics system. A: aperture, L: lens
(superscript represents focal length of the lens in mm), CBS: cube beamsplitter, PBS:
pellicle beamsplitter, PM: plane mirror.
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Figure 3.13. Picture of the Bradford University adaptive optics system.

3.4.1 Eye illumination path

The illumination path is illustrated in Fig. 3.14. An IR laser diode with centre wavelength
of 817 nm (Fibre Pigtailed Laser Diode, Access Pacific Ltd) is used to create a point
source on the retina. A short focal length (f = 4.51 mm) moulded glass aspheric lens L1,
is used to collimate the laser emerging from the fibre tip so that maximum amount of
light can be collected. Aperture A1 is used to control the laser beam width and the
amount of laser power entering the eye.
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Figure 3.14. Eye illumination path.

The collimated light is focused by L2 onto a rotating diffuser (Super Gel filter 132, Rosco
Laboratories, UK), driven by a motor rotating at 5000 rpm to reduce the effect of laser
speckle. This technique was successfully implemented in the binocular SH system as
described in Chapter 2 [263]. A picture of the diffuser and its effect on the SH spots are
shown in Fig. 3.15. After passing though the diffuser, the laser is re-collimated by L3.

Figure 3.15. Shack-Hartmann spots from the eye of one participant. (a) Without the
diffuser and (b) with the diffuser.
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Initially a scanner was placed at the conjugate pupil plane to average the noise from the
speckle pattern as demonstrated by Hofer et al. [10]. This is implemented as shown in
Fig. 3.16 [328]. One of the drawbacks is that two cold mirrors have to be used so that
the visible light from the target can bypass the scanner, creating a non-common path
error between the sensing light and the stimulus light. This means that any aberrations
that exist in the stimulus path will not be detected by the sensor and hence will not be
corrected by the DM. Also, there is typically 20% loss of IR light in each pass through
each cold mirror, i.e. 60% loss in total (0.84). Furthermore, the scanner needs to scan
the ingoing beam and then de-scan the reflected beam on the return path, so it has to
be present in both the ingoing and the outgoing paths. This requires another set of relay
lenses which induces more light loss. Compared to the scanner, the rotating diffuser
only has to be placed in the laser illumination path before it reaches the pellicle beam
splitter, PBS, therefore it will not interfere with the wavefront sensing branch. This option
has the advantage that the cold mirrors and relay lenses can be eliminated, thus
reducing the amount of light loss.

Figure 3.16. Original system design with the use of scanner to reduce laser speckle.
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50% of the laser reflects from the PBS (transmission-reflection ratio of 50:50) and
passes through a Badal focus corrector made up of mirrors PM2, PM3 and lenses L4 and
L5. The PM2 and PM3 are mounted on a motorised stage (XPS-C4, Newport
Corporation) so they can change the separation between L4 and L5 to alter the amount
of defocus. The principle and design of the Badal optometer used in this AO system is
explained in Appendix G. The Badal optometer allows changes in the light vergence
while maintaining the angular size, position and retinal illuminance of the target [26, 329].
The Badal optometer arrangement in the present set-up is used to modify the
accommodation level at which the experiments in Chapters 4 to 7 are carried out.

The ingoing beam enters the cornea slightly off-axis so that back reflections can be
removed by careful positioning of aperture A2 at a plane conjugate to the retina [10]. The
power of the laser on the cornea is 120 μW which is at least five times less than the
maximum permissible exposure for up to 8 hours of continuous viewing [284]. The laser
safety protocol is enclosed in Appendix D. The diameter of the laser beam entering the
eye is 1 mm.

3.4.2 Wavefront sensing path

Wavefront aberrations emerging from the eye are measured with a SH wavefront sensor,
which consists of a regular array of square lenslets and a charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera (Retiga Exi Fast 1394, QImaging, Canada). The focal length of the lenslet array
is 7 mm and the pitch of each lenslet is 0.2 mm. The CCD camera is placed at the focal
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plane of the lenslet array to capture the SH spots. The CCD chip resolution is 1392 x
1040 pixels and the chip size is 8.98 mm x 6.71 mm. With a 2 x 2 binning mode, the
sampling frequency of the camera is 20 Hz. Owing to the magnification of the relay
lenses (i.e. the ratio of the focal lengths of L11 and L5, which is equal to 0.4), the pupil is
sampled at an interval of 0.5 mm by the lenslet array. Typically, for a 5 mm pupil, there
are 80 useable SH spots.

In this system, the wavefront sensing path consists of two channels; a unique feature
that has yet to be implemented in other existing AO systems. One channel measures
the ocular wavefront aberrations directly, namely the eye channel; the other measures
the wavefront after it passes via the DM, known as the aberration manipulation channel.

Eye channel

When the light returning from the eye reaches the cube beamsplitter CBS
(transmission-reflection ratio of 50:50), 50% of the light will be reflected and directed to
the SH sensor (Fig. 3.17). This arrangement allows direct measurement of the ocular
aberrations, independent of the DM. Quite commonly in the study of dynamic
accommodation, the DM is used to generate the defocus step [16]. In other words, the
measurement recorded by the sensor includes not only the accommodation response
(AR) of the eye, but also the defocus step generated by the DM. Voltages used to drive
the DM during the experiment have to be recorded and then subtracted from the sensor
measurement at a later time to obtain the actual response of the eye [16]. In another
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study, a hot mirror was used to bypass the DM to allow for the direct measurement of
ocular aberrations [328]. This undeniably meant that the measurements of eye and
mirror channel could not be obtained simultaneously, hence only pre-programmed
mirror movements could be used for the experiment. With this direct eye aberration
measurement channel, the AR of the eye can be readily obtained without having to carry
out any calibration procedures. Although the correction of aberrations can be based
solely on the measurements obtained via the DM, inversion of the ocular aberrations in
real-time such as the experiment carried out in Chapter 5, however, requires this extra
channel. Given only one sensing channel as with other existing AO systems, it is difficult
if not impossible to measure the eye’s aberrations continuously while inverting the signs
of these aberrations in closed-loop.

Figure 3.17. Eye channel.
Since the light in this channel passes through fewer optical components, there is less
light loss. Therefore, a neutral density (ND) filter is placed in this channel to balance the
brightness of the SH spots formed by the two different channels.
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Aberration manipulation channel

The remaining 50% of the light is transmitted by the CBS and travels towards the DM. A
continuous faceplate DM with 37 piezoelectric actuators (Flexible Optical B.V., The
Netherlands) is used to correct the ocular aberrations. This piston-only DM has a 30 mm
reflective quartz plate with free edges. The DM is placed conjugate to the pupil plane.
Owing to the relay lenses (L5 = 125 mm, L4 = 200 mm, L6 = 100mm and L7 = 300 mm),
the pupil is magnified by a factor of 4.8 times at the DM. The effective diameter of the
mirror used was 28.8 mm, corresponding to a 6 mm pupil.

The maximum stroke of this DM is 8 μm peak-to-valley. To amplify the effective stroke of
the DM in a cost effective way, the light from the eye passes the DM twice [330]. This
method only requires two lenses and a plane mirror. Fig. 3.18 shows the amplifier
design with the first and second passage of light on hitting the DM. In this example, a
collimated plane wave acts as the wavefront emerging from the eye. The DM surface
has an off-centre elevation with amplitude of a/2. In Fig. 3.18(a), after reflection from the
DM, the portion of the incident wavefront that meets the elevation will become more
advanced than the rest of the wavefront by an amount equal to a. The wavefront is
inverted by the relay lenses with the off-centre phase-advanced elevation now on the
other side of the optical axis of the lenses. On reflection from the plain mirror (PM), the
wavefront now travels in the opposite direction to the incident beam as shown in Fig.
3.18(b). Since the elevated portion reaches the PM first, it will be reflected first, so it is
still phased-advanced compared to the remaining wavefront. On meeting the relay
lenses, the elevated portion is again inverted. When it comes to the DM, this part of the
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wavefront meets the raised portion of the DM, producing a final wavefront with a total
elevation of amplitude 2a, i.e. twice the amount compared to the first passage.
Therefore, the stroke of the DM is effectively doubled. It is critical for the PM to be
placed at a plane conjugate to the DM so that an image on the DM falls on the PM and
vice versa. It is found that by applying the stroke amplification, the dynamic range of the
sensor is slightly less than the capabilities of the mirror. This, however, is not an issue
because no SH spot has crossed over to the search block of another lenslet. In the
future, it may be worthwhile increasing the dynamic range of the sensor which may be
useful for the measurement of larger refractive errors.

Figure 3.18. Principle of stroke amplification. (a) A collimated plane wave hits the
deformable mirror with elevation amplitude of a/2 in the first pass. (b) After striking the
deformable mirror twice, the amplitude of the emergent wavefront is equal to 2a.

After this double pass through the DM, the beam travels towards the CBS where it is
reflected towards the PM7 and PM8, which are used to direct the beam towards the SH
sensor (Fig. 3.19). Both sensing channels are captured by a single camera and one SH
sensor to reduce system complexity and cost.
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Figure 3.19. Aberration manipulation channel.

3.4.3 Stimulus path

A Maltese cross is used as the fixation target. An interference filter centred at 550 nm
with 10 nm bandwidth is placed in front of the target to render it monochromatic. The
target luminance is 6.7 cdm-2. The PM9 is used to redirect the light path so that all optical
components can be fitted onto the breadboard. The aperture A3 is used to form a 9.6
mm entrance pupil, equivalent to 28.8 mm at the DM specified by the magnification of
the relay lenses L6 and L7. The stimulus subtends one degree at the eye. The stimulus
path enters the system at the PBS where the light is reflected onto the CBS. The CBS
then transmits the visible light, which then passes the DM before reaching the subject’s
eye so that the effect of the manipulation of the aberrations will result in the changes in
the stimulus appearance. The path of the visible light through the CBS results in two
unwanted beams directed towards the SH sensor as shown in Fig. 3.20. This light, if not
removed, will create bright reflections that disrupt the centroid measurement. Therefore,
an IR filter which transmits long wavelength and blocks shorter wavelength radiations is
placed in front of the sensor for this purpose. Some of the IR light from the laser diode is
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transmitted by the PBS. This IR light hits the stimulus, reflects from it, and then enters
the system. Since the IR light cannot be blocked by the IR filter, bright reflections are
created on the SH spots. To overcome this issue, a hot mirror at 45º which reflects IR
and transmits visible light is inserted into the stimulus branch to prevent the IR light
originating from the laser diode from entering the sensor.

Figure 3.20. Diagrams showing the origin of the two unwanted visible reflections at CBS.
(a) Due to the ingoing path to the deformable mirror. (b) Due to the outgoing path from
the deformable mirror. Dashed line represents the unwanted beam.

A note on the choice of stimulus vergence

It is important for the stimulus to be placed in the linear region of the accommodative
stimulus/response curve (range between 1 to 5 D for a young adult) so that a change in
stimulus vergence will produce a proportional change in the AR (see Fig. 1.2). Hence,
for the current set-up, the stimulus is placed at a viewing distance of 50 cm (equivalent
to an accommodation level of 2 D) by moving the motorised stage closer to the Badal
lens L5 by 15.6 mm (see Appendix G).
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To account for the chromatic focus shift due to the wavelength difference between the
IR laser diode used for wavefront sensing and the visible light source, the stimulus was
adjusted until both the stimulus and laser beam were simultaneously in focus. This
adjustment was carried out by an experienced observer whose accommodation had
been paralysed with a drop of 1% cyclopentolate in each eye, and was corrected with a
+2 D lens so that she could focus on the stimulus placed at the 2 D optical vergence.

3.4.4 System performance
Validation of two channels

This AO system consists of two wavefront sensing channels, i.e. the eye channel and
the aberration manipulation channel. This effectively means that two wavefront sensors
are used to measure the aberrations on the same eye simultaneously. Therefore, it is
important for these two measurements to agree with each other. To demonstrate the
equivalence of both channels, spherical trial lenses (powers ranging from -0.75 to +0.75
D) and cylindrical trial lenses (powers ranging from +0.75 to -0.75 D, axes varying from
20 to 180 degrees) were placed in front of an artificial eye. The artificial eye was made
up of a lens with a focal length of 20 mm simulating the cornea and crystalline lens, and
white card representing the retina. The resultant change in the measurements
registered by both channels was noted. This procedure has been explained in Section
2.3.3 for the validation of the two channels of binocular SH sensor. For cylindrical lenses,
the resultant sphero-cylindrical changes were compared with the ideal values calculated
with power vector analysis in terms of M, J0 and J45 [287]. The agreement between
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these channels can be presented by their correlation coefficient value, r, and by using
the Bland and Altman plot [286]. The top row of Fig. 3.21 plots the measurements
obtained by the two channels against the powers of the trial lenses. The r values were
0.998 (p < 0.001) and 0.994 (p < 0.01) for sphere, 0.999 (p < 0.001) and 0.988 (p <
0.001) for M, 0.989 (p < 0.001) and 0.986 (p < 0.001) for J0 and 0.994 (p < 0.001) and
0.982 (p < 0.001) for J45 for the aberration manipulation and eye channels, respectively.
The Bland and Altman plots for these four components are shown in the bottom row of
Figure 3.21. The means of the differences between both channels are found to be close
to 0 D for all four components (range -0.024 to 0.016 D), indicating negligible systematic
bias. Also, the differences between the two channels are within the 95% limits of
agreement, as represented by the dashed lines.

Gain selection

Before optimising the gain, the number of system modes has to be determined because
it also affects the stability of the system. It is common practice to discard modes with
small singular values because their can lead to actuator clipping, hence degrading the
performance of the AO system. For this AO system, the optimum number of system
modes is 35. The first 20 system modes are shown in Fig. 3.22. They were ordered by
decreasing singular values. The pupil size was 5 mm.
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Figure 3.22. The first 20 system modes. The unit of the colour bar is in μm.

The system gain is usually determined by a trial and error basis. The AO system was set
up to operate at a sampling rate of 20 Hz, with a 2 x 2 binning mode. The exposure time
of the camera was 50 ms. These parameters are commonly used in ophthalmic AO
systems. AO correction was performed on four participants over a 5 mm natural pupil.
Before the start of each data acquisition process, a dark frame was taken which acted
as a background count for back reflections. This value was subtracted from each frame
before the centroid calculation. The gain factor was increased with a step size of 0.1
until the control system became unstable. Fig. 3.23(a) shows the time plot of the rms
WFE for participant SC. With a gain factor of 0.1, it takes 19 iterations to achieve the
minimum rms WFE, which corresponds to 0.95 s; while for a gain factor of 0.3, it only
takes 5 iterations (corresponding to 0.25 s) to reach a stable correction. For this system,
a gain factor greater than 0.3 results in an unstable control system with a large amount
of overshoots. As shown, a gain factor of 0.5 reduces the rms WFE fairly quickly at the
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beginning but it becomes unstable after a few iterations, showing a fair amount of
overshoot before it finally reaches the best correction level. Other participants showed
similar convergence as shown in Fig. 3.23(b). It should be noted that no AO correction is
initiated in the first iteration, which involves only the measurement of the magnitudes of
the aberrations. The residual rms WFE is typically less than 0.1 μm for all participants
over a 5 mm pupil. To achieve real-time correction of aberrations with the least amount
of bandwidth error, a gain factor of 0.3 was chosen for this AO system. This gain factor
is typical for systems with similar speed and exposure.

Figure 3.23. Time plot of the rms WFE during real-time closed-loop aberration correction.
(a) The three curves correspond to gain values of 0.1 (red), 0.3 (blue) and 0.5 (black) for
participant SC. (b) The rms WFEs of participant JC (green), KH (light blue) and MC
(magenta), with a gain factor of 0.3. Markers on the curves are 0.05 s apart.

Fig. 3.24 shows the wavefront map before aberration correction, and the wavefront map
after 8 iterations of AO correction for four participants. The residual WFE (typically < 0.1
μm) has reached the optimal level after 8 iterations. The performance of the AO system
is comparable to current AO systems for the eye, for example [218, 327].
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Figure 3.24. Wavefront map before and after aberration correction.

Temporal performance

Once the gain factor was determined, the temporal performance of the AO system has
to be assessed. This can be determined by the inspection of the temporal power
spectral density (PSD) of the rms WFE with the AO system performing a real-time
correction. With the same instrument set-up, measurements were carried out on the
four participants over a 5 mm pupil for a period of 20 s. Each participant was stabilised
with a bite bar and was told to fixate on the Maltese cross. Five repeated measurements
were taken. To rule out the effect of blink artifacts, for each sharp spike found in the
Zernike tip term, 5 data points were removed (based on the 20 Hz sampling rate), and a
cubic spline function was used to interpolate the points before and after the blink. This
procedure has been explained in Section 2.4.3. From Fig. 3.25, one can see that this
AO system is capable of reducing the power of the rms WFE by at least one order of
magnitude, particularly in the low-frequency region. The plots vary for each participant,
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but all of them display power reduction of greater than one order of magnitude at the
lower frequencies. The PSD of the real human eye was at least one order of magnitude
above that of the artificial eye for the majority of the resolvable frequencies, and this is
true for all subjects. This indicates that system noise (e.g. CCD noise) is not responsible
for the temporal fluctuations observed in the human eye.

Figure 3.25. Temporal power spectra of the rms WFE for participant SC without (blue)
and with (red) the dynamic correction with the adaptive optics system operating at 20 Hz
with a gain factor of 0.3. Comparison with an artificial eye (green) is also made.

Closed-loop bandwidth

The closed-loop bandwidth of the AO system can be determined from the power
rejection curve or the cross-over between the power spectra of the rms WFE with and
without AO correction. Another advantage of having a dual channel system is that the
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determination of bandwidth is simply the ratio of the output from the two channels. As
labelled in Fig. 3.25, the closed-loop bandwidth is about 3-4 Hz. This means that for this
AO system, frequencies lower than 3 Hz are attenuated while frequencies beyond this
point are enhanced.

Deformable mirror performance

To assess the reliability of the DM in the generation of Zernike polynomials, each
Zernike mode up to and including the fifth radial order (excluding piston, tip and tilt) was
gradually induced in both directions relative to the mid point. The range of the
generation of Zernike polynomials was limited by the dynamic range of the SH
wavefront sensor, which was found to be roughly the same for the positive and negative
values. Fig. 3.26 plots the measured Zernike coefficients against the programmed
values. A black dashed line indicates the ideal plot. Note the different scales. Higher
radial orders are more difficult to generate due to the limited number of mirror actuators.
For all Zernike modes, the targeted Zernike coefficient closely matches the ideal
response. The amplitudes of the target Zernike varies from 99.3 to 100.6% of the
intended values at both extremes.
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Mode coupling is commonly seen in continuous surface DM such as the one used in this
AO system. In general, mode coupling increases towards the borders of the permitted
range, although the amount of coupling is practically insignificant for most of the Zernike
modes. To assess the percentage of amplitude fluctuations of other Zernike modes
when the target Zernike is driven, the amplitude of the target Zernike is considered as
unity and the amplitudes of the coupled modes at the limit of the range are calculated as
a percentage of this value (Fig. 3.27). A negative value indicates the coefficient value of
the coupled Zernike has an opposite sign to the coefficient of the target Zernike. Overall,
the amplitude fluctuations of the coupled Zernike modes tend to be fairly small as
compared to the amplitude of the target Zernike. Certain Zernike modes, for example
secondary coma ( Z 5−1 ) and pentafoil ( Z 55 ), demonstrate significant coupling with
defocus ( Z 20 ) particularly at the limit of the range, with a value close to 30% of the actual
intended mode. However, for the majority of the Zernike modes tested, mode coupling is
minimal.

Figure 3.27. Percentage of amplitude fluctuations of Zernike modes during the
generation of the target Zernike.
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3.5 Conclusion

This chapter has described the principles of AO and the Bradford University AO system.
A key feature of this AO system is its ability to simultaneously apply closed-loop
aberration manipulations while obtaining an independent measurement of the ocular
aberration dynamics. The performance of the system is also presented. Typically, with a
gain of 0.3, it takes 5 iterations (equivalent to 0.25 s) to reach a stable correction. This
issue will undeniably present some time lag between the aberration manipulation and its
effects on the human eye, i.e. the effects will not be instantaneous.
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Chapter 4 Effects of aberration dynamics on steady-state
accommodation control
4.1 Introduction

The human eye suffers from monochromatic aberrations that degrade the retinal image
quality. Some of these ocular aberrations, for example defocus and astigmatism (also
known as the lower-order aberrations), can be corrected with conventional spectacles
and contact lenses. The higher-order aberrations, however, can only be corrected with
more complex and specialised equipment such as an adaptive optics (AO) system.
Since its introduction to the vision science community, AO systems have been widely
used for retinal imaging, see for example [109, 164]. A relatively new application of AO
for the eye is in the study of the effect of monochromatic aberrations on the
accommodation control mechanism. It allows one to manipulate the aberrations in real
time and to investigate the effects of aberration dynamics on the control of the
accommodation response (AR).

Steady-state accommodation was defined as “the maintenance of a refractive state by
the subject to keep a stationary target of interest in focus” [75]. It has been known for
more than 70 years that when one fixates on a stationary target, the ocular focus
exhibits rapid and continuous fluctuations [34]. This temporal instability in
accommodation is known as the microfluctuations of accommodation. In general, these
fluctuations in focus can be characterised by two dominant regions of activity, i.e. a low
frequency component (LFC < 0.6 Hz) and a high frequency component (HFC at about
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1-2 Hz) [13, 38-40, 42-44]. It has been shown in various studies that the amplitudes of
these fluctuations are large enough to be detectable by the visual system and hence
they can contribute to the accommodation control system, see for example [64,
331-333]. Although the LFC may be too slow to play a role in the control of dynamic ARs
(where the accommodation latency is around 370 ms [26]), it may helps in the
maintenance of the steady-state response by monitoring the changes in the retinal
image contrast, see [41, 250] for reviews. Winn commented “The microfluctuations will
modulate retinal image contrast which induces a change in the steady-state response to
maintain a constant level of retinal image contrast and ensures that the object of regard
is clearly focused” [250]. This suggests that a fluctuation in one direction will improve
the out-of-focus retinal image while a change in the opposite direction will degrade the
image quality [39].

Day and colleagues proposed that the accommodation error detector obtains the
information about the image blur from the gradient of the cortical image [55]. The
contrast gradient is the ratio of the luminance difference between two points in the
retinal image to the space between these points. By monitoring the variation in the
maximum contrast gradient contained within the image, the accommodation
microfluctuations change their magnitudes accordingly to provide equivalent changes in
the contrast gradient for the accommodation control system. It is suggested that the
reduction in target luminance leads to the loss of the perception of high spatial
frequency components within the target. The high spatial frequency information
produces a steep contrast gradient because of its sharp edges. When the luminance is
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reduced, the higher spatial frequencies which are originally above the detection
threshold become invisible. As a result, the contrast gradient becomes shallower, hence
larger fluctuations in focus are then required to produce an equivalent change in the
contrast gradient.

If this hypothesis holds true, it undeniably means that when the stimulus conditions are
degraded, there has to be an increase in the magnitude of the LFC if it is to show a
detectable change in the retinal image and to provide sufficient feedback to the contrast
detection mechanism. This hypothesis can be tested by various experiments, the
modulation of the ocular depth of focus (DOF) being one example. A simple rule of
thumb states that when the pupil size reduces, the size of the retinal blur circle is
reduced so the human eye is less sensitive to the target blur, hence producing an
increase in the DOF [50]. In one study, subjects were told to view a target placed at their
resting point of accommodation (i.e. open-loop conditions) through a series of pinholes
[57]. The power of the LFC and low-frequency drifts in the accommodation levels were
found to increase when the pinholes were smaller than 2 mm. Similarly, when the target
luminance was altered while the subjects viewed a target placed at their tonic
accommodation levels, the power of the LFC was found to increase when the target
luminance was below 0.01 cdm-2 [59]. These findings support the proposal that the
fluctuations increase when the stimulus conditions are degraded or when the
accommodation system is placed under open-loop viewing conditions in an attempt to
maintain optimal steady-state accommodation control.
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Walsh and Charman proposed that a change in focus (ΔF) produces a modulation (i.e.
contrast) change (ΔM) at the mean modulation (M) of the retinal image [333]. Fig. 4.1
illustrates the effect of focus fluctuations on the retinal image contrast depending on
how in focus the eye is. When the aberrations are corrected, most if not all of the
defocus in the eye will be removed. From Fig. 4.1, at the zero defocus level, large
oscillations of focus would only produce a small change in the retinal image contrast.
Hence one could argue that when the eye is in perfect focus, larger fluctuations in focus
are required to produce sufficient information for the contrast detection system. This
presents another viewpoint where the correction of aberrations may in fact increases
the fluctuations of accommodation despite the reduction in the ocular DOF.

Figure 4.1. Schematic illustration of the changes in the modulation of the retinal image
of a grating that are produced by small, equal, sinusoidal oscillations of focus at three
different mean positions of focus. Reprinted by permission from Elsevier Ltd [333].

Numerous vision science researchers have attempted to clarify the functional role of the
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ocular aberrations beyond defocus. In a typical human eye that suffers from ocular
aberrations, the shapes of the retinal point spread functions (PSFs) have been shown to
be different depending on the presence of hyperopic or myopic defocus [240]. Wilson
and co-workers have also demonstrated the ability of the human eye to discriminate
hyperopic and myopic PSFs [12]. This visual information may help the active searching
strategy of the accommodation system to optimise the optical quality. These ocular
aberrations also display dynamic behaviour during steady-state fixation [10], and they
have been found to show some degree of correlation with accommodation changes
[223]. Therefore, they may provide the accommodative mechanism with information
regarding the amplitude and direction of the accommodative error similar to the
fluctuations in focus.

To date, the main concern has been the effect of the ocular aberrations on the dynamic
accommodation [15, 16]. There is one pilot study on one subject examining the effect of
aberration dynamics on the steady-state accommodation control by Hampson et al.
[328]. Hampson et al. induced certain aberration modes (up to third radial orders) at
various frequencies, and studied their effects on the magnitudes of the microfluctuations
of accommodation. An increase in the power of the accommodation fluctuations was
reported when certain aberrations were introduced into the target. The authors were,
however, uncertain whether these changes were due to the aberration manipulations of
the target or simply the results of the instability of accommodation fluctuations over time.
This study aims to investigate the effects of the correction of aberration dynamics with
an AO system on the control of steady-state accommodation control.
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4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Participant demographics

Five participants from the Vision Science Research Group of the University of Bradford
were recruited for this study. Informed consent was obtained from all participants and
the experimental procedures were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki. All participants were experienced observers with a negative history of ocular
pathology. The age, gender, refractive error, and baseline higher-order aberrations (over
a 5 mm pupil at a vergence of 2 D) of the participants are shown in Table 4.1. Refraction
was performed by a registered optometrist under non-cycloplegic conditions.
Participants who required refractive correction were corrected with clinical trial lenses
inserted into a trial frame. This was carried out to prevent the second order aberrations
(i.e. defocus and astigmatism) from dominating the stroke of the deformable mirror (DM).
Measurements were performed over a 5 mm pupil size. Since all subjects had natural
pupil sizes greater than 5 mm, dilation could be avoided.

Table 4.1 Participant demographics.

Refraction

Baseline higherorder aberrations
(μm)

Participant

Age

Gender

AA

36

F

R: plano

0.19

EM

34

M

R: -6.00/-0.50 x 90

0.14

JC

31

M

R: plano

0.19

KH

29

F

R: -1.75/-0.50 x 90

0.20

YP

24

M

R: plano

0.13
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4.2.2 Procedure

The Bradford University AO system described in Chapter 3 was used to measure and
correct the ocular aberration dynamics of the right eyes of all participants. Their left eyes
were occluded. A bite bar mounted on an XYZ stage was used to stabilise the head of
the participant. The participant first positioned themselves at a correct distance (i.e. 125
mm) away from the instrument. They then adjusted their position horizontally and
vertically until they saw a bright laser beam whilst fixating on the target placed at a 2 D
accommodation level. Fine adjustments were then carried out until two complete
Shack-Hartmann (SH) spot patterns were shown on the monitor. One pattern
represented the eye channel while the other corresponded to the aberration
manipulation channel, as explained in Chapter 3. Before the start of each data
acquisition session, a dark frame was taken to act as a background count for back
reflections, if present. This value was then subtracted from each frame before the
calculation of the SH spot centroid.

Customised software written in Microsoft Visual C++ (Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0,
Microsoft Pty. Limited) was used to run the experiment. As explained in Section 2.3.4.2,
to increase the speed of data processing, the search for the centroids of the SH spots
would only be performed within the measurement grids. Therefore, the final step for
alignment involved overlapping the two measurement grids with the two SH spot
patterns originating from the participant’s eye while they fixated on the target. The
centroids of the SH spots were determined by a subpixel pyramidal search algorithm
(see Section 2.4.1) [10].
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Before the start of each measurement run, a plane mirror was placed within the AO
system to set the deformable mirror to a flat position with an artificial eye. This
procedure was necessary to ensure a constant accommodative starting point for each
trial and to avoid the hysteresis effect exhibited by the deformable mirror [311]. During
the experiment, participants were told to fixate on the Maltese cross and to maintain
clear focus throughout the 20 s measurement run. They were allowed to blink naturally
but were told not to use blinks in an attempt to clear the stimulus. Since the purpose of
this experiment was to investigate the effect of ocular aberration dynamics on the
control of steady-state accommodation, the influence of the static level of ocular
aberrations was removed. This was achieved by fully correcting the aberrations of each
participant with the deformable mirror (DM) right before the start of each measurement
run. This procedure was also carried out for the baseline condition. Following each
measurement, participants removed themselves from the bite bar and the deformable
mirror was reset to the original flat position. Participants were re-aligned before the
subsequent measurement.

Zernike modes up to and including the eighth radial order (excluding tip and tilt) were
subjected to correction. The experimental conditions included the measurement of
aberration fluctuations without any correction, i.e. baseline (B), with all aberrations
(except defocus) corrected (CA), with all even-order aberrations (except defocus)
corrected (CE), with odd-order aberrations corrected (CO), with defocus corrected
(CZ4), with astigmatism axis 0˚ or 90˚ corrected

(CZ5), with vertical coma corrected

(CZ7), with horizontal trefoil corrected (CZ9), with secondary astigmatism axis 45˚
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corrected (CZ11), and with spherical aberration (SA) corrected (CZ12). Ten repeated
measurements were obtained for each condition and they were presented in a
randomised order. The ten conditions are summarised in Table 4.2. These
measurements were performed over several sessions to avoid visual fatigue [334].

Table 4.2. Experimental conditions and their abbreviations.
Experimental conditions
No correction applied, i.e. baseline condition

Abbrev.
B

Correct all aberrations except defocus

CA

Correct even-order aberrations except defocus

CE

Correct odd-order aberrations

CO

Correct defocus

CZ4

Correct astigmatism axis 0°or 90° (Even-order symmetrical along vertical axis)

CZ5

Correct vertical coma (Odd-order symmetrical along vertical axis)

CZ7

Correct horizontal trefoil (Odd-order asymmetrical along vertical axis)

CZ9

Correct secondary astigmatism axis 45° (Even-order asymmetrical along vertical axis) CZ11
Correct spherical aberration

CZ12

4.3 Data analysis

Data analysis was performed with customised software written in Matlab (The
MathWorks, Inc.). Blinks, if not removed, cause abrupt changes in the Zernike
coefficients which would then lead to higher magnitude of certain frequencies in the
power spectrum analysis [47, 291]. The procedure for the removal of blink artifacts has
been discussed in Section 2.4.3. Since a typical blink lasts about 250 ms [293], with a
sampling frequency of 20 Hz, a total of 5 data points were deleted from the beginning of
each blink.
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Since the main interest of this experiment was the accommodation fluctuations, the
coefficient of the Zernike defocus (Z4) term was converted to the accommodation
fluctuations (AF) in dioptres based on Equation 4.1:

AF =

4 3c 20

r2

(4.1)

where c 20 is the coefficient of Z4 in μm and r is the pupil radius in mm [9, 128].

Owing to the 20 s measurement run and the 20 Hz sampling rate, the frequencies that
could be reliably resolved ranged from 0.05 to 10 Hz. Prior to the calculation of power
spectral density (PSD), detrending was applied to each of the ten data segments for
each condition to exclude the influence of frequencies with a period greater than the 20
s measurement time on the PSD, which is a source of noise [298]. Then, each data
segment was zero padded to increase the resolution of the frequency spectrum. A
Hanning window was applied to minimise spectral leakage [298]. The amplitude
spectrum for each data segment was calculated by using the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) function in Matlab. To obtain the PSD, the amplitude spectrum was squared and
divided by the frequency bin width. Finally, the area under each PSD curve was
calculated by multiplying the power in each frequency by the bin width and summing
these values according to two frequency ranges, i.e. the low frequency bin (0.05 to 0.6
Hz) and the high frequency bin (> 0.6 Hz). This gives the sum of the powers for the two
temporal frequency bins.
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4.4 Results

Fig. 4.2 shows the typical time-course records of the accommodation microfluctuations
for each individual when they fixated the stimulus with their natural aberration dynamics,
i.e. the baseline condition.

Figure 4.2. Typical time traces of the fluctuations in accommodation for each participant,
for baseline condition.

Fig. 4.3 compares the areas under the PSD curve, averaged over the five participants,
of the low and high temporal frequency bins for the ten experimental conditions.
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) indicated that the magnitude of the AF did not
vary significantly across different aberration conditions for both frequency bins (p >
0.05).
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Figure 4.3. Distribution of the area under the power spectra density curve, averaged
across five participants, for (a) low temporal frequency bin and (b) high frequency bin.
Error bars are +1 SD.

The areas under the PSD curve of the low frequency bin for each individual are
presented in Fig. 4.4. As for the group results, none of the five individuals showed a
significant difference in AF for the ten aberration conditions (ANOVA, p > 0.05).

Figure 4.4. Distribution of the area under the power spectra density curve for low
frequency bin for each participant. Error bars are +1 SD.
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Also, the areas under the PSD curve of the high frequency bin for each individual are
shown in Figure 4.5. No significant findings were observed for the correction of
aberrations on the accommodation microfluctuations for all participants (ANOVA, p >
0.05).

Figure 4.5. Distribution of the area under the power spectra density curve of the high
frequency bin for each participant. Error bars are +1 SD.

4.5 Discussion

The present study investigated the effect of aberration correction on the maintenance of
steady-state accommodation. The ocular aberrations were corrected in closed-loop with
an AO system to take into account the dynamic fluctuations of these aberrations [10].
The time-course records for the accommodation fluctuations of every participant for the
baseline condition agrees with the results of previous studies, see for example [43].
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Low-frequency drifts (typically < 0.5 D) were occasionally seen in the time traces of the
accommodation microfluctuations. For example, this drift can be seen in the time record
of the accommodation of participant EM as shown in Fig. 4.2. It is known that large drifts
are usually found under impoverished conditions, for example in an empty field viewing
condition [13]. This could be an indication that the accommodation system was
receiving insufficient visual cues to keep it in good focus. However, this observation is
neither consistent for any participant nor for a particular aberration condition.

Since the detrending procedure applied during the data analysis effectively removed the
low-frequency drifts in the accommodation level, the standard deviation (SD) of the
accommodation microfluctuation was calculated to include the effect of these drifts. The
SD plots for each aberration condition for each participant and the average SD plot
across the five participants are shown in Fig. 4.6. One-way ANOVA revealed no
significant differences amongst the various aberration conditions for each individual and
the average SD (p > 0.05).

Figure 4.6. Standard deviation of accommodation microfluctuations for each participant
and the average across participants for each aberration condition.
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The mean root-mean-square (rms) SD of the steady-state accommodation across the
five participants was calculated to be 0.07 ± 0.01 D for the baseline condition. Candy
and Bharadwaj reported mean rms deviations of around 0.26 D for a viewing distance of
50 cm [99]. The rms deviation reported in this study appears to be smaller than that of
Candy and Bharadwaj, possibly due to the correction of the static aberration levels prior
to the experimental run, which resulted in a reduced DOF. It should be noted that Candy
and Bharadwaj used a photorefractor to measure the steady-state accommodation,
which has a different measurement principle to the SH sensor.

The correction of aberrations failed to produce any significant effect on the magnitude of
the accommodation microfluctuations in all participants. When Collins and Davis tried to
increase the DOF by inducing SA of the magnitude of +1.1 D and +2.2 D at the pupil
margin, no significant difference in the microfluctuations power spectra was found as
compared to the absence of SA [335]. The findings of these two studies may appear to
disagree with previous literature which suggests that the modulation of the ocular DOF,
by means of the correction or introduction of ocular aberrations, will decrease or
increase the magnitude of the focus change required to produce a detectable change in
the retinal image contrast, respectively.

Since the completion of this work, Gambra and colleagues have measured the AF in an
experiment where the accommodative demand was increased in a staircase pattern in
1-D steps (range 0 to 6 D, 5 s/step) with a Badal optometer [192]. They reported that the
AF was the smallest when the subjects viewed the target with their natural aberrations
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and with their aberrations corrected. The AO correction was achieved in the
unaccommodated state, i.e. immediately before the commencement of each
measurement run. When the subjects viewed the target with 1 μm of negative SA
induced by the DM, their accommodation fluctuations were significantly higher than the
natural aberration condition (i.e. baseline condition). The authors suggested that the
increase in the AF was probably due to the increased DOF as a result of the introduction
of aberrations into the eye, supporting the hypothesis that the retinal image quality plays
an active role in the fluctuations of the accommodation. The present work supports the
findings of Gambra et al. where no significant difference was found in the magnitude of
the AF for the baseline and aberration-corrected conditions.

There are two possible explanations for the results obtained in this study. The fact that
the static aberration levels were corrected prior to the start of each data acquisition
process would have resulted in a reduced DOF. Since this would make the DOF fairly
small to begin with, subsequent correction of the aberration dynamics would have
minimal impact on the DOF. Therefore, the magnitude of the focus does not have to vary
by a great amount to provide consistent feedback to the accommodation control system.
Another possible explanation would be the limited closed-loop bandwidth of the AO
system, which was found to be around 3-4 Hz. Since the aberration dynamics have
been shown to be well beyond this point [10], the complete removal of these fluctuations
is not possible with this AO system. It is probable that the remaining aberration
fluctuations are sufficient to provide directional cues to help the eye in the maintenance
of optimal focus.
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To date, no evidence has been found to suggest larger accommodative fluctuations
during the correction of aberrations, which appears to counter the viewpoint deduced
from Fig 4.1.

The effect of the correction of aberration dynamics on the dynamic AR has been proven
to be subject-dependent [16]. Considerable individual variability in the magnitude of the
accommodation microfluctuations has also been documented [55]. Hence, the
recruitment of more participants in future studies may produce more meaningful results.

4.6 Conclusion

This study explores the effect of the correction of monochromatic aberrations on the
control of steady-state accommodation. The manipulation of aberration dynamics failed
to produce any significant differences in the magnitude of the accommodation
microfluctuations, possibly due to the removal of the static aberration level prior to each
measurement run and/or the limited closed-loop bandwidth of this AO system. As
discussed in Section 3.4.4, with a system gain of 0.3, an average of 250 ms is required
to achieve a full aberration correction. This indicates that there will always be a time
delay and the effects of aberration correction will not be instantaneous. Hence the delay
in the correction of aberrations and the subsequent effects on the magnitude of
accommodation microfluctuations cannot be ruled out as a factor for the results
obtained in this study.
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Chapter 5 The role of ocular aberrations in dynamic
accommodation control
5.1 Introduction

The accommodation control mechanism of the human eye allows clear focus of the
objects over a wide range of distances with very few errors regarding the direction of
focus changes in response to changes in stimulus. This may be related to the fact that
numerous visual cues contribute to signals that guide the ocular accommodative
mechanism, for example blur, chromatic aberration, size, proximity, binocular disparity
and depth [18, 31, 68, 336-340]. Defocus blur alone is an even-error cue which only
presents the accommodative mechanism with the magnitude of the required focus
change without providing any information regarding to the sign of the focusing error [14,
238]. In a perfect eye without ocular aberrations, myopic and hyperopic defocus of the
same amount produce identical point spread functions (PSFs) on either side of best
focus. Under circumstances where blur acts as the only cue available to the
accommodation control system, it is anticipated that the initial direction of
accommodation step will be driven in the correct direction for about 50% of the time,
known as the chance level [14]. Immediately following the initial accommodation step, a
correct response will result in a sharp retinal image; an incorrect response will cause
degradation in the retinal image contrast which will then trigger a reflex response in the
opposite direction to correct the focusing error [341]. Quite commonly, there is a delay in
the range of 0.3–0.6 s before the error is corrected [341].
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Monochromatic aberrations, specifically the even-order Zernike terms with the
exception of defocus, have been shown to produce heterogeneous PSFs on either side
of the best focal plane [12]. Hence they are classified as odd-error cues which provide
the accommodative mechanism with both the magnitude and directional information of
the focus error. Campbell and Westheimer found that the insertion of a 1 D cylindrical
lens in front of the eye increased the directional accuracy of the accommodation
responses (ARs) under monochromatic viewing condition and in the absence of
spherical aberration (SA) as compared to the absence of the cylindrical lens [68]. This
demonstrates that the asymmetry of the out-of-focus PSFs in the presence of
astigmatism can act as an odd-error cue to guide the AR in the correct direction. Walsh
and Charman showed that asymmetric aberration (i.e. coma) could produce
focus-dependent lateral shifts in the image, which might also provide the
accommodation system with a directional cue [239]. Although previously a study
established the ability of the eye to discriminate retinal images in the presence of
myopic and hyperopic defocus [12], the role of monochromatic aberrations in the control
of the dynamic accommodation remains uncertain, with a wide inter-subject variability
being reported [16].

Fernández and Artal conducted a study to investigate whether the removal of
asymmetric aberrations (hence producing symmetrical retinal images) would have any
effect on the dynamic AR [15]. They found that when asymmetric aberrations (namely
astigmatism, coma and trefoil) were minimised, the dynamic AR time and peak velocity
increased when their two subjects responded to stimulus step sizes of -1.50 or -2.00 D
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(far-to-near). However, the AR latency and the precision (i.e. the final achieved
accommodation level) of these subjects were unaffected. This was probably due to the
presence of other symmetrical aberrations which might have played a crucial role in
guiding the AR. For example, SA, which is a symmetrical aberration but also an
even-order Zernike term [9], has been shown to serve as a potential cue to guide the AR
[68, 188, 336, 342]. In this study, however, the authors had decided to leave SA
uncorrected because of technical difficulty. It should also be noted that the stimulus
always moved from far (infinity) to near (-1.50 or -2.00 D), hence the effect of prediction
should not be ignored.

In another study, Chen and colleagues explored the effect of the correction of
higher-order aberrations on the dynamic AR while the subjects viewed a monochromatic
stimulus [16]. This study used a smaller accommodation step size of ±0.50 D, and the
directions of the stimulus step were randomised hence minimising the prediction effects.
Out of their six subjects, one subject required the presence of higher-order aberrations
to accommodate, four subjects could accommodate with or without these higher-order
aberrations, while one subject failed to accommodate in both directions. These findings
indicated that higher-order aberrations were not an effective accommodative cue at
least for certain individuals.

Conversely, instead of correcting the monochromatic aberrations, López-Gil et al.
attempted to induce third-order aberrations (coma and trefoil) in the form of contact
lenses to study their effects on the dynamics of the AR in ten subjects [240]. They failed
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to present any significant findings except some reduction in the response gain with the
induction of a large value of coma, typically 3.5 times higher than the habitual coma of
the subject’s eye. Therefore, they ruled out the role of third-order aberrations in the
control of the dynamic AR. Their findings are perhaps due to the fact that odd-order
aberrations provide an even-error cue (i.e. no cue) to the focus direction.

The exact mechanism employed by the accommodative control system to obtain useful
information from these ocular aberrations is still not known with certainty. Kotulak and
Schor have proposed a potential calibration model for the error detector of the
accommodation control mechanism [49]. They have suggested that the correlation of
the temporal changes in the retinal image contrast and the fluctuations in the crystalline
lens power will produce an odd-error signal which contains the magnitude and
directional information of an accommodative error. Subsequently, this information can
be used as a cue to maintain an accurate response during steady-state accommodation.
This model is based on the first derivatives of two time functions: the power function
which involves the lens oscillations, and the contrast function which is based on the
changes in the retinal image contrast. The magnitude of the focusing error can be
obtained by taking the ratio of the derivatives of the normalised contrast function to the
power function. The required direction of the AR is determined by comparing the signs
of the derivatives of the power and the contrast functions. In an over-accommodated
eye, the derivatives of these two functions will have opposite signs as these two signals
are out of phase. This is to say, an increase in the retinal image contrast is associated
with a decrease in the accommodation, and an improvement in the retinal image clarity
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Conversely,
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an

under-accommodated eye, these two functions will always be in phase and hence
possess the same signs. An increase in the image contrast is accompanied by an
increase in the accommodation, so an increase in lens power is essential for a clearer
focus. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.1.

Figure 5.1. Kotulak and Schor model of the error detector of the accommodative control
mechanism. For an over-accommodated eye, the power and contrast functions are out
of phase, and in phase for an under-accommodated eye.

This model is primarily based on the microfluctuations of accommodation during
steady-state accommodation. However, other ocular aberrations also display dynamic
behaviour under similar viewing conditions, see for example [10]. Therefore, there is a
possibility that these aberrations can provide the accommodative mechanism with
information regarding the amplitude and direction of the accommodative error. Hence
they can be incorporated into this error detection model. If this hypothesis is true, the
correction and/or inversion of these aberrations will result in the disruption of the
relationship between the lens power and retinal image contrast. The inappropriate
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directional cue can potentially misguide the accommodation control mechanism,
resulting in an AR heading towards the wrong direction.

Ocular aberrations have been shown to decrease the rate at which retinal image quality
declines away from the optimal focus [143, 243, 244, 343]. As suggested by several
authors, the correction of these aberrations would increase the relative modulation
transfer, defined as the ratio of a defocused contrast sensitivity to the contrast sensitivity
at the optimum focus at any spatial frequency [16, 344]. In principal, if the eye relies on
the rate of change of focus in dynamic accommodation, the removal of these
aberrations should improve the precision and velocity of AR. However, all studies to
date fail to provide evidence to support this viewpoint [15, 16].

The aim of the current study was to investigate the effect of the correction of ocular
aberrations on accommodation control in more detail, and to present for the first time
the effect of the inversion of these aberrations on dynamic AR. The present experiment
also aimed to determine the accuracy of the direction of AR following an instantaneous
displacement of the target by ±0.50 D from a stimulus vergence of 2 D, commonly
known as a step stimulus [26]. The work presented in this chapter has been published in
Special Issue: Clinical and Experimental Optometry [345].
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5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Participant demographics

Five healthy participants from the student and staff cohort of the Vision Science
Research Group of the University of Bradford participated in this study. All participants
had a negative history of ocular pathology and surgery. Informed consent was obtained
from all participants and experimental procedures conformed to the Declaration of
Helsinki. All participants were experienced observers. Since one participant failed to
produce effective accommodative steps in all conditions, he was excluded from this
study. The age, gender, refractive error, and baseline higher-order aberrations (over a 5
mm pupil at a vergence of 2 D) of the four remaining participants who were able to
follow the stimulus steps are shown in Table 5.1. Measurements were performed over
the central 5 mm of the natural pupil size. Subjective refraction was obtained under
non-cycloplegic conditions. Ametropic participants were corrected with trial lenses
inserted into a trial frame in the spectacle plane.

Table 5.1. Participant demographics.

Refraction

Baseline higherorder aberrations
(μm)

Participant

Age

Gender

EM

34

M

R: -6.00/-0.50 x 90

0.14

KH

29

F

R: -1.75/-0.50 x 90

0.20

MC

27

M

R: +5.00/-2.00 x 37.5

0.18

YP

24

M

R: plano

0.13
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5.2.2 Procedure

The AO system described in Chapter 3 was used to measure, correct and invert the
ocular aberrations in real-time. All participants used their right eye for the experiment;
the left eye being occluded. The procedure for subject alignment has been discussed in
Section 4.2.2. Before the start of each measurement run, a plane mirror was placed
within the AO system to set the deformable mirror to a flat position with an artificial eye.
This procedure was necessary to ensure a constant accommodative starting point for
each trial and to avoid the hysteresis effect exhibited by the deformable mirror [311].

During the experiment, participants were instructed to fixate on the Maltese cross, and
to maintain clear focus throughout the 4 s measurement run. Participants were also told
to avoid blinking during the measurement run. The first 2 s consisted of the
measurement of steady-state accommodation at 2 D stimulus level with natural
aberrations left in place, i.e. no correction was applied. At exactly 2 s, an instantaneous
displacement of the stimulus vergence by ±0.50 D took place, which was maintained for
the remaining 2 s of the measurement run. This small change in stimulus vergence was
generated by manipulating the Zernike defocus term ( Z 20 ) with the deformable mirror.
Synchronous to the step change in stimulus vergence at 2 s, selected Zernike terms
remained uncorrected, were fully corrected or were inverted for the remaining 2 s of the
trial. During measurement runs which required the correction of aberrations, the
selected Zernike term(s) were minimised with the deformable mirror. During inversion,
opposite signs were applied to the relevant Zernike term(s) measured directly from the
eye channel. All correction and inversion were carried out in real time with a sampling
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frequency of 20 Hz. Following each measurement, participants removed themselves
from the bite bar and the deformable mirror was reset to the original flat position.
The following groups of Zernike aberration terms (up to and including eighth radial order,
excluding tip and tilt) were subjected to manipulation: all aberrations except defocus;
even-order aberrations except defocus; odd-order aberrations and SA in isolation. The
defocus term was left uncorrected as the DM was used to generate the step. Ten
repeated measurements were obtained for each condition. The directions of step
stimulus as well as the aberration conditions were presented in randomised order.
Measurements were collected over a number of sessions to avoid visual fatigue [334].
Training was provided for the step only (SO) condition in both directions prior to the
actual data collection.

5.2.3 Control voltages

Recall from Section 3.3.2, the vector of the control voltages, v, at a time ti+1 is given by
v(t i +1 ) = −g ∗ A + ∗ ( Wmeasured − Wrequired ) + v(t i )

(5.1)

where g is the gain, A+ is the control matrix, Wmeasured and Wrequired are the vectors of the
Zernike coefficients required and measured in the aberration manipulation channel,
respectively. In order to fully correct the wavefront error, Wrequired is simply equal to zero.
Therefore, the vector of the control voltages required for the correction of aberrations,

vcorrect, is given by
v correct (t i +1 ) = −g ∗ A + ∗ Wmeasured + v correct (t i )

(5.2)
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For the experiment runs which involve the inversion of the reconstructed Zernike
coefficient vector that is measured in the eye channel, the inevitably minor offset
between the aberration manipulation channel and the eye channel has to be taken into
account. This is simply the difference in the baseline measurements of the Zernike
coefficients between these two channels. This bias is given by

Wbias = WDM 1 − Weye1

where W = [w 1, w 2 ,...w J ]T

(5.3)

WDM1 and Weye1 are the reconstructed coefficient vector of Zernike polynomials
expanded to J modes for the aberration manipulation channel and the eye channel
during the first frame, respectively. In this experiment, the prismatic terms, i.e. tip and tilt,
are ignored because they do not degrade image quality. Wrequired is the vector of the
Zernike coefficients measured in the eye channel, Weye, but with an opposite sign.
Hence, the final vector of the control voltages for inversion of aberration mode(s) vinvert,
at a time ti+1 equals to
v invert (t i +1 ) = −g ∗ A + ∗ ( Wmeasured + Weye − Wbias ) + v invert (t i )

(5.4)

5.3 Data analysis

ARs to the dynamic change in stimulus vergence were obtained from the changes in the
Zernike defocus term measured in the eye channel. Since this branch did not pass
through the deformable mirror which was used to generate the defocus step change, no
mirror control voltage subtraction was necessary as carried out by Chen and colleagues
[16]. For each trial, the AR gain, latency and total response time were determined for
each participant in both the inward (far-to-near) and outward (near-to-far)
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accommodation steps. AR gain was defined as the ratio of the actual change in the
amplitude of the AR to the amplitude of the stimulus step. AR latency was defined as the
temporal interval between the stimulus step and the onset of the AR. The total AR time
was defined as the duration between the onset of stimulus step and the achievement of
a final steady-state accommodation level.

To obtain all these parameters, each AR curve (i.e. the change in Zernike defocus term
in the time domain) was fitted to a Boltzmann sigmoidal function. This nonlinear curve
fitting method was adopted by Fernández and Artal, and was shown to produce an
2

2

accurate fit with a chi square parameter (χ ) less than 0.048, where χ is zero for a
perfect fit [15]. The Boltzmann sigmoidal function is given by
y=

Af − Ai
+ Ai
1 + exp[ −( x − x 0 ) / w ]

(5.5)

with Ai, Af, x0 and w as the fitting parameters [346]. Ai and Af are the initial and final
asymptotic values, w is the width of the x values between these two asymptotes and x0
is located roughly at the centre of w (Fig. 5.2). This curve fitting procedure is chosen for
two reasons: the first being to avoid the subjective judgement regarding the onset and
the end of an accommodative response; the second is to remove the effect of the higher
frequency components of the accommodation microfluctuations.
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Figure 5.2. Boltzmann sigmoidal function.

In this experiment, Ai and Af represent the initial (before the stimulus step) and final
(after the stimulus change where the defocus has reached a stable state)
accommodation levels, respectively. Y is the AR in dioptres and X is the time in seconds.
The amplitude of the AR is the difference between the initial and final accommodation
levels. AR latency was defined as the time elapsed between the onset of stimulus step
and when the sigmoid fitted to the AR achieved 2% of the total change in
accommodation. Total AR time was the duration between the onset of stimulus step and
when the Boltzmann sigmoid fit reached 98% of the total change in accommodation.

In nonlinear curve fitting, it is necessary to provide an initial estimate of the fitting
parameters (i.e. Ai, Af, x0 and w) and then use an iterative procedure to minimise the
deviations between the observed and expected Y values [346]. The initial estimate for Ai
is the average steady-state accommodation level before the accommodation step, and
the initial estimation of Af is the average accommodation level 1 s after the occurrence
of the step to allow sufficient time for the eye to respond to the change in stimulus step.
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In general, accommodation latency has been found to vary between 0.28 to 0.50 s, see
for example [347, 348]. The initial width of w is therefore equal to 1 s and x0 is estimated
to be 2.5 s (i.e. 2 s at which the abrupt change in stimulus vergence takes place, plus
mid-point of w which is equal to 0.5 s). The Matlab function, lsqcurvefit (The MathWorks,
Inc.), is then used to solve the nonlinear data using least-squares methods. An example
of a typical curve fitting to an AR is shown in Fig. 5.3.

Figure 5.3. Example of nonlinear curve fitting with Boltzmann sigmoidal function.
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5.4 Results

5.4.1 Deformable mirror performance

Fig. 5.4 shows the mean ± standard deviation (SD) of the root-mean-square (rms)
wavefront error (WFE) excluding defocus for the SO condition, i.e. with participant’s
natural aberrations uncorrected (blue), with selected aberrations corrected (green) and
inverted (red) for the four participants who were able to perform the experiment. The
rms was calculated from the average of the last 0.5 s of one measurement run because
at this point the ARs had reached a reasonably stable steady-state level following the
change in stimulus vergence. For ‘correct all (CA)’ and ‘invert all (IA)’ aberration
conditions, the rms WFE excluding defocus was calculated. For ‘correct even-order
(CE)’ and ‘invert even-order (IE)’ aberration conditions, the rms WFE of all even-order
aberrations except defocus was calculated. For ‘correct odd-order (CO)’ and ‘invert
odd-order (IO)’ aberration conditions, the rms WFE of all odd-order aberrations was
calculated. For ‘correct SA (CSA)’ and ‘invert SA (ISA)’, the rms WFE was simply the
absolute value of the Zernike coefficient of SA ( Z 40 ). For the inversion of selected
aberration terms, Zernike coefficient(s) of relevant term(s) ended up with an opposite
sign to that of the eye’s aberrations, which resulted in a positive index once the rms
WFE was calculated. Since the investigations involved the AR to both inward and
outward steps, a mean of these two step directions were obtained. As the piezoelectric
deformable mirror (Flexible Optical B.V., The Netherlands) used in this instrument only
had 37 actuators, its ability to fully correct and/or invert the eye’s aberration was limited
to a certain extent. However, as shown in Fig. 5.4, across participants, the residual rms
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WFE after correction of all aberrations except defocus was equal to 0.097 ± 0.008 μm. It
should be noted that according to the Maréchal’s criterion (see Section 1.4.5), with a
wavelength of 817 nm, the residual rms WFE should be less than 0.058 μm for it to be
considered as diffraction-limited. Although the value of the rms WFE fails to satifty the
Maréchal’s criterion, its performance is comparable to other AO systems for the eye,
see for example [16, 349]. Since there is absence of actuator clipping, this value is likely
to be limited by the number of actuators of the DM.

Figure 5.4. Bar charts show the rms wavefront error for baseline condition (blue),
following correction (green) and following inversion (red) of aberration conditions for
each of the four participants: all aberrations except defocus, even-order aberrations
except defocus, odd-order aberrations and SA in isolation.
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5.4.2 Accommodation response

Fig. 5.5 shows the average ± SD of the AR gain across four participants for the inward
(blue) and outward (red) stimulus steps. In SO condition, the average gain was 0.76 ±
0.07 for the inward step, and 0.71 ± 0.07 for the outward step. Repeated measures
analysis of variance (ANOVA) applied to the whole cohort showed a significant
decrease in the AR gain for outward stimulus step for conditions where all (IA, 0.14 ±
0.22) and even-order (IE, -0.07 ± 0.13) aberrations except defocus were inverted (F(8,24)
= 4.67, p < 0.01). Negative values indicate an AR in the opposite direction to the
stimulus step. Correction of selected aberration terms in both the inward and outward
stimulus steps, and the inversion of aberrations during inward step, failed to significantly
impact the AR gain.

Figure 5.5. Bar charts showing the average accommodation response gain for the four
participants for inward (blue) and outward (red) step changes in accommodation
stimulus against aberration condition. Error bars show ±1 SD. Negative values indicate
an average accommodation response in the opposite direction to the change in stimulus
vergence. * indicates statistical significance at the 5% level.
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The group average ± SD of the AR latency against each aberration condition for inward
(blue) and outward (red) stimulus steps are presented in Fig. 5.6. For SO condition, the
average latency was 0.41 ± 0.06 for inward steps, and 0.52 ± 0.09 for outward step.
Repeated measures ANOVA indicated that the AR latency was significantly prolonged
(0.68 ± 0.07 s) for IA in the outward step (F(8,24) = 2.82, p < 0.01). No significant findings
were observed for the correction of aberrations in both stimulus step directions, and for
the inversion of aberrations during the inward step.

Figure 5.6. Bar charts showing the average accommodation response latency for four
participants for the inward (blue) and outward (red) step changes in accommodation
stimulus against aberration condition. Error bars show ±1 SD. * indicates statistical
significance at the 5% level.
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Fig. 5.7 plots the group average ± SD of the total AR time for the inward (blue) and
outward (red) stimulus steps. When aberrations were left uncorrected (SO condition),
the average response time was 0.87 ± 0.17 s for inward steps and 0.88 ± 0.12 s for
outward steps. There was a trend for increased response time in the IA condition for
outward step (1.18 ± 0.15 s), although this did not reach statistical significance (F(8,24) =
2.19, p = 0.065).

Figure 5.7. Bar charts showing the average accommodation response time for four
participants for the inward (blue) and outward (red) step changes in accommodation
stimulus against aberration condition. Error bars show ±1 SD.

The average time course records of the ARs of participant EM for each aberration
condition for inward and outward steps are plotted in Fig. 5.8(a) and (b), respectively.
For the outward step, participant EM responded in the wrong direction to the change in
stimulus vergence for the IA, IE and ISA conditions. As shown in Fig. 5.8(b), for the IA
and IE conditions, the average AR remained at the wrong defocus level throughout the
measurement run; for the ISA condition, the AR corrected the initial error and finished at
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the correct defocus level. These plots vary for each individual and they are included in
Appendix H for participants YP, KH and MC.

Figure 5.8. Average time course records of the dynamic accommodation response of
participant EM for each aberration condition for (a) inward step, and (b) outward step.
Incorrect average accommodation responses are highlighted in red.

Careful inspection of the individual measurement runs of each participant during
different experimental conditions showed the presence of incorrect ARs, i.e. the
accommodative mechanism responded in the opposite direction to the change in
stimulus vergence. An example is shown in Fig. 5.9. The stimulus step, the correct and
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incorrect ARs of participant EM to an outward stimulus step during IA condition are
shown in Fig. 5.9(a), (b) and (c), respectively.

Figure 5.9. (a) Outward stimulus step, (b) Correct accommodation response and (c)
Incorrect accommodation response to an outward stimulus step during trials where all
aberrations except defocus were inverted.

Fig. 5.10 plots the number of incorrect ARs for each individual against aberration
conditions. It should be noted that these incorrect responses included trials where the
AR was wrong initially, but corrected the error later on during the trial, as well as trials
where the AR remained at the wrong defocus level throughout the trial.

Figure 5.10. Bar charts showing the number of incorrect directional responses to (a)
inward and (b) outward step changes in accommodation stimulus against aberration
condition for individual participant. Ten trials were recorded for each aberration
condition.
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5.5 Discussion

This study explores the effect of the correction and inversion of ocular aberrations on
the control of dynamic ARs. An AO system has been used to correct and invert the
ocular wavefront aberrations in closed-loop to take into account the dynamic
fluctuations of these aberrations [10]. The performance of the 37-actuator piezoelectric
deformable mirror is shown in Fig. 5.4. Residual rms WFE following the correction of all
aberration modes excluding defocus is typically less than 0.1 microns. For inversion, the
value of the rms WFE closely matches the magnitude of the baseline condition for most
participants. This demonstrates that the performance of the deformable mirror is
adequate for this study.

For step stimulus, the AR latency has been reported to be around 360 ± 90 ms for
inward steps and 380 ± 80 ms for outward steps [26], although these values vary from
280 to 500 ms in different studies; see [347] for a review. Campbell and Westheimer
reported a response time of 640 ms for inward steps and 560 ms for outward steps [26],
hence the total AR time is approximately 1 s; see [23] for a review. Tucker and Charman,
however, reported much longer response times, i.e. as high as 1.56 ± 0.72 s in one
participant for outward step [347]. These studies demonstrate wide inter-subject
variability, perhaps influenced by the experimental conditions as well as the nature of
the participant’s AR. In this study, the average accommodation latency and total
response time of the four participants for the baseline SO condition are in agreement
with previously reported values. There is a trend towards prolonged accommodation
latency in the outward step, possibly due to the monochromatic nature of the target,
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agreeing with the findings of Tucker and Charman where greater latency was also found
in the outward step [347].

Recently, the human eye has been reported to be capable of recognising the differences
between

myopic

and

hyperopic

PSFs

of

monochromatic

aberrations

in

a

psychophysical experiment, and this ability increases proportionally with the increase in
the magnitude of the even-order aberrations [12]. This suggests that the
accommodation mechanism uses the signed cue provided by these aberrations. This
signal serves to initiate the dynamic AR in the correct direction, and possibly also uses
this information as feedback to fine tune the response after the initial step until a clear
retinal image is obtained. If the human eye indeed relies on the dissimilarity of myopic
and hyperopic PSFs of the ocular aberrations as the sole cue to guide its dynamic
accommodation control system, the correction of these aberrations and hence the
removal of a directional cue, particularly the even-order terms, should have some
detrimental effect on the ARs. However, as shown in Fig. 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7, the AR gain,
AR latency and the total AR time for CA, CE, CO and CSA were similar to the SO
condition. These findings are consistent with the findings of Chen et al. where they
failed to find any significant difference in the accommodation gain and response time
whether higher-order aberrations were present or corrected [16]. Residual aberrations
after correction (typically < 0.1 microns for all participants) may have provided a signed
cue to the dynamic accommodation system. Chen et al. also speculated that the
microfluctuations of accommodation, which occur continuously, provide information
regarding the direction that produces a sharper retinal image [16]. These fluctuations
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consist of two dominant regions of activity, i.e. the low frequency component (LFC < 0.6
Hz) and the high frequency component (HFC, 1-2 Hz); see for example [39, 40].
Previously, some authors suggested that it was the HFC of these fluctuations that
provides the accommodation system with directional information [49, 68, 350]. The role
of the LFC has become increasing important in blur detection and this component is
believed to be under neurological control [39, 40]. Other directional cues may have
played a role in this aspect, which remain to be discovered.

According to the model proposed by Kotulak and Schor, the accommodation system
used the correlation between the fluctuations in retinal image contrast and lens power
during steady-state fixation to obtain the magnitude and direction of the focus error [49].
The inversion of the aberrations by reversing the sign of selected Zernike mode(s) will
therefore present the accommodation control system with a wrong directional cue,
which causes it to initiate a step response in the opposite direction to the step stimulus.
Current data shows that the inversion of aberrations simultaneously with a stimulus step
tends to initiate a dynamic AR in the opposite direction, as shown by the increased
number of incorrect directional responses especially in the outward step (Fig. 5.10). For
the IE condition in the outward step, a negative value was found for the accommodation
gain, representing a response in the opposite direction to the stimulus step (Fig. 5.5).
This may indicate that the accommodation system derives the magnitude and
directional information of the accommodative error not only from the microfluctuations of
accommodation, but also from the dynamic fluctuations of other aberrations.
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Among all aberrations, SA has been suggested as one of the major cues to guide the
dynamic accommodation system [68, 188, 336, 342]. However, no significant difference
was found for AR gain, latency and response time between CSA and ISA versus SO
condition for both the inward and outward steps. This could possibly be explained by the
small sample size of this study, and/or the confounding effect of the interaction with
other aberrations. The rms WFE of the combination of the remaining aberrations was
greater than the rms of SA, which indicated a stronger cue would be present despite the
correction of SA [12]. Also, it appears that odd-order aberrations play a minimal role in
the control of dynamic accommodation, supporting the previous findings [12, 240].

So far, the data presented in this study suggest that the inversion of all and even-order
aberrations except defocus is particularly disruptive to the outward accommodation step.
One possible explanation is that the accommodation system relies on different visual
cues depending on whether it is shifting its focus from far-to-near (accommodation) or
near-to-far (disaccommodation). The interactions between the sign of aberrations, for
instance SA and the direction of change in stimulus vergence, could result in a smaller
step size than intended due to the shift in paraxial and marginal foci, where optimal
focus has been shown to be midway between these two foci [351]. This effect could be
asymmetrical and dependent on the direction of stimulus step, which may explain the
discrepancy between the inward and outward steps. This topic is worthy of further
investigation.

The reduction in the ability of the accommodation system to respond in the correct
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direction was more evident for participants EM and YP (Fig. 5.8, 5.10 and Appendix H.1),
which supports the evidence of large individual differences in the ability to
accommodate when most if not all visual cues are diminished [16]. One participant
failed to accommodate in all aberration conditions including SO condition. This
experiment has been carefully set up so that all cues except monochromatic aberrations
are eliminated. It is possible that this participant requires other visual cues (for example
chromatic aberrations and size [336]) to guide his dynamic AR. This failure to
accommodate under monochromatic light has been reported previously, but the reason
for this behaviour remains unclear [16]. The fact that four other participants were able to
produce an accommodation step in monochromatic light indicates that the
accommodation servomechanism is not entirely reliant upon chromatic cues [338, 352].

5.6 Conclusion

This study investigated the effect of the correction and inversion of monochromatic
aberrations on the control of the dynamic accommodation mechanism with an AO
system. The accommodation system of some individuals appears to derive a signed cue
from even-order aberrations to guide the initial direction of AR particularly during the
near-to-far step. AR gain is significantly reduced, and latency time increases, when
these directional cues are compromised during the inversion of selected aberrations.
The number of incorrect directional responses increases when all, and even-order
aberrations except defocus are inverted in the outward step, which indicates that these
aberrations play a vital role in determining the initial path of AR to a step stimulus. The
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fact that an average of 250 ms (see Section 3.4.4) is required to achieve a full
aberration correction indicates that there will always be a time delay and the effects of
aberration manipulation will not be instantaneous. The closed-loop bandwidth of this AO
system is about 3-4 Hz, meaning only frequencies lower than this bandwidth are
attenuated. Also, the participants recruited for this study include early and late-onset
myopes, emmetropes and hyperopes whom may have slightly different dynamic
characteristics of accommodation. In the future, it may be worthwhile studying the effect
of aberration manipulation on each refractive group.
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Chapter 6 Correction of aberration dynamics modulates
accommodation responses in a time dependent manner
6.1 Introduction

The accommodation system of the human eye provides sharp images on the retina over
a wide range of distances. When a subject changes his focus from one dioptric distance
to another, the clarity of the retinal image can be maintained provided visual cues are
readily available to assist the dynamic accommodation response (AR). These cues
include retinal blur, chromatic aberration and target proximity, see for example [31, 336].
As mentioned in Chapter 5, monochromatic aberrations produce different point spread
functions (PSFs) on either side of the best focus, which serve as an odd-error cue to
guide the AR in the correct direction [12]. Previous studies have shown that the
manipulation of these aberrations can adversely affect the dynamic AR [15, 16, 345].

The human accommodative control mechanism was traditionally considered as a
continuous feedback control system. In one of the experiments carried out by Campbell
and Westheimer, the stimulus was changed from a certain dioptric distance to another
followed by a quick return to the original accommodative level [26]. This was known as a
pulse stimulus. Analysis of the AR of their six subjects revealed that provided the
duration of the pulse (i.e. the time elapsed between the onset of the step change and
the return of the stimulus to the initial dioptric distance) was 100 ms or longer, the AR
would follow the stimulus change even though the stimulus had returned to its starting
point before the onset of the AR (Fig. 1.3(a)). Furthermore, they also found that the
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length of the AR matched the pulse duration before it returned to its original state,
indicating that the accommodation movement could be modified during its progress.
Based on these findings, the authors concluded that the human accommodative control
mechanism was a continuous feedback control system. However, modelling of the
accommodation system based on this theory has failed to represent the behaviour of
the experimental data, mainly because the latency period is a lot longer than the time
constant of the AR (250 ms), see for example [102]. The accommodation control system
initiates a response based on the earlier input signal which took place about 370 ms
earlier, plus the influence from the current state of the signal. Hence, the resultant
response is usually inappropriate and unstable.

To overcome this issue, Hung and Ciuffreda suggested that the feedback control
process of the accommodation system actually exhibited dual-mode behaviour, which
consisted of a fast and a slow component [27]. The fast component was thought to
function under open-loop conditions (i.e. the output was determined by the input signal
with no feedback), which was essential for the rapid rise in the accommodation step
response without causing any instability due to the long latency in the feedback loop.
The slow component, on the other hand, operated under continuous feedback control.
After the completion of the open-loop movement, the slow component would take over
and refine the step response, provided the residual focusing error was small. However,
if the residual error was large, a secondary step and/or multiple step responses were
commonly found. Hung and Ciuffreda noticed in their two subjects that the ARs shifted
from a smooth ramp-type response to step- and step-ramp-type responses when the
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velocity of the ramp stimulus was increased (see Fig. 1.4). Further analysis of the fast
component revealed two major findings. First, the amplitude of the initial step was
proportional to the velocity of the stimulus. Second, the amplitude of the step in the
step-ramp response was equivalent to the instantaneous ramp stimulus amplitude,
despite the delay due to the AR latency. The fact that the amplitude of the response
closely matches the instantaneous stimulus amplitude demonstrates that information
relating to the focus error must have been gathered before the open-loop movement,
combined with an anticipation factor. The existence of the pre-programmed component
is further supported by the reduction in the AR latency, which can sometimes even be
negative, for predictable stimuli [26]. This indicates the presence of a prediction
operator within the accommodative mechanism. The pre-programmed component is
most likely to be located during the latency period before the onset of a step response,
and this study is aimed at testing this hypothesis.

It should be noted that it is not the objective of this study to verify which model describes
the characteristics of the dynamic AR more accurately. Currently, the temporal location
of the pre-programmed component within the accommodation control system is not
known. The purpose of this study is to locate this component by studying the effect of
the correction of ocular aberrations at discrete points in the AR cycle. It is not clear
whether the information gathering process takes place throughout the AR cycle as
suggested by Campbell and Westheimer [26], or mainly during the accommodation
latency period as suggested by Hung and Ciuffreda [27]. It is postulated that if the latter
is true, the correction of ocular aberrations during the latency period will affect the
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dynamic AR to a greater extent than the correction at other regions of the
accommodation cycle. In previous studies using adaptive optics (AO), the correction of
aberrations was carried out throughout the experimental run [15, 16] or after the step
change in stimulus [345]. This study will investigate the effect of the temporal locations
of the correction in more detail.

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 Participant demographics

Five young adult participants from the Vision Science Research Group of the University
of Bradford were recruited for this study. All participants gave informed consent and the
experimental procedures were conducted under the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki
and approval was granted by the Institutional Ethics Committee. All participants were
free from ocular pathology and had a negative history of ocular surgery. The details of
the participants are presented in Table 6.1. Subjective refraction was performed by a
registered optometrist under non-cycloplegic conditions. Ametropic participants were
corrected with clinical trial lenses. The participants used their right eyes for this
experiment, and the left eyes were occluded.
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Table 6.1. Participant demographics.

Refraction

Baseline higherorder aberrations
(μm)

Participant

Age

Gender

EM

34

M

R: -6.00/-0.50 x 90

0.14

KH

29

F

R: -1.75/-0.50 x 90

0.20

MC

27

M

R: +5.00/-2.00 x 37.5

0.18

VG

28

F

R: -5.25 DS

0.22

YP

24

M

R: plano

0.13

6.2.2 Procedure

The AO system described in Chapter 3 was used for the real-time measurement and
correction of the ocular aberrations. Aberrations were measured over the central 5 mm
of the natural pupil of the right eye of all participants. Each participant was stabilised
with a bite bar mounted on an XYZ stage which permitted fine adjustments of the
position of their head. The procedure for the alignment of participants has been
explained in Section 4.2.2. To avoid the effect of hysteresis on the deformable mirror
(DM), a plane mirror was inserted into the AO system before the start of each trial to set
the DM to a flat position by using an artificial eye. This procedure ensured a constant
accommodative starting point for each run.

Before the start of each run, the participant was asked to accommodate and fixate on a
Maltese cross placed at a dioptric distance of 2 D. During the run, the participant was
instructed to maintain clear focus on the target by increasing or relaxing their
accommodation level depending on the directions of the step stimulus, which were
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presented in a randomised order to minimise prediction effects. Each experimental run
lasted 4 s with a ±0.50 D step change in stimulus vergence taking place at exactly 2 s.
This stimulus step change was achieved by stepping the Zernike defocus term ( Z 20 )
with the DM. The real-time correction of aberrations except defocus (up to and including
the eighth radial order) was carried out before the stimulus step change (CBS), after the
stimulus step change (CAS), throughout the experiment run (CT), during the AR latency
(CDL) and after the AR latency (CAL). These experimental conditions are illustrated in
Fig. 6.1. The AR latency has been found to be typically between 360–380 ms [26].
Therefore, an average latency period of 370 ms was selected for this study. The
aberration conditions were randomly selected. Before the actual data collection session,
training was provided for the step only (SO) condition for both the inward (far-to-near)
and outward (near-to-far) steps so that the participant was familiar with the nature of the
experiment. Ten repeated trials were obtained for each aberration condition. After each
trial, the participant was removed from the bite-bar and the DM was set to the flat
position. The participant then re-adjusted to the initial accommodative level (2 D). Data
was collected over a number of sessions to avoid visual fatigue [334].

Figure 6.1. Experimental conditions illustrating the correction of aberrations at different
temporal locations of an experimental run.
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6.3 Data analysis

The dynamic ARs to the step change in stimulus vergence were calculated from the
changes in the Zernike defocus term measured by the eye channel. Each AR curve was
fitted to a Boltzmann sigmoidal function to obtain the accommodation gain, response
latency and the total response time [15]. Customised software written in Matlab (The
Mathworks, Inc.) was used to solve the nonlinear curve fitting. The accommodation gain
was the ratio of the change in the amplitude of AR to the amplitude of the stimulus step.
AR latency was the time measured from the onset of the stimulus step to the time when
Boltzmann sigmoid fit achieved 2% of the total change in the amplitude of
accommodation. Total AR time was the time elapsed from the start of stimulus step to
when the Boltzmann sigmoid fit reached 98% of the total change in accommodation.
This procedure has been explained in Section 5.3. Statistical analysis was performed in
SPSS (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois). The gain, latency and total response time of the
dynamic AR were analysed using two-way repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA), with data grouped according to the aberration condition and participant.

6.4 Results

Repeated measures ANOVA is based on the assumption of sphericity, i.e. that the
relationship between the experimental conditions is similar. If this assumption of
sphericity is violated, the variance between pairs of conditions is different and the

F-ratios produced by SPSS cannot be compared to the tabulated values of the
F-distribution [173]. Mauchly’s test of sphericity is a test available within SPSS to test
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the hypothesis that the variances of the differences between experimental conditions
are equal. If the test statistic, p, is greater than 0.05, then one can conclude that the
variance of the differences are equal and the F-ratios produced by SPSS are valid. The
Mauchly’s test statistics for the AR gain, latency and total response time are presented
in Table 6.2 and all of them are not significant (p > 0.05). Hence the assumption of
sphericity was correct and the F-ratios were valid.

Table 6.2. Mauchly’s test of sphericity.

p -value

Experimental condition

Aberration

Subject

Accommodation response gain for inward step

0.76

0.27

Accommodation response gain for outward step

0.07

0.37

Accommodation response latency for inward step

0.29

0.53

Accommodation response latency for outward step

0.81

0.1

Total accommodation response time for inward step

0.45

0.09

Total accommodation response time for outward step

0.81

0.91

If a significant result was obtained with the repeated measures ANOVA (i.e. p < 0.05), a
post-hoc analysis with Bonferroni multiple comparisons was then carried out. The
Bonferroni correction is a statistical adjustment for the multiple comparisons [353].
Instead of testing at the traditional p-values of 0.05, the significance level is divided by
the number of outcomes. This adjustment ensures that the overall chance of making a
Type I error (rejecting the null hypothesis when the null hypothesis is true) is less than
0.05, hence a more conservative approach.
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6.4.1 Accommodation response gain

Fig. 6.2(a) and 6.2(b) show the group average ± standard deviation (SD) of the AR gain
across five participants for the inward and outward stimulus steps, respectively. When
repeated measures ANOVA was applied to the entire cohort, the AR gain for the
outward and inward steps were significantly affected by the aberration condition (F(5,45) =
5.26, p < 0.01 for inward step and F(5,45) = 3.24, p < 0.05 for outward step). Post-hoc
analysis with Bonferroni multiple comparison showed that for the inward step, the
average response gain for the CT (0.71 ± 0.09) condition was significantly less than the
CAS (0.86 ± 0.17) condition (p < 0.05). For the outward step, there was a significant
decrease in the average response gain for the CT (0.50 ± 0.19) as compared to the SO
(0.66 ± 0.21) conditions (p < 0.05), and for the CAL (0.50 ± 0.15) as compared to the
CBS (0.63 ± 0.19) conditions (p < 0.05).

Figure 6.2. Bar charts show the average accommodation response gain for the five
participants for (a) inward and (b) outward stimulus steps against aberration condition.
Error bars show ±1 SD. * indicates statistical significance at the 5% level.
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Results also showed a significant main effect of participant (which indicates
subject-dependency) on the average AR gain (F(4,36) = 8.95, p < 0.001 for inward step
and F(4,36) = 34.22, p < 0.001 for outward step). Bonferroni post-hoc test indicated that
for the inward step, the response gain of participant KH was significantly higher than all
other participants (p < 0.01). For the outward step, the response gains of participants
MC, VG and YP were significantly lower than participant KH (p < 0.01), and the gains of
participants MC and VG were also significantly lower than participant EM (p < 0.001).
The average ± SD of the AR gain of each individual for each aberration condition is
shown in Fig. 6.3. No significant findings were found for the interaction of participant x
aberration condition for both stimulus steps (F(20,180) = 1.20, p = 0.26 for inward step and

F(20,180) = 1.25, p = 0.22 for outward step).

Figure 6.3. Bar charts show the average accommodation response gain for each
participant for inward (blue) and outward (red) step changes in accommodation stimulus
against aberration condition. Error bars show ±1 SD.
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6.4.2 Accommodation response latency

The group averages ± SD of the AR latency against aberration condition for the inward
and outward steps are shown in Fig. 6.4. Repeated measures ANOVA showed that the
aberration condition had a significant effect on the response latency for the inward step
(F(5,45) = 3.20, p < 0.05). However, Bonferroni post-hoc analysis revealed a trend for
shorter response latency for the CAL (0.37 ± 0.07 s) condition as compared to the SO
(0.44 ± 0.16 s) condition, although this did not reach statistical significance (p = 0.16).
For the outward step, the effect of aberration condition on response latency was not
significant (F(5,45) = 1.22, p = 0.32).

Figure 6.4. Bar charts showing the average accommodation response latency across
five participants for inward (blue) and outward (red) step changes in accommodation
stimulus against aberration condition. Error bars show ±1 SD.
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There was also a significant main effect of participant on the average AR latency (F(4,36)
= 13.34, p < 0.001 for inward step and F(4,36) = 8.99, p < 0.001 for outward step). For the
inward step, Bonferroni post-hoc test showed that the response latency of participant
YP was significantly shorter than participants EM, KH and MC (p < 0.05), and the
latency of participant VG was also significantly shorter than participant EM (p < 0.05).
For the outward step, the response latencies of participants KH and YP were
significantly shorter than participant EM (p < 0.01), while the latency of participant VG
was significantly prolonged as compared to participant KH (p < 0.01). The average ± SD
of the AR latency of each individual against aberration condition is shown in Fig. 6.5.
There is also a significant interaction of participant x aberration condition (F(20,180) = 2.68,

p < 0.001) for the inward step. Bonferroni post-hoc analysis indicated that the response
latencies of participant KH for the CAS (p < 0.05), CT (p < 0.05) and CAL (p < 0.0001)
conditions were significantly shorter than the SO condition. This interaction did not
reach significance for the outward step (F(20,180) = 1.61, p = 0.05).

Figure 6.5. Bar charts show the average accommodation response latency for each
participant for inward (blue) and outward (red) step changes in accommodation stimulus
against aberration condition. Error bars show ±1 SD.
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6.4.3 Accommodation response time

Fig. 6.6 plots the group average ± SD of the total AR time for the inward (blue) and
outward (red) stimulus steps. Repeated measures ANOVA showed that the effect of
aberration condition on response time was not significant for the inward (F(5,45) = 2.34, p
= 0.06) and outward step (F(5,45) = 0.86, p = 0.51).

Figure 6.6. Bar charts showing the average of the total accommodation response time
across five participants for inward (blue) and outward (red) step changes in
accommodation stimulus against aberration condition. Error bars show ±1 SD. *
indicates statistical significance at the 5% level.
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The average ± SD of the total AR time of each individual against aberration condition is
shown in Fig. 6.7. The main effect of participant on the total AR time was significant for
both the inward (F(4,36) = 19.18, p < 0.001) and outward (F(4,36) = 20.89, p < 0.001) steps.
For the inward step, Bonferroni post-hoc test showed that the response time of
participant YP was significantly shorter than participants KH, MC and VG (p < 0.05), and
response time for participant EM was also significantly shorter than participants KH and
MC (p < 0.01). For the outward step, the response time of participant VG was
significantly longer than all other participants (p < 0.01). The effect of the interaction of
participant x aberration condition was also significant for the outward steps (F(20,180) =
2.33, p < 0.01). Bonferroni post-hoc test indicated that the response time for participant
VG was significantly shorter for the CDL condition compared to the CAS (p < 0.05) and
CBS (p < 0.01) conditions for the outward step. Table 6.3 summarises the major findings
of the present study.

Figure 6.7. Bar charts show the average of the total accommodation response time for
each participant for inward (blue) and outward (red) step changes in accommodation
stimulus against aberration condition. Error bars show ±1 SD. * indicates statistical
significance at the 5% level.
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Table 6.3. Summary of the results for accommodation response gain, latency and the
total response time.

Gain

Latency

Inward step

Outward step

Aberration condition

CT < CAS

CT < SO
CAL < CBS

Participant

EM, MC, VG, YP < KH

MC,VG,YP < KH
MC, VG < EM

Participant

YP < EM, KH, MC
VG < EM

KH, YP < EM
KH < VG

Participant x aberration KH : CAS, CT, CAL < SO
Response time Participant

Participant x aberration

YP < KH, MC, VG
EM < KH, MC

EM, KH, MC, YP < VG

VG : CDL < CAS, CBS

6.5 Discussion

In this study, results were analysed according to three main effects, i.e. aberration
condition, participant, and the interaction of participant x aberration condition. In terms
of the aberration condition, results showed that the AR gain to the inward step was
significantly lower for the CT in comparison to the CAS conditions. For the outward step,
the gain is also significantly lower for the CT as compared to the SO conditions. No
significant findings were found for the accommodation latency and total response time.
For the CT condition, the correction procedure removed the static level and fluctuations
of all aberrations except defocus. It is speculated that this correction will produce a
clearer stimulus before the step, and the continuous correction of aberrations after the
step could have partly accounted for the focusing error. Therefore, less effort would be
required to achieve a clear retinal image. This may explain the lower gain as seen for
the CT condition. Similar argument can be applied to the lower gain for the CAL as
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compared to the CBS condition for the outward step. The correction of aberrations
beyond the AR latency (i.e. the CAL condition) means that only minimal effort might be
required to bring the fairly clear retinal image into focus. This would therefore result in a
lower gain as compared to the CBS condition.

It is not exactly clear as to why the correction during the accommodation response
latency period does not produce a significant effect. Perhaps the lack of a significant
result can be explained by the low gain (i.e. 0.3) of the AO system, where on average
five iterations (equivalent to 250 ms) are required to achieve a stable correction (see Fig.
3.23 (a)). This indicates that a full correction of aberration(s) will only be achieved
towards the end of the latency period, i.e. for about the final 120 ms. The correction of
aberrations over this short period of time may not be sufficient to affect the
accommodation control system.

The correction of aberrations had different effects on each participant. This considerable
inter-subject variability is to be expected given that it is a common finding in the
dynamics of step responses [354, 355]. Chen and colleagues also reported wide
individual variability in the ability to accommodate when higher-order aberrations were
corrected during dynamic accommodation [16]. One of the possible explanations for this
subject-dependent effect is the interaction of the sign of the natural aberrations with the
direction of step stimulus. For example, if the natural astigmatism of a participant has an
opposite sign to the direction of step change, the actual step size as seen by the eye will
be smaller than intended, which may lead to a lower gain, and vice versa. Since the
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aberrations vary randomly across individuals [126, 135], the correction of aberrations
may degrade or assist the dynamic step response depending on the signs of the
Zernike coefficients. Previously, the correction of ocular aberrations during dynamic
accommodation has been shown to produce controversial results, with one study
showing an increase in the response time and the peak velocity [15]; while two other
studies failed to present any significant findings [16, 345]. In the future, the
through-focus PSF of the monochromatic aberrations of each participant should be
studied, which may provide more insight regarding the quality of the retinal image.

The results for the interaction of participant x aberration condition showed a significant
effect on two participants. For participant KH, the response latency for the SO condition
was longer than the CAS, CT and CAL conditions for the inward step. It appears that the
correction of aberrations has improved the latency of participant KH, supporting the
viewpoint of some authors who propose that the human eye uses the rate of change of
blur to guide its step response [143, 243, 244, 343]. The correction of ocular aberrations
will reduce the depth of focus (DOF), increase the rate of change of blur and improve
the speed of the step response. As for participant VG, the total response time was
shorter for the CDL condition in comparison to CBS and CAS conditions for the outward
step situation. The correction of aberrations during the action of the slow component
could have interfered with the refinement of the step response, hence producing a
longer response time for the CAS condition in comparison to the CDL condition. Quite
unexpectedly, the CBS condition significantly prolonged the response time. It is not
clear as to why the CBS condition would have any effect on the response time and this
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warrants further investigation.

Accommodation (far-to-near) and disaccommodation (near-to-far) step responses have
been shown to exhibit different dynamic properties [354, 356-358]. Bharadwaj and
Schor suggested that different neural control strategies are responsible for the
increment in peak velocity for the accommodation and disaccommodation step
responses [358]. According to them, the increase in peak velocity of accommodation
was obtained by having a constant acceleration for a longer period of time, whereas for
disaccommodation, this was achieved by a linear increase in the peak acceleration
relative to the response magnitude. The difference in the neural control strategies may
explain the discrepancy found between the inward and outward steps.

In Chapter 5, it is shown that the correction of all aberrations after the step change in
accommodation stimulus fails to produce any significant results. However, the inversion
of all aberrations reduced the AR gain considerably, and prolonged the response latency.
This shows a greater impact of inversion than correction on the accommodative step
response. In the future, it may be worthwhile conducting trials where all aberration terms
are inverted at different temporal locations of the AR cycle and study the effect on the
gain, latency and the total response time. Based on these results, it is difficult to
conclusively determine the temporal location of the pre-programmed component. Also,
AR latency period varies across subjects (Fig. 6.5). Using an average AR latency period
of 370 ms for all subjects may mean that the correction of aberrations does not take
place at the correct temporal location for each individual. In future work, individual AR
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latency period should be used instead.

6.6 Conclusion

A continuous and a discontinuous (a fast and a slow component) feedback control
model has been proposed for the control of dynamic accommodation. This study
investigated the temporal location of the pre-programming component by correcting the
monochromatic aberrations at different regions of the AR cycle with an AO system, and
studied the effect on accommodation step response. Corrections were induced before
and after the step change, throughout the experimental run, and during and after the AR
latency. The results vary according to the aberration condition and subject. It is
speculated that the human eye uses a variety of mechanisms to guide its initial and final
stage of step response based on the information collected throughout the entire
experimental run. Using an average latency period of 370 ms for all subjects means that
the correction of aberrations may not have been conducted at the correct temporal
location of the AR cycle. The fact that 250 ms is required to achieve a full aberration
correction may have limited its influence during the short latency period. It should be
noted that the closed-loop bandwidth of this AO system is about 3-4 Hz. Also, the
participants recruited for this study include early and late-onset myopes, emmetropes
and hyperopes whom may have different accommodation control mechanism. It may be
worthwhile studying the effect of aberration manipulation on each refractive group in the
future.
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Chapter 7 Effect of correction of aberration dynamics on
accommodation response to moving stimulus
7.1 Introduction

Blur has long been regarded as one of the primary visual cues that are used by the
accommodation control mechanism, see for example [31, 58]. The even-error nature of
defocus blur means that identical point spread functions (PSFs) will be formed on either
side of the best focal plane in an eye that is aberration-free. On the contrary,
monochromatic aberrations, particularly the even-order terms, have been shown to
produce dissimilar PSFs in the presence of myopic and hyperopic defocus, which can
potentially produce an odd-error cue to guide the focus direction [12]. In recent years,
adaptive optics (AO) has been used to correct these aberrations to study their effect on
the accommodation control mechanism [15, 16, 345].

Various stimuli have been used to generate retinal image blur in order to study their
effects on the accommodation response (AR); a moving target being one of them. A
stimulus which oscillates sinusoidally has been shown to be an effective target for
various aspects of accommodation studies, see for example [26, 31, 33, 38, 340, 359,
360]. When the stimulus oscillates towards the eye, it stimulates an increase in the
accommodative demand; and when it recedes from the eye, it requires a decrease in
the accommodative demand in order to produce a clear retinal image. The gain of the
AR is defined as the ratio of the peak amplitude of AR to the peak amplitude of the
stimulus. The peak in the AR usually lags behind the corresponding peak in the stimulus
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by about 360 to 500 ms [26], but time lags as short as 100 ms have also been
suggested [28]. Zero phase lag or even slight phase advance with predictable stimuli
has also been reported [29].

Earlier studies have investigated the AR to a continuously moving stimulus under
polychromatic and monochromatic light conditions. In 1959, Campbell and colleagues
presented their participants with a high contrast letter ‘C’ that oscillated at various
temporal frequencies (range between 0.5 to 2.9 Hz) through a range of 0.75 D centred
at the optical vergence of 1 D [38]. The target was illuminated with a tungsten light
source, with a wavelength range of 360 to 850 nm. At a temporal frequency of 2.8 Hz,
for example, the authors found that the peak of the AR lagged the peak of the stimulus
by about 400 ms, and the phase lag was reported to be more than 360 degrees. A year
later, Campbell and Westheimer carried out a similar study with some modifications in
the stimulus set-up [26]. This time, a high contrast black disk that was back-illuminated
by a neon lamp (dominant wavelength of about 615 nm) was used as the target. They
showed that the accommodative response gain reduced with increasing temporal
frequency, and concurrent AR diminished when the temporal frequency exceeded 4 Hz.

Sinusoidally moving targets have also been used to study the role of chromatic
aberration in reflex accommodation. Reflex accommodation is defined as the
closed-loop negative feedback system which aims to maintain a clear retinal image.
When the vergence of the light is altered, a signal is delivered to the brain and the
power of the crystalline lens is adjusted accordingly to maximise the clarity of the retinal
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image [336]. This process is a reflex and takes place without the conscious knowledge
of the light vergence, hence the term reflex accommodation. Aggarwala et al. used a 3.5
cycles per degree (c/deg) vertical square-wave grating which moved sinusoidally at a
frequency of 0.2 Hz with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 1 D to study the effect of the target
spectral bandwidth on dynamic accommodation [359]. They found that the amplitude of
the AR increased and the phase lag decreased with increasing spectral bandwidth. A
similar stimulus set-up to the one of Aggarwala et al. (0.2 Hz, ±0.50 D, 3.5 c/deg square
wave grating) was used by Kruger and colleagues to study the effect of chromatic
aberration on reflex accommodation [360]. They reported a reduction in the amplitude of
AR under monochromatic light and reversed chromatic aberration. The authors also
commented that a moving target that oscillates along the z-axis of the eye permitted the
investigation of the sensory aspects of reflex accommodation while minimising the
contribution from voluntary accommodation. In another study by the same research
group, participants viewed a sinusoidally oscillating 2.7 c/deg vertical sine-wave grating
(0.2 Hz, ±1 D) with the longitudinal chromatic aberration normal, doubled, neutralised or
reversed under white light conditions, and under monochromatic (550 nm) condition
without the influence of chromatic aberration [340]. The accommodative gain was the
lowest for the reversed condition with a mean of 0.30 and highest for the doubled
condition with a mean of 0.94. The phase lag was found to vary between 60 and 90
among the twelve participants, but remained fairly constant for the five experimental
conditions.

Sinusoidally moving stimuli have also been used to investigate the effect of ageing on
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the accommodation dynamics. In a study by Heron et al., a Snellen letter was propelled
sinusoidally at various temporal frequencies (range from 0.05 to 1 Hz) with an amplitude
of 0.52 D about the optical vergence of 1.86 D [33]. The accommodative response gain
was found to decline with temporal frequency and age. The phase lag was reported to
increase with temporal frequency, and the increase in phase lag with age was only
evident at the higher frequencies.

Previous chapters in this thesis have investigated the effect of the correction of ocular
aberrations on the accommodation control mechanism during steady-state fixation and
dynamic accommodation. In those experiments, the stimulus either remained stationary
throughout the measurement run, or was instantaneously displaced from one stimulus
vergence to another midway during the trial. To date, the impact of aberration correction
on the accommodation in response to a continuously moving stimulus has not yet been
demonstrated. The present experiment aims to determine the gain and phase lag
characteristics of the AR to a sinusoidally moving stimulus under a range of aberration
correction states.

7.2 Methods

7.2.1 Participants demographics

Five visually normal participants with ages between 24 and 34 from the student and staff
cohort of the Vision Science Research Group of the University of Bradford were
recruited for this study. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants, and
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the experimental protocol complied with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and
was approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee. All participants were carefully
selected to exclude ocular disease and previous history of ocular surgery. Participants
were refracted by a qualified optometrist without the instillation of cycloplegia, and were
corrected with clinical trial lenses if refractive error corrections were needed. Table 7.1
presents the details of the participants. Measurements were performed in the right eyes
of all participants, with the left eye patched.

Table 7.1. Participant demographics.

Refraction

Baseline higherorder aberrations
(μm)

Participant

Age

Gender

EM

34

M

R: -6.00/-0.50 x 90

0.14

JC

32

M

R: plano

0.19

JN

29

M

R: plano

0.22

KH

29

F

R: -1.75/-0.50 x 90

0.20

YP

24

M

R: plano

0.13

7.2.2 Instrumentation

The Bradford University AO system was used to measure and correct the ocular
aberrations over the central 5 mm of the natural pupil of the right eye of all participants.
To produce a fixation target that moved in a sinusoidal waveform, the optical
arrangement of the stimulus path was altered slightly. The Maltese cross in the stimulus
path was mounted on a linear track. An interference filter centred at 550 nm with 10 nm
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bandwidth was placed in front of the target, which provided a target luminance of 6.7
cd/m2. The stimulus subtended one degree at the eye and the angular subtense was
held constant throughout the oscillation with the Badal system [329]. It was connected to
a function generator (TG215, Thurlby Thandar Instruments), which was used to move
the stimulus back and forth along the linear track in a sinusoidal manner at a temporal
frequency of 0.2 Hz. The amplitude of the AR to a sinusoidal stimulus has been shown
to decrease with increasing frequency of stimulus oscillations, hence reducing the
signal-to-noise ratio [26, 31]. At lower temporal frequencies, however, the AR is more
likely to be influenced by voluntary accommodation [359]. Therefore, a temporal
frequency of 0.2 Hz was selected for this experiment. The stimulus vergence was
altered from 1.50 to 2.50 D (centred at 2 D), producing a peak amplitude of ± 0.50 D.

Fig. 7.1 shows a simplified schematic diagram of the projection of the stimulus through
the Bradford University AO system. The light from the stimulus first hits lens L12,
followed by L6, L7, L8 and L9. Once it reaches the plain mirror PM6, it reflects and travels
through lens L9, L8, L7, L6, L4 before it finally reaches L5, which focuses the stimulus onto
the retina of the participant’s eye. It has been demonstrated that the image shift in
response to the object shift through a pair of relay lenses is given by the ratio of the
squares of the focal lengths. Since the focal lengths of lenses L7 and L8 are equal, these
relay lenses do not contribute to the image shift. Please refer to Appendix I for a detailed
explanation. In summary, the image shift at L12 is determined by the image shift at L5, i.e.
the Badal lens. According to Equation G.4, in order to achieve a stimulus vergence of 1
D (peak-to-peak amplitude), the stimulus has to be displaced by 1.56 cm. Hence, the
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stimulus oscillates by ±0.78 cm from the midpoint position (i.e. 2 D) to produce a ±0.50
D change in optical vergence at the participant’s eye.

Figure 7.1. Simplified schematic diagram of the stimulus path to illustrate the projection
of the stimulus towards the human eye.

The variation in the signal voltages is linked to the personal computer via a USB
interface experiment board (K8055, Velleman, Belgium). Customised software written in
Microsoft Visual C++ (Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0, Microsoft Pty. Limited) is used to
record the oscillation of the sinusoidal stimulus at the start of each measurement run.
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7.2.3 Procedure

To minimise instability due to head movement, a bite bar apparatus was used to
maintain the position of the participant. The procedure for participant alignment has
been outlined in Section 4.2.2. As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, all piezoelectric actuators
exhibit hysteresis, resulting in a different starting level for each run. To avoid this issue,
a plane mirror was inserted into the AO system so that the deformable mirror (DM) could
be set to a flat position by means of an artificial eye before the start of each run. The
stimulus oscillated continuously in a sinusoidal waveform with a rate of 0.2 Hz, hence a
complete cycle would take 5 s.

The participant was instructed to fixate at the centre of the Maltese cross and keep the
stimulus as clear as possible throughout the experimental run. The measurement
process for each run only began once the participant was able to maintain clear vision at
all times as the stimulus was continuously oscillating. The measurements were started
at different points of the sinusoidal waveform for each run. This, however, did not affect
the calculation of the phase lag of the AR. The stimulus oscillation status was recorded
at the same time as the commencement of aberration measurements, and was used to
determine the phase lag between the sinusoidal stimulus and the sinusoidal AR. Each
measurement run lasted 25 s, which was equivalent to five complete cycles of stimulus
oscillation. Participants were allowed to blink naturally during each run but they were
told not to use blinks in an attempt to improve the clarity of the stimulus. Once a run was
completed, the participant was removed from the bite bar, the DM was set to the original
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flat position. There were five different experimental conditions, i.e. baseline condition
where no correction was applied, the correction of spherical aberration (CSA), the
correction of odd-order aberrations (CO), the correction of even-order aberrations
except defocus (CE), and the correction of all aberrations except defocus (CA). Ten
repeated measurements were obtained for each condition. The experimental conditions
were presented in randomised order. Zernike terms up to and including the eighth radial
order (except tip and tilt) were corrected in closed-loop with a sampling frequency of 20
Hz. Prior to the start of the actual data collection session, training was provided for the
baseline condition. To avoid visual fatigue, the data were collected over a number of
sessions [334].

7.2.4 Data analysis

Owing to a sampling frequency of 20 Hz, a total of 5 data points were deleted from the
beginning of each blink. The procedure for the removal of blink artifacts has been
discussed in Section 2.4.3. The AR to the sinusoidal stimulus was obtained from the
changes in the Zernike defocus term measured by the eye channel. Detrending was
applied to each data segment to remove any bias due to the drift in the AR. The
variation in the signal voltages corresponding to the movement of the sinusoidal
stimulus was scaled to match the actual change in the stimulus vergence, i.e. ± 0.50 D.
AR gain was defined as the ratio of the peak amplitude of the sinusoidal AR to the peak
amplitude of the sinusoidal stimulus. Phase lag was the phase difference between the
sinusoidal target and the sinusoidal AR. Customised software written in Matlab (The
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MathWorks, Inc.) was used to determine these parameters. First, the sinusoidal
stimulus and AR were Fourier analysed. Then, the AR gain was determined by
comparing the peaks of these two Fourier series for the 0.2 Hz component; while the
phase lag was obtained by calculating the difference between the phase angles of these
peak locations. Examples of the variations in the amplitudes of the AR and sinusoidal
stimulus for the time and frequency domains are shown in Fig. 7.2(a) and 7.2(b),
respectively. It should be noted that the midpoint of the stimulus amplitude, i.e. 0 D,
corresponds to a target vergence of 2 D. Upward movement of the oscillation indicates
an increase in the accommodation demand, while downward movement indicates a
decrease in the accommodation demand.

Figure 7.2 Variations in the amplitude of the accommodation response (blue) and
demand (red) for (a) the time domain and (b) the frequency domain.
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SPSS (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois) was used to analyse the final data. The statistics for
Mauchly’s test of sphericity (see Section 6.3) are presented in Table 7.2. It shows that
the assumption of sphericity was correct for all but the main effect of participant on the
phase lag of the AR to sinusoidal target (p < 0.05). This indicates that the variance
between the differences is unequal. When the sphericity assumption is violated,
corrections have to be applied to produce a valid F-ratio [353]. The corrections involved
the reduction of the degrees of freedom in order to make the F-ratio more conservative.
This requires the F-value to be larger in order for it to be statistically significant. In this
study, Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity [361] were used to adjust the
degrees of freedom, which was readily available within SPSS.

Table 7.2. Mauchly’s test of sphericity.
p -value

Experimental condition

Aberration

Subject

Accommodation response gain

0.13

0.10

Phase lag of sinusoidal accommodation response

0.47

0.03

Repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to compare the
effect of aberration correction condition on the AR gain and the phase lag of the AR to a
sinusoidally moving target, and to determine if any differences existed among the
participants.
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7.3 Results

Fig. 7.3 presents the examples of the variations in the AR of the five participants in
response to the sinusoidal change in stimulus vergence for the baseline condition. All
participants were able to respond to the sinusoidal change in target vergence. Similar
plots were obtained for other aberration conditions. In some measurement runs, instead
of showing a prominent sine-wave, the AR altered abruptly, hence adopting the form of
a square-wave. This observation is shown in Fig. 7.3 for participant EM. This finding
supports the observations of Kruger and Pola, who reported similar square-wave
patterns in the AR of two of their participants, especially when the target oscillated at a
temporal frequency of 0.2 Hz [31].

Figure 7.3. Accommodation response to the sinusoidal change in stimulus vergence for
the five participants, for the baseline condition.
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7.3.1 Accommodation response gain

Fig. 7.4 shows the group average ± standard deviation (SD) of the AR gain across five
participants. The AR gain for the baseline condition is 0.32 ± 0.10. The mean gains for
CSA, CO, CE and CA conditions are 0.34, 0.34, 0.32 and 0.34, respectively. Repeated
measures ANOVA showed a significant main effect of aberration condition on the AR
gain (F(4,36) = 2.78, p < 0.05). Post-hoc analysis with Bonferroni multiple comparison
revealed a trend for greater accommodative gain for the CO condition as compared to
the baseline condition, although this did not reach statistical significance (p = 0.19).

Figure 7.4. Bar chart showing the average accommodation response gain for the five
participants against aberration condition. Error bars show ±1 SD.
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There is a significant main effect of participant (F(4,36) = 143.692, p < 0.001) on the AR
gain. Bonferroni post-hoc test showed that the accommodative gain of participant JC
was considerably lower than all other participants (p < 0.01). The accommodative gains
of participants EM and YP were significantly higher than participants KH, JC and JN (p <
0.001). The interaction between participant and aberration condition was also significant
(F(16,144) = 2.39, p < 0.01). Bonferroni post-hoc analysis showed that the accommodative
gain of participant EM was significantly greater for the CO condition as compared to the
baseline condition (Fig. 7.5).

Figure 7.5. Bar charts showing the average accommodation response gain for each
participant against aberration condition. Error bars show ±1 SD. * indicates statistical
significance at the 5% level.
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7.3.2 Phase lag

The group averages ± SD of the phase lag of the AR to the sinusoidally moving target
against aberration condition are shown in Fig. 7.6. Aberration condition was found to
have no effect on the phase lag (F(4,36) = 1.42, p = 0.25).

Figure 7.6. Bar charts show the average phase lag in degrees for the five participants
against aberration condition. Error bars show ±1 SD.
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The average ± SD of the phase lag of the sinusoidal AR of each individual for each
aberration condition is shown in Fig. 7.7. The mean phase lag for the baseline condition
was 34 ± 3 degrees. The mean phase lags for CSA, CO, CE and CA conditions were 34,
33, 30 and 35 degrees, respectively. Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity
showed a significant main effect of participant on the phase lag (F(2.15,19.32) = 12.68, p <
0.001). Bonferroni post-hoc test showed that the phase lags of participants KH and JC
were significantly greater than participants JN (p < 0.01) and YP (p < 0.05). The
interaction of participant x aberration condition did not reach statistical significance
(F(4.67,42.04) = 1.13, p = 0.34).

Figure 7.7. Bar charts showing the average phase lag of sinusoidal accommodation
response for each participant against aberration condition. Error bars show ±1 SD.
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7.4 Discussion

This is the first study to explore the effect of the correction of ocular aberration dynamics
on the AR to a moving stimulus that oscillates sinusoidally. The correction of aberrations
was conducted with an AO system in real-time to take into account the dynamic
fluctuations of these aberrations [10]. Previous accommodation studies have used an
AO system to correct the aberration dynamics in order to investigate their effect on the
steady-state accommodation control [328] and the accommodation step responses [15,
16, 345].

The mean ± SD accommodative gain for the five participants was found to be 0.32 ±
0.10 for the baseline condition (Fig. 7.4). This result concurs with previous findings
which were conducted under monochromatic conditions with a peak transmittance at
550 nm, and with the absence of size cues [359, 360]. In one study, the average gain
was reported to be 0.45 for eight participants [359], and varied between 0.2 to 0.75 in
another study [360]. Generally, lower gains were reported in studies with the absence of
size cues. Chromatic aberrations have also been shown to have a significant effect on
the gain of the AR. The average response gain was found to be reduced by about 50%
under monochromatic light (mean = 0.43) as compared to the normal condition under
white light (mean = 0.85) [340]. Kruger and Pola also found a reduction in the amplitude
of ARs when their participants viewed the target under monochromatic light as
compared to white light condition [31]. One of their participants failed to accommodate
effectively to the sinusoidally moving stimulus in the absence of chromatic aberration.
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The group average phase lag for the baseline condition was 34 degrees. This value was
similar to the phase lag reported by other investigators, which ranged from about 6 to 50
degrees for a temporal frequency of 0.2 Hz; see Fig. 9(b) of [33]. A study with similar
stimulus conditions to this study (0.2 Hz, ±0.50 D, illuminated by a 550 nm
monochromatic light source) reported a mean phase lag of 68 degree [359].

As shown in Fig. 7.4 and 7.6, the AR gain and phase lag remain fairly constant for the
five experimental conditions. This indicates that the correction of ocular aberrations has
minimal impact on the AR to a sinusoidally moving stimulus. One possible explanation
for this finding is the predictable nature of the stimulus. The movement of a sinusoidal
target repeats itself after a certain time period, hence its next movement can be
anticipated. The brain may have recognised the pattern of stimulus oscillations and is
able to predict what is going to take place based on these memories. Stark and
colleagues estimated the accommodation latency to be 100 ms for predictable
sinusoidal stimulus based on their experimental results [28]. This value was a lot shorter
than the latency for step response, which was quoted to be 360 ms in the same study.
They concluded that the accommodation system was assisted by a prediction operator.
The effect of anticipation was addressed by van der Wildt and associates [30]. They
found that the gain of the sinusoidal AR was reduced and phase lag was increased
when the predictability of the sinusoidal stimulus was masked by noise. They concluded
“… the accommodation system can be fast when anticipation is used and it is relatively
slow when the participant is unable to anticipate the input signal.” In the present
experiment, the predictability of the stimulus may have overridden the odd-error cues
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provided by the monochromatic aberrations.

Large individual differences were found for the accommodative gain among the five
participants. For example, the mean gain for the baseline condition varied from 0.21 for
participant JC to 0.45 for participant YP. Post-hoc analysis showed that the gains for
participants EM and YP are significantly higher than the other participants. The phase
lags for participants KH and JC were also significantly greater than participants JN and
YP. Wide variability in the gain and phase lag among participants has been reported in
other studies, see for example [340, 360]. The wide individual difference hence large SD
may be the reason for the lack of significant differences among different experimental
conditions.
Individually, the correction of odd-order terms produced a significantly higher
accommodative gain as compared to the baseline condition for participant EM. For other
participants, the correction of various Zernike terms failed to produce any significant
effect on both the gain and phase lag of the sinusoidal AR. These results support the
finding of Chen et al. where they reported different ability of their participants to
accommodate in the absence of higher-order aberrations [16]. It is speculated that the
unmasking of the odd-error cue provided by the even-order aberrations after the
correction of odd-order aberrations may have provided a signed cue for the
accommodation control mechanism for participant EM. This cue can be used to guide
the sinusoidal AR.

As discussed earlier, the highly predictive nature of the sinusoidal stimulus may have
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concealed the important signed cue provided by the ocular aberrations. However, a
moving target that oscillates sinusoidally is vital for the study of reflex accommodation
because it minimises the contribution from voluntary accommodation. In the future, it will
be useful to produce a target that oscillates sinusoidally but with its temporal frequency
and amplitude changed quasi-randomly during a measurement run, making the stimulus
unpredictable. This will overcome the issue associated with the predictability of the
stimulus, while permitting the use of a moving target.

7.5 Conclusion

This study investigated the effect of aberration correction on the AR to a stimulus that
was in constant sinusoidal motion. The correction of aberration dynamics was
conducted with an AO system while participants viewed a target oscillating at a
frequency of 0.2 Hz through a range of 1 D centred at the optical vergence of 2 D.
Overall, the AR gain and phase lag were unaffected by the correction of SA, odd-order
aberrations, even-order aberrations except defocus and all aberrations except defocus.
It is speculated that the use of a predictable stimulus may have masked the importance
of signed cues provided by the ocular aberrations. Hence, an unpredictable moving
target may be a better option to investigate the effects of aberration correction on
dynamic accommodation control. As shown in Section 3.4.4, an average of 250 ms is
required to achieve a full aberration correction, hence the influence of time delay should
not be ignored. Also, myopes and emmetropes may have different accommodation
control systems, hence different refractive groups should be studied separately.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and future work
This chapter summarises the work presented in this thesis and suggests some work
which can be conducted in the future.

8.1 Thesis summary

This thesis consists of four main sections. The first section involved the construction and
optimisation of the first ever binocular Shack-Hartmann (SH) wavefront sensor and its
use for the investigation of binocular correlation between the aberration dynamics of the
two eyes. The second part was the design, construction and optimisation of the adaptive
optics (AO) system. Third and the fourth sections consisted of an experiment on the
effect of aberration dynamics on steady-state accommodation, and three experiments
on the effect of aberration dynamics on the control of dynamic accommodation,
respectively.

8.1.1 The binocular correlation of aberration dynamics

Previous literature suggests that focus fluctuations are significantly correlated between
the two eyes, but this statement is based on the visual inspection of the time traces of
focus during steady-state viewing [84, 255]. Static monocular measurements of the
ocular aberrations also reveal mirror symmetry between various Zernike modes in the
two eyes of the same subject [126, 135, 138, 141, 259-261]. However, little is known
about the dynamic correlation of focus and higher-order aberrations in the frequency
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domain. Therefore, a binocular SH wavefront sensor was constructed for this purpose.
A single laser diode was used to create a point source on each retina by means of two
beamsplitters. A diffuser was used to reduce laser speckle. Aberration measurements
from the two eyes were captured by a single CCD camera to reduce cost and system
complexity, and to avoid the need to synchronise two cameras. With a 2 x 2 binning
mode, the sampling frequency of the sensor was 20.5 Hz. This sampling frequency
enables the measurement of ocular aberrations over a range of temporal frequencies
(up to 10.25 Hz). Both channels had been shown to be equivalent to each other by
using Bland and Altman plots using trial lenses and two model eyes. Six participants
were recruited for the investigation of binocular correlations of the aberration dynamics.
Coherence function analysis showed that the coherence values were dependent on the
subject, aberration mode and frequency component. Generally, the inter-ocular
correlations of the aberration dynamics were fairly weak for all participants.
Measurements obtained under binocular and monocular viewing conditions showed
similar root-mean-square (rms) wavefront error (WFE) dynamics. Residual errors in the
determination of the true pupil centre had been shown to have minimal effect on the
coherence values. Uneven tear film had also been ruled out as a potential source for the
low coherence values.

8.1.2 The adaptive optics system

Current AO systems for the human eye are operated in closed-loop, which means an
aberrated wavefront will pass through the wavefront corrector before it reaches the
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wavefront sensor. Hence it is not possible to obtain an independent measurement of the
ocular aberrations. This proves to be an issue in the study of dynamic accommodation
responses (ARs), especially when the deformable mirror (DM) is used to generate a
defocus step, because it is then necessary to differentiate the defocus step induced by
the system from the eye’s response. Two methods have been proposed to overcome
this problem, but both are time-consuming [16, 328]. A monocular AO system with a
dual wavefront sensing channel was built, where the extra sensing channel permits
direct measurement of the eye’s aberrations independent of the DM. Both sensing
channels are captured by a single SH sensor to reduce system cost and complexity.
The eye channel is particularly useful when one wishes to invert the ocular aberrations
in real-time during an accommodation response. A diffuser is used to reduce laser
speckle which avoids the non-common path error associated with the use of a scanner.
The principle of stroke amplification is incorporated into this system to double the stroke
of the DM, which is achieved by using two lenses and a plane mirror. The performance
of this AO system is comparable to other existing ophthalmic AO systems. The
closed-loop bandwidth is around 3-4 Hz and the residual WFE is typically less than 0.1
μm over a 5 mm pupil. The DM has been shown to be able to generate various Zernike
polynomials reliably. Mode coupling is practically insignificant for most Zernike modes.

8.1.3 Aberration dynamics and steady-state accommodation control

A relatively new application of ophthalmic AO systems is in the investigation of the effect
of ocular aberrations on the accommodation control mechanism. The main concern has
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been the effect of these aberrations on dynamic accommodation [15, 16], with very few
studies concentrating on their effects on steady-state accommodation control [328, 362].
Accommodation microfluctuations, especially the low-frequency component, have been
suggested to aid in the maintenance of the stead-state response by monitoring the
changes in retinal image contrast. Correction of aberrations, hence a smaller depth of
focus, should theoretically result in smaller accommodation fluctuations. However, when
various aberration corrections were performed on five participants, no significant
findings were observed between the baseline condition and other aberration conditions.
This could be due to the prior correction of the static aberration level and/or the limited
closed-loop bandwidth of the AO system.

8.1.4 Aberration dynamics and dynamic accommodation control

Three experiments were conducted under this topic.

First experiment: Even-order aberrations have been demonstrated to provide an
odd-error cue for the accommodation control mechanism by generating heterogeneous
point spread functions (PSFs) on either side of the best focal plane [12]. The human eye
has also been shown to be capable of recognising the differences in the PSFs of the
monochromatic aberrations in the presence of myopic and hyperopic defocus [12].
According to the error detection model proposed by Kotulak and Schor, the correlation
between the derivative of the change in the retinal image contrast and the derivative of
the fluctuations in the crystalline lens power will produce an odd-error signal with both
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the magnitude and directional information of an accommodative error [49]. The required
direction of the AR can be determined by comparing the signs of the derivatives of the
power and the contrast functions. Therefore it is suggested that the correction of the
aberrations is effectively equivalent to the removal of a directional cue for the dynamic
AR. The inversion of these aberrations will probably disrupt the relationship between the
fluctuations in the lens power and retinal image contrast, hence initiate a step response
in the opposite direction to the step stimulus. Previously, two studies have been
conducted to study the effect of aberration correction on dynamic accommodation
control. One showed an increase in the response time and peak velocity [15], while the
other reported subject-dependent results [16]. This study extended the work in this area
where aberrations were measured, and dynamically corrected or inverted for five
participants. One participant had to be excluded from this study because he failed to
accommodate in all experimental conditions. The correction of aberrations made no
difference to the AR gain, latency and the total response time. The inversion of all
aberrations except defocus (IA) and even-order aberrations except defocus (IE)
resulted in a significant decrease in the AR gain for the outward step. The IA condition
also significantly prolonged the AR latency for the outward step. Aberration inversion
also increased the number of incorrect directional responses, especially in the outward
step. This indicated that these aberrations play a role in the determination of the initial
path of the AR to a step stimulus.

Second experiment: Hung and Ciuffreda have suggested that the feedback control
process of the accommodation system consists of a dual-mode behaviour, i.e. a fast
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and a slow component [27]. The fast component has to an open-loop pre-programmed
movement in order to permit a rapid rise in the AR without causing instability due to a
long latency period. Information regarding the magnitude and speed of the stimulus step
has been suggested to be gathered during this pre-programmed process. The temporal
location of this information gathering process is not known, but it is speculated that it
takes place during the AR latency period. Monochromatic aberrations were corrected at
different regions of the AR cycle to study their effect on the dynamic accommodation
control system. Corrections were induced before and after the step change, throughout
the experimental run, and during and after the AR latency. The results were dependent
on the aberration condition and subject, and different for the inward and outward steps.

Third experiment: Stationary and step stimuli have been used as targets for various
accommodation studies with AO systems. This is the first study to explore the effect of
the correction of aberration dynamics on the AR to a moving stimulus that oscillates
sinusoidally. The target moved sinusoidally at a frequency of 0.2 Hz through a range of
1 D centred at a 2 D optical vergence, i.e. 1.5 to 2.5 D. The correction of selected
aberrations failed to produce any significant effect on the AR gain and phase lag. The
predictable nature of the sinusoidally moving target could have masked the importance
of the signed cues provided by the ocular aberrations.
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8.2 Future work

8.2.1 System development

Currently, the binocular SH sensor can only be used for distant targets because of the
lack of Badal optometers in the ingoing and outgoing paths to compensate for the
vergence effect induced by a near target. In the future, Badal focus corrector can be
incorporated into the system so that psychophysical experiments can be performed at
various accommodation levels. The AO system would benefit from a more flexible target
which can be modified in terms of luminance, contrast and spatial frequency to match
the requirement for various psychophysics studies. An example is the organic light
emitting diode (OLED) microdisplay device. Also, small head instability can lead to
lateral pupil translation relative to the instrument with an amplitude of about 0.1 mm [10].
A pupil monitoring channel (consisting of a CCD camera conjugate to the pupil plane)
should be included into both systems to track the actual image of the pupil, and
synchronise it with the measurements of the SH spots to rule out any error in the
estimation of Zernike coefficients.

8.2.2 Interaction between aberrations

In chapter 5, the AR gain was significantly decreased during the IA and IE conditions for
the outward step in accommodation stimulus. However, the inversion procedure had no
effect on the AR for the inward step. The discrepancy between the outward and inward
steps could be explained by the interaction effect between the aberrations and the
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defocus step. Pairs of Zernike modes have been shown to interact with each other,
resulting in an improvement or degradation of visual performance [129]. Depending on
the value of spherical aberration (SA), for instance, the inversion of SA could have partly
cancelled the shift of the best focal plane due to the 0.5 D of defocus step change. This
point has not been addressed in this thesis. A possible approach to investigate this point
would be to isolate SA with all other aberrations corrected, then SA is manipulated in
small increments or decrements with accommodation held at a constant level. The
isolation of each mode and the constant defocus level should avoid the issue associated
with the shift in the best focal plane due to the interactions between aberrations and
defocus. This process can then be repeated at different defocus levels, and for other
aberrations or a combination of aberrations. From this, it would be possible to formulate
a model which may be able to explain the interaction between aberration modes and
baseline defocus level, and the resultant effect on the accommodation control system.
This will also allow for the investigation of the contribution of individual aberration terms
to the overall accommodative output.

8.2.3 Visual sensitivity to aberrations

A study by Kotulak and Schor reports that a step displacement of the target can elicit an
AR even though it is below the threshold of visual perception [363]. This means that a
blur stimulus that is smaller than the depth of focus is sufficient to stimulate the AR, but
at the same time does not produce a blurred retinal image. This finding suggests that
microfluctuations of accommodation, albeit not normally noticeable to the visual system,
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can provide a directional cue to the accommodation system for the maintenance of
steady-state accommodation. It is well known that the magnitude of the higher-order
aberrations is a lot smaller than defocus [141], and Zernike modes higher than the
fourth radial order have been shown to have little effect on the retinal image quality [143].
To date, the sensitivity of the accommodation and visual system to the higher-order
aberrations is yet to be demonstrated. Future work is required in this area to determine
which aberration is the most important for an observer. Each aberration could be
increased gradually from below the detection threshold and the level at which it elicits
an AR should be noted. It is suggested that the natural aberrations of the observer be
compensated prior to the measurement run so as to allow accurate determination of the
visual sensitivity to each aberration mode. This process can then be repeated for other
modes. Once this procedure is completed, one should be able to determine which
aberration mode the participant is most sensitive to, and the subsequent correction
and/or inversion of this mode should provide more information about the effect of the
manipulation of aberration dynamics on the accommodation control system.

8.2.4 Recruitment of subjects

It should be noted that all accommodation studies with AO systems only involve a small
sample size, ranging between 2 to 6 participants [15, 16]. Perhaps more participants
should be recruited in the future because for a small sample size, a few outliers can
produce significant differences between the means, thus committing type I error [364]. A
comparison of the effect of aberration correction on the AR of the myopes, hyperopes
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and emmetropes may provide more in depth understanding of the development of
refractive errors.

In summary, this thesis reports on two systems that have been developed for the study
of aberration dynamics and ocular accommodation in human participants. A weak
correlation between the aberration dynamics of the two eyes has been demonstrated for
the first time. The application of the AO system has shown that the aberration dynamics
can affect accommodation control under certain conditions. They are invaluable tools for
future work to extend the studies that have been carried out in this thesis.
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Appendix A Zernike polynomial table
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Appendix B Mathematical demonstration for odd-order aberrations

The quality of the retinal image can be predicted from the wavefront aberrations of the
human eye. The wavefront aberration, W(x,y), can be assumed to be comprised of an
even and an odd function [240]. The even function, E(x,y), is the sum of the even-order
Zernike terms, i.e. aberrations that produce the same point spread function (PSF) under
a rotation of 180°. The odd function, O(x,y), is the sum of odd-order aberrations that
vary under a rotation of 180°.

W ( x, y ) = E ( x, y ) + O( x, y )

(B.1)

The pupil transmittance function, P(x,y), is the transmittance of the pupil, where x and y
are the Cartesian co-ordinates in the pupil. For simplicity, P(x,y) is considered as an
even function and it is uniform (i.e. equals to 1) within the pupil margin.

Instead of expressing the PSF as a light distribution in image space (i.e. at the retina), it
is usually expressed as the corresponding distribution at the object space. The
amplitude PSF, ga(u,v), is the complex amplitude of the light distribution, whereas the
intensity PSF, PSF(u,v), is the actual luminance distribution which can be measured
with a light meter, where u and v are the object space coordinates [108]. These two
parameters can be related by the equation
PSF (u, v ) = g a (u, v )g a* (u, v )

(B.2)

where * represents the complex conjugate, ga(u,v) is given by
⎡
⎡
g a (u, v ) = FT ⎢P ( x, y ) exp⎢i
⎣
⎣
⎡
⎡
= FT ⎢P ( x, y ) exp⎢i
⎣
⎣

2π

⎤⎤
W ( x, y )⎥ ⎥
λ
⎦⎦

2π

⎤⎤
(E ( x, y ) + O( x, y ))⎥ ⎥
λ
⎦⎦

(B.3)
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where FT is Fourier transform, λ is the wavelength of the light source, i = − 1 and
g a* (u, v ) is given by
⎡
⎡ 2π
⎤⎤
(E ( − x,− y ) + O( − x,− y ))⎥ ⎥
g a* (u, v ) = FT ⎢P * ( − x,− y ) exp⎢− i
λ
⎣
⎦⎦
⎣

(B.4)

Since E ( x, y ) = E ( − x,− y ) and − O( x, y ) = O( − x,− y ) , g a* (u, v ) can be simplified as
⎡
⎡ 2π
⎤⎤
( −E ( x, y ) + O( x, y ))⎥ ⎥
g a* (u, v ) = FT ⎢P ( x, y ) exp ⎢i
⎣ λ
⎦⎦
⎣

(B.5)

The relationships between these retinal image quality criteria are shown in Fig. B.1.

Figure B.1. Relationships between image quality criteria. The image quality criteria are
in blue, the operations are in red and the quantity obtained by measurement is in green.
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Assume that wavefront W2(x,y) is exactly the same as W(x,y) apart from having an
opposite sign for the even function. Hence,

W 2 ( x, y ) = −E ( x, y ) + O( x, y )

(B.6)

Accordingly,
PSF2 (u, v ) = ha (u, v )ha* (u, v )

(B.7)

where ha(u,v) is given by
⎡
⎡ 2π
⎤⎤
ha (u, v ) = FT ⎢P ( x, y ) exp ⎢i
( −E ( x, y ) + O( x, y ))⎥ ⎥
⎣ λ
⎦⎦
⎣

(B.8)

and ha* (u, v ) is given by
⎡
⎤⎤
⎡ 2π
ha* (u, v ) = FT ⎢P * ( − x,− y ) exp⎢− i
( −E ( − x,− y ) + O( − x,− y ))⎥ ⎥
λ
⎦⎦
⎣
⎣
⎡
⎤⎤
⎡ 2π
= FT ⎢P ( x, y ) exp ⎢i
(E ( x, y ) + O( x, y ))⎥ ⎥
⎦⎦
⎣ λ
⎣

(B.9)

Now, note that ha (u, v ) = g a* (u, v ) and ha* (u, v ) = g a (u, v ) , therefore PSF(u,v) and
PSF2(u,v) must be the same. In other words, if the even function is consisted of defocus
only, identical PSFs will be produced in the presence of myopic and hyperopic defocus.
Therefore, this demonstrates that the odd-order aberrations do not provide a signed cue
for the accommodation system.
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Appendix C Centroid calculation

As shown in Equations 2.5 and 2.6, the coordinates of the centroids are given by
N

Cx =

∑ xi Ii
i =1
N

∑ Ii
i =1

N

and

Cy =

∑ y i Ii
i =1
N

∑ Ii
i =1

where Ii is the intensity of the i th pixel with coordinates (xi, yi). N is the total number of
pixels within the search block.

Figure C.1 Example of centroid coordinates and spot intensities within a search block.

In Fig. C.1, the intensities, range 0 (none) to 255 (maximum intensity), vary between 0
to 255 in the x and the y-axis within this search block. Each search block is divided into
smaller sections, with coordinate values between -1 to 1 in both axes.
( −1× 255 ) + (0 × 200 ) + (1× 0) + ( −1× 100 ) + (0 × 200 ) + (1× 0) + ( −1× 0) + (0 × 0) + (1× 0)
255 + 200 + 0 + 100 + 200 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0
= −0.47

Cx =

and,
( −1× 255 ) + (0 × 100 ) + (1× 0) + ( −1× 200 ) + (0 × 200 ) + (1× 0) + ( −1× 0) + (0 × 0) + (1× 0)
255 + 100 + 0 + 200 + 200 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0
= −0.60

Cy =

Hence, the coordinates of the centroids are (-0.47, -0.60). The same process is
repeated for every search block.
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Appendix D Laser Safety

For the binocular Shack-Hartmann (SH) wavefront sensor, laser diode with a
wavelength of 785 nm is used to illuminate the eye. The following safety limit is
calculated based on the British Standard for the Safety of Laser Products, BS EN
60825-1:1994. The most extreme case is for an ingoing laser beam to be focused into a
small spot on the retina, where the angle of acceptance, α, is zero and T2 is 25 seconds.
From the table of the maximum permissible exposure (MPE) at the cornea for direct
exposure to radiation for t up to 8.3 hours, the MPE is given by
MPE = 10 × C 4 × C 7 Wm -2 as

t > T2

(D.1)

C 4 = 10 0.002( λ −700 )
= 10 0.002( 785 −700 )
= 1.48 Wm -2

(D.2)

C7 = 1

(D.3)

MPE = 10 × 1.48 × 1 = 14.8 Wm -2

(D.4)

and,

Hence

The above standard assumed a pupil diameter of 7 mm for the measurement of the
laser irradiance and radiant exposure. The MPEBSH in Watts is given by
MPE BSH = 14.8 × π × (3.5 × 10 −3 ) 2

(D.5)

= 569 μW

For the adaptive optics (AO) system, laser diode with a wavelength of 817 nm is used to
illuminate the eye.
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C 4 = 10 0.002( 817 −700 )
= 1.71 Wm

(D.6)

-2

and,

C7 = 1

(D.7)

Hence, the MPEAO in Watts is given by
MPE AO = 17.1× π × (3.5 × 10 −3 ) 2

(D.8)

= 658 μW

Therefore, both systems are safe for human subjects because under no circumstances
will the subject be viewing the laser beam continuously for 8 hours. The actual power
entering the eye will be less than 50% of this value.
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Appendix E Coherence values between each aberration of two eyes

Figure E.1. Coherence value between each individual aberration of the two eyes of
participant CS.

Figure E.2. Coherence value between each individual aberration of the two eyes of
participant CV.
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Figure E.3. Coherence value between each individual aberration of the two eyes of
participant JC.

Figure E.4. Coherence value between each individual aberration of the two eyes of
participant KH.

Figure E.5. Coherence value between each individual aberration of the two eyes of
participant YP.
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Appendix F Power spectral density for each data segment

Figure F.1. The PSDs of the rms WFE of each data segment for the right eye of
participant KH.

Figure F.2. The PSDs of the rms WFE of each data segment for the right eye of
participant EM.
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Appendix G Badal optometer

In its simplest form, the Badal optometer comprises a positive lens placed at a focal
distance away from the eye [329].

Figure G.1. Badal optometer.
According to the Gaussian lens formula,
1 1 1
+ =
l l' f

(G.1)

where f is the focal length of the lens, and l and l’ are the object and image distances,
respectively.
From Fig. G.1,
1
1
1
+
=
f − x x '−( −f ) f

(G.2)

− xx ' = f 2

(G.3)

Hence

where x and x’ are the distance of the object and image from their respective focal
points. This is also known as the Newtonian form of the thin lens equation.

In a Badal optometer, refractive error, X’, can be compensated by using the following
equation
X ' = − xF 2

(G.4)
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where x is the target displacement from the focus of the Badal lens, and F is the inverse
of the focal length of the Badal lens. X’ is now a linear function of x.

The Badal optometer used in this AO system is effectively a two-lens focus corrector as
illustrated in Fig. G.2. To correct for refractive errors in a myopic eye, the separation
between lens L1 and L2 is decreased, and vice-versa for a hyperopic eye.

Figure G.2. Two-lens focus corrector.
This arrangement, however, results in a shift in the pupil plane. Consequently, either the
optical components or both the subject and the optical components have to be shifted
accordingly, which is an undesirable effect. To avoid this issue, two mirrors mounted on
a motorised stage are used to fix the pupil plane as shown in Fig. G.3. This arrangement
allows the correction of refractive errors in both directions. It should be noted that
because the mirrors are mounted on a stage, to compensate for the same refractive
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error, movement x will be half the amount calculated from Equation G.4. The Badal
optometer has to be placed in both the ingoing and the outgoing paths because
according to the principle of reciprocity, a diverging or converging incoming ray will
follow the same path when it emerges from the eye. Therefore, passage through the
same set of optics on the return path will re-collimate the light and correct any defocus
in the outgoing beam.

Figure G.3. Badal optometer with two lenses and two mirrors.

It is worth mentioning that in the present set-up, instead of correcting the refractive
errors of the subjects, the Badal focus corrector is used to vary the stimulus vergence
for the study of the accommodation mechanism. Hence, moving the mirrors closer to
the lenses generate hyperopic defocus, i.e. increase in stimulus vergence. To set the
stimulus vergence to 2 D, x is equal to 31.2 mm from Equation G.4. As mentioned above,
displacement required is half of the calculated x value, i.e. 15.6 mm.
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Appendix H Average time series of the accommodation response

Figure H.1. Average time course records of the dynamic accommodation response of
participant YP for each aberration condition for (a) inward step, and (b) outward step.
Incorrect average accommodation responses are highlighted in red.
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Figure H.2. Average time course records of the dynamic accommodation response of
participant KH for each aberration condition for (a) inward step, and (b) outward step.
Incorrect average accommodation responses are highlighted in red.

Figure H.3. Average time course records of the dynamic accommodation response of
participant MC for each aberration condition for (a) inward step, and (b) outward step.
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Appendix I Object and image shift through a pair of relay lenses

Figure I.1. Object and image shift through a pair of relay lenses.
From Fig. I.1,
1
1 1
=− +
f1
a b

(I.1)

Hence
b=

af1
a + f1

(I.2)

And,
1
1
1
=−
+
f2
b − (f1 + f 2 ) c

(I.3)

− af22 − f12f2 − f1f22
− f12

(I.4)

Hence

c=
Therefore

dc f22
=
da f12

(I.5)

This shows that the image shift in response to the object shift through a pair of relay
lenses is given by the ratio of the squares of the focal lengths [365]. Since the focal
lengths of lenses L7 and L8 are equal, the effect of these relay lenses can be ignored
(Fig. 7.1). Therefore, the image-object shift through the relay lenses of the Bradford
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University AO system can be summarised by Fig. I.2.

Figure I.2. Image-object shift through the relay lenses of Bradford University AO system.
dc =

100 2
200 2

⋅ da

(I.6)

And
de =

200 2
100 2

⋅ dc

(I.7)

Hence

200 2 100 2
⋅
⋅ da
100 2 200 2
= da

de =

(I.8)

This demonstrates that the image shift at lens L12 is determined by the image shift at the
Badal lens L5. According to Equation G.4, to achieve a peak-to-peak amplitude of 1 D,
the target has to be moved by
x = 1⋅ 0.125 2
= 1.56 cm
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